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Disclaimer

"The material contained in this report is for general information purposes only. Any use of the material is at your own risk. To the extent permitted by law Curriculum Corporation will not be liable for any loss or damage suffered as a result of any party relying upon this report."
1.0 Introduction

1.1 Purpose
Detail changes to the Schools Online Thesaurus

1.2 Audience
ScOT Consultative Group and other interested parties.

1.3 Background
The Thesaurus Analyst regularly identifies and manages subject branches in need of top-down revision. A branch revision is a top-down analysis of a subject area, such as Mathematics, Arts etc. It includes quality assurance of relationships against specifications and addition/revision of terms where appropriate.

Most changes in v6.2 arise from top-down analysis of the Arts, Social science and Health areas. Arts and Social science have been improved where reference structures were too flat or were not compatible with other reference structures. Analysis of the Health branch lead to expansion by filling subject gaps, including those under second level terms Disabilities and Diseases.

Maintenance level changes arising from various content projects are also detailed in this report.
2.0 Issues arising

2.1 Arts

Many areas under arts needed intermediate terms to distinguish different organising principles. For example, many NT1s under Visual arts are now located under sibling term “Regional arts”, such as Aboriginal art, Australian art, American art etc. Likewise, Regional music is a new term under Music.

Terms under Visual arts are not further subdivided by geographic concepts; not valid terms now include Australian sculpture, French painting.

Literature is moved from under top term Language to under Arts, and is given a similar treatment with regards to geographical subdivision. New term “Regional literature” has Albanian literature and Arabic literature, but Albanian poetry and Arabic poetry are not valid in v6.2.

“Art movements” is further developed, with terms like Bauhaus and Orphism taken out from under Visual arts and Painting respectively and relocated with other movements and periods. And new second level term “Art themes” is the new term for Landscapes (previously Landscape painting and Landscape drawing), Nocturnes and Portraits.

Films is also moved across from under Media production.

The resulting top level is:

Arts
NT Architecture
   Art movements
   Art themes
   Dance
   Design
   Films
   Literature
   Music
   Regional art
   Theatre (Arts)
   Visual arts
2.2 Society

Psychology logically branches into a number of subject areas, including Science and Health. It also dovetails closely with sibling terms Human relations and Social services.

Both the composition of the Psychology reference structure and its location within the broader thesaurus is likely to be subject to further revision.

Social services is moved across to Health and Religion promoted from underneath Culture.

The resulting top level is:

Society
   NT Culture
      Environmental management
      Human relations
      Law
      Media
      Philosophy
      Politics
      Population (Society)
      Psychology
      Religion
      Social services

2.3 Health

In an attempt to enumerate different types of disabilities, a brief reference structure was instead created that aligns with accessibility profiles:

Disability
   UF Disabled
   BT Health
   NT Cognitive impairment
      Hearing impairment
      Physical impairment
      Visual impairment

The diseases and disorders leading to these profiles are expanded mainly under Diseases. Bridging these areas are RT relationships between, for example, Visual impairment and Eye diseases. The latter has NTs Astigmatism, Blindness, Cataracts etc.
Pathology

BT    Health
NT   Animal diseases
     Cancer
     Cardiovascular disease
     Disease transmission
     Drug addiction
     Immune disorders
     Mental disorders
     Metabolic disorders
     Organ-specific pathologies
     Paralysis
     Respiratory disease
     SIDS

Drugs reference structure was expanded with a number of candidates, but many new terms were allocated Provisional status after a number of attempts to arrange these concepts in a suitable and intuitive structure (see Provisional terms below). Terms under Public health are relocated as Public health is now equivalent with Health care, which has moved with Social services out of Health and to Society. And Natural disasters, which was previously under Safety, is moved under Earth and space.

The resulting top level is:

Health
NT   Disabilities
     Diseases
     Drugs
     Medicine
     Nutrition
     Physical fitness
     Safety
     Sanitation.
3.0 Statistics

Table 1 - Preferred, Non-preferred and Top terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>6.0</th>
<th>6.1</th>
<th>6.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top Terms</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total terms</td>
<td>10,321</td>
<td>10,496</td>
<td>10,514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td>7,666</td>
<td>7,730</td>
<td>7,430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-preferred</td>
<td>2,655</td>
<td>2,766</td>
<td>3,084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%Percent non-preferred</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
<td>29.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A common question facing thesaurus developers is “how many levels”. Targets for hierarchy depth are sometimes arbitrarily assigned (eg “5 to 7”).

An alternative approach is to manage and report the proportion of terms at each level. Details of how many levels a thesaurus ‘drills down’ should be presented within the context of where most indexing terms are located.

Figure 1 shows changes between version 5.2, 5.3 and 6.2 with regard to the number of terms at each level. The graph shows little change at the second level or for levels 3 or 5. There is a spike of level 4 terms in version 6.2 which is due to approved candidate terms added to the existing structure.

Table 2 - Term level proportions

![Term level proportions chart](chart.png)
At level 6 and 7 there is a substantial decline in the number of terms. An increase in overall non-preferred terms partly accounts for a reduction in preferred terms at all levels, except in version 6.2 where there is a noticeable increase in level 4 terms.

In version 6.2, about 90% of terms fall within the top 6 levels. This compares with 86% in version 5.3 and 80% in 5.2. This represents a trend towards an even triangular shape, where each term branches out to not-too-few but not-too-many narrow terms. Balancing the number of NT references for each term means ease of browsing to relevant topics without limiting a multifaceted approach to dividing concepts.
4.0 **Approved term**

Candidate terms approved in ScOT version 6.2.

- A cappella
  USE: Vocal music
- Abstract ideas
  USE: Concepts
- Aerophones
  USE: Wind instruments
- Air accidents
  USE: Aviation accidents
- Alcohol abuse
  UF: Alcoholism
  BT: Drugs
  NT: Binge drinking
  RT: Alcoholic drinks
- Alcoholism
  USE: Alcohol abuse
- Ambient music
  UE: Easy listening
- Analgesia
  USE: Analgesic drugs
- Analgesic drugs
  UF: Analgesia
  Painkillers
  BT: Drugs
  NT: Methadone
- Anesthesia
  USE: Anaesthetics
- Analgesic drugs
  UF: Analgesia
  BT: Drugs
- Anticancer drugs
  USE: Chemotherapy
- Antidepressants
  USE: Psychiatric medication
- Antineoplastics
  USE: Chemotherapy
- Antonyms
  BT: Semantics
- Animal diseases
  BT: Diseases
  NT: Bird flu
  Equine influenza
  Foot and mouth disease
- Antibodies
  BT: Immune system
- Antidepressants
  USE: Psychiatric medication
- Antineoplastics
  USE: Chemotherapy
- Antonyms
  BT: Semantics
Aphasia
UF: Aphemia
Dysphasia
BT: Specific learning disability
RT: Language proficiency

Aphemia
USE: Aphasia

Arithmetic
USE: Number operations

Aromatherapy
UF: Essential oils
BT: Alternative medicine

Arson
BT: Crime
RT: Fires
Firefighting

Art periods
USE: Art movements

Arterial disease
USE: Cardiovascular disease

Atherosclerosis
USE: Cardiovascular disease

Athlete's foot
USE: Tinea

Audience identification

Avian influenza
USE: Bird flu

 Aviation accidents
UF: Air accidents
BT: Accidents

Bacterial meningitis
BT: Bacterial infections
RT: Viral meningitis

Bacterial pneumonia
BT: Bacterial infections
RT: Viral pneumonia

Balalaikas
BT: Stringed instruments

Bandages
BT: Medical equipment

Baritone horns
USE: Saxhorns
Bass (Stringed instruments) USE: Double basses

Bathyliths USE: Intrusions (Geology)

Biased samples UF: Bias (Statistics) BT: Sampling

Binge drinking BT: Alcohol abuse

Biographical fiction SN: Use for fictionalized accounts of the life of a real person. BT: Genres

Biological dispersal UF: Seed dispersal BT: Populations (Ecology) RT: Animal reproduction Pathogens Plant reproduction

Bird flu UF: Avian influenza BT: Animal diseases RT: Birds Influenza

Bisexuality BT: Sexuality

BODMAS USE: Order of operations

Bowel cancer USE: Colon cancer

Brain diseases

Brain disorders USE: Mental disorders

Brass instruments BT: Wind instruments NT: Bugles Flugelhorns French horns Saxhorns Trombones Trumpets Tubas

Breathing exercises BT: Exercise

Bush bass UF: Tea chest bass BT: Stringed instruments

Caliphate USE: Khalifat movement Callosities USE: Calluses

Carbon finance USE: Emissions trading Carbon trading

Cardiovascular disease UF: Arterial disease Atherosclerosis Cardiomyopathy Circulatory disease
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Synonyms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>Heart disease, BT: Diseases, NT: Strokes, Thrombosis, RT: Circulatory system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassowaries</td>
<td>BT: Flightless birds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemotherapy</td>
<td>UF: Anticancer drugs, Antineoplastics, BT: Drug therapy, RT: Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circulatory disease</td>
<td>USE: Cardiovascular disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chivalry</td>
<td>UF: Knighthood, UF: Knights, BT: Feudalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chroming</td>
<td>BT: Substance abuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon cancer</td>
<td>UF: Bowel cancer, Colorectal cancer, BT: Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal cancer</td>
<td>USE: Colon cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common nouns</td>
<td>BT: Nouns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composition (Texts)</td>
<td>USE: Composing (Texts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer data storage</td>
<td>USE: Data storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confession</td>
<td>USE: Penance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congenital disorders</td>
<td>SN: Use for resources about diseases transmitted genetically, UF: Genetic screening, BT: Disease transmission, NT: Cerebral palsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenience food</td>
<td>USE: Fast food</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativeness</td>
<td>USE: Creative thinking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criminal procedures</td>
<td>USE: Court procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT scans</td>
<td>UF: CAT scans, BT: Medical imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural institutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon cancer</td>
<td>BT: Cancer, NT: Archives, Art galleries, Libraries, Museums, RT: Arts industry, Information management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectal cancer</td>
<td>USE: Colon cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep vein thrombosis</td>
<td>USE: Thrombosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degenerative bone diseases</td>
<td>USE: Bone disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dementia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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BT: Mental disorders
Deportation
BT: Migration
RT: Transportation

Dermatophytosis
USE: Tinea

Descriptive statistics
USE: Data representation

Diabetes (Type 2)
BT: Metabolic disorders

Dikes (Dams)
USE: Dams

Dikes (Geology)
USE: Intrusions (Geology)

Disease diagnosis
BT: Medicine
NT: Terminal illness

Dreamtime
USE: Dreaming

Droplet contact
SN: Use for resources about infection via air-borne particles.
BT: Disease transmission

Drug abuse
USE: Substance abuse

Drug addiction
BT: Diseases
RT: Substance abuse

Drug therapy
BT: Animal diseases
RT: Horses
Influenza

BT: Substance abuse

English horns
USE: Cor anglais
STA: Candidate

BT: Ruminants

Essential oils
USE: Aromatherapy

BT: Bacterial infections
Sexually transmitted disease

Excision
BT: Surgery

BT: Protective clothing

Flutes
BT: Wind instruments
NT: Ocarinas
Panpipes
Piccolos
Recorders (Musical instruments)

BT: Hygiene

Food habits
USE: Diet

BT: Religious festivals

Food pyramid
BT: Nutrition

BT: Cardiovascular disease

Football (Australian Rules)
USE: Australian Rules

Heroin

UE: Opiates

Foreclosure (Identity)
BT: Personal identity
RT: Parental behaviour

BT: Genocide

Homoeopathy

Foreclosure (Mortgages)
BT: Home ownership

BT: Alternative medicine

Horse flu

Generations
BT: Genealogy
NT: Baby boomers
Generation X

USE: Equine influenza

House music

USE: Disco music
House of Representatives
USE: Lower house

Huntington's disease
BT: Mental Disorders

Hurtfulness
USE: Cruelty

Idea generation
USE: Ideation

Images (Pictures)
USE: Visual arts

Immune diseases
USE: Immune disorders

Immune disorders
UF: Immune diseases
BT: Diseases
NT: AIDS
Allergies
Diabetes (Type 1)
Juvenile idiopathic arthritis
Multiple sclerosis
Rheumatoid arthritis
RT: Immune system

Knighthood
USE: Chivalry

Industry
USE: Industries

Intrusions (Geology)
UF: Bathyliths
Dikes (Geology)
Dykes (Geology)
Intrusive rocks
BT: Earth movements
RT: Plutonic rocks

Intrusive rocks
USE: Intrusions (Geology)

Jock itch
USE: Tinea

Joint diseases
USE: Arthritis

Joint disorders
USE: Arthritis

Junk food
USE: Fast food

Juvenile arthritis
USE: Juvenile idiopathic arthritis

Juvenile idiopathic arthritis
UF: Juvenile arthritis
Juvenile rheumatoid arthritis

Knights

Land rehabilitation
USE: Landcare

Lagerphones
BT: Idiophones

Legal studies
USE: Law

Legislature
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Synonym</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USE: Legislation</td>
<td>Mental images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukaemia</td>
<td>USE: Visualisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Cancer</td>
<td>Mental illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: Language</td>
<td>USE: Mental disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistics</td>
<td>Metabolic disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Diseases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living world</td>
<td>NT: Diabetes (Type 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: Life</td>
<td>Eating disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Obesity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love</td>
<td>Methadone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Attachment</td>
<td>BT: Analgesic drugs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotions</td>
<td>RT: Opiates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low relief sculpture</td>
<td>Middle ear infection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: Bas relief</td>
<td>UF: Otitis media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magic</td>
<td>BT: Ear disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: Sourcery</td>
<td>Minibeasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mania</td>
<td>USE: Invertebrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Mental disorders</td>
<td>Monoplegia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material world</td>
<td>USE: Paralysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: Matter</td>
<td>Monsters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math rock</td>
<td>USE: Mythical creatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: Post-hardcore</td>
<td>Motor vehicle accidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical imaging</td>
<td>USE: Road accidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Medicine</td>
<td>Motor neurone disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT: CAT scans</td>
<td>BT: Mental disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography</td>
<td>Multiple sclerosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasounds (Medicine)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medications</td>
<td>BT: Immune disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: Drugs</td>
<td>Music styles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membranophones</td>
<td>BT: Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: Drums</td>
<td>NT: Ancient music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Art music</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Avant garde music
Baroque music
Blues (Music)
Calypso music
Classical music
Country and Western music
Dance music
Expressionist music
Flamenco music
Folk music
Futurist music
Impressionist music
Industrial music
Instrumental music
Jazz music
Medieval music
Modern music
Muzak
Neoclassicist music
Pastiche (Music)
Renaissance music
Romantic music
Street music

Nutrition

Opiates
UF: Heroin
BT: Analgesic drugs
RT: Methadone

Oral transmission (Diseases)
SN: Use for resources about infection via direct oral contact.
BT: Disease transmission

Organ transplants
BT: Surgery
RT: Organs (Anatomy)

Organ-specific pathologies
SN: See also organ-specific diseases under Cancer and Cardiovascular diseases.
BT: Diseases
NT: Arthritis
Bone disorders
Mental disorders
Ear disorders
Eye disorders
Skin disorders
RT: Cancer

Cardiovascular diseases
Organs (Anatomy)

Netball
BT: Sports

Orthopedics
USE: Orthopaedics

Nonverbal learning disabilities
USE: Mathematical disorders

Osteoporosis
BT Bone disorders

Nuclear accidents
USE: Nuclear disasters

Otitis media
USE: Middle ear infection
BT: Ear disorders

Obesity
BT: Metabolic disorders
RT: Diet

Ovarian cancer
BT: Cancer

Naturopathy
BT: Alternative medicine

Nazism
USE: National socialism

Netball
BT: Sports

Orthopedics
USE: Orthopaedics

Nonverbal learning disabilities
USE: Mathematical disorders

Osteoporosis
BT Bone disorders

Nuclear accidents
USE: Nuclear disasters

Otitis media
USE: Middle ear infection
BT: Ear disorders

Obesity
BT: Metabolic disorders
RT: Diet

Ovarian cancer
BT: Cancer
Painkillers
USE: Analgesic drugs

Pan flutes
USE: Panpipes
STA: Candidate

Paralysis
UF: Monoplegia
Paraplegia
Quadriplegia
Tetraplegia
BT: Diseases
RT: Physical impairment

Paraplegia
USE: Paralysis

Parenthesis
USE: Parentheses

Parkinson's disease
BT: Mental disorders

Penance
UF: Confession
BT: Religion

Petrol sniffing
BT: Substance abuse

Phonics
USE: Phonic method

Physiotherapy
USE: Rehabilitation (Medicine)

Picture puzzles
BT: Puzzles
RT: Picture books

Pilates
BT: Exercise

Placebos
BT: Drug therapy

Planet Earth and beyond
USE: Earth and space

Pluralisation
USE: Plurals

Plurals
UF: Plural nouns
Pluralisation
Singular nouns
BT: Grammar

Polyptychs
BT: Visual arts
NT: Diptychs
Triptychs

Pop music
USE: Popular music

Post-hardcore
UF: Emo
Emocore
Math rock
Screamo
BT: Rock music

Programme music
USE: Art music

Proper names
USE: Proper nouns
Proper nouns
UF: Proper names
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BT: Nouns
RT: Geographic location
   Personal names

Provinces
BT: Countries
   RT: Local government

Psychiatric medication
UF: Antidepressants
BT: Drugs

Psychoanalysis
BT: Psychotherapy

Quadruplegia
USE: Paralysis

Ramadan
BT: Religious festivals

Reading disabilities
USE: Reading difficulties

Reconstructive surgery
BT: Surgery

Reflexology
BT: Alternative medicine

Regional art
BT: Arts
NT: Aboriginal art
   American art
   Australian art
   British art
   Chinese art
   Dutch art
   European art
   Flemish art
   French art
   German art

Greek art
   Italian art
   Maori art
   New Zealand art
   Norwegian art
   Russian art
   Spanish art
   Torres Strait Islander art

Regional culture
UF: Cultural groups
   Ethnic community
   Ethnic cultural groups
   Ethnic groups
   BT: Culture
   NT: Aboriginal culture
   Australian culture
   Maoritanga
   New Zealand culture
   Torres Strait Islander culture

Population distribution (Demography)
   Race

Regional music
UF: Traditional music
   BT: Music
   NT: Aboriginal music
   African music
   American music
   Australian music
   Irish music
   Maori music
   New Zealand music
   North American Indian music
   Pacific Islander music
   Torres Strait Islander music

Respiratory disease
   BT: Diseases
   NT: Asthma
   SARS
Ringworm
USE: Tinea

Rubrics
BT: Student assessment

Rudiments
BT: Rhythm (Music)

School choirs
BT: Music in education
RT: Choral music

Screamo
USE: Post-hardcore

Seed dispersal
USE: Biological dispersal

Senate
USE: Upper house

Sexual abstinence
BT: Sexual behaviour

Sexual orientation
USE: Sexuality

Sexually transmitted disease
SN: Use for resources about infection via sexual contact.
UF: Venereal diseases
BT: Disease transmission
NT: Chlamydia
  Gonorrhea
  HIV
  Syphilis
RT: Sexual behaviour

Shyness
BT: Self-confidence

Social development
USE: Socialisation

Social relations
USE: Human relations

Sound colour
USE: Tone colour

Spastic
USE: Cerebral palsy

Spasticity
USE: Cerebral palsy

Statistical methods
USE: Data analysis

Steaming
BT: Cooking

String instruments
USE: Stringed instruments

Strokes
BT: Cardiovascular disease

Sulfa drugs
USE: Sulfonamides

Sulfonamides
UF: Sulfa drugs
BT: Antibiotics

Supermodels
USE: Fashion models

Surgery
BT: Medicine

NT: Amputation
Excision
Organ transplants
Orthopaedics
Reconstructive surgery

Symphonic poems
UF: Tone poems
BT: Musical forms

Syphilis
BT: Bacterial infections
Sexually transmitted disease

Tablas
BT: Drums

Tea chest basses
USE: Bush basses

Terminal illness
BT: Disease diagnosis
RT: Death

Tetracyclines
BT: Antibiotics

Tetraplegia
USE: Paralysis

Therapeutics
USE: Drug therapy

Thought
USE: Thinking

Thrombosis
UF: Deep vein thrombosis
BT: Cardiovascular disease

Timbre
USE: Tone colour

Tone poems

USE: Symphonic poems
Traffic accidents
USE: Road accidents

Ukuleles
BT: Guitars

Ultrasonography
USE: Ultrasounds (Medicine)

Venereal disease
USE: Sexually transmitted disease

Viral conjunctivitis
BT: Viral infections

Viral meningitis
BT: Viral infections
RT: Bacterial meningitis

Viral pneumonia
BT: Viral infections
RT: Bacterial pneumonia

Vocal range
BT: Pitch (Music)
NT: Baritones

Bass
Contraltos
Countertenors

Mezzosopranos
Sopranos
Tenors
RT: Vocal music

Vox populi
USE: Vox pop

Water-borne diseases
SN: Use for resources about infection via water.
BT: Disease transmission
Witchcraft (Mythology)
USE: Witches

Witchcraft (Wicca)
USE: Wicca

Worksheets (Assignments)
USE: Assignments

Writing (Handwriting)
USE: Handwriting

Witchcraft (Mythology)
USE: Witches

Witchcraft (Wicca)
USE Wicca

Zoonoses
SN: Use for resources about infection between humans and animals.
BT: Disease transmission
5.0 Modified terms

3D art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Graphic arts added.
UF: Three dimensional art
BT: Graphic arts
RT: Assemblage
   Trompe l'oeil

Aboriginal art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art
RT: Australian art
   Torres Strait Islander art

Aboriginal English literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Aboriginal literature added.
BT: Aboriginal literature
RT: Aboriginal languages

Aboriginal literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
NT: Aboriginal English literature
RT: Aboriginal languages
   Torres Strait Islander literature

Aboriginal music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Regional music added.
BT: Regional music

Aboriginal peoples

CN: 6.2 - BT Australians removed, BT Aboriginal culture added.
SN: Use for resources dealing with the Aboriginal peoples of Australia. See also entries beginning with Aboriginal, e.g. Aboriginal singers.
UF: Aborigines
BT: Aboriginal culture
RT: Aboriginal communities
   Aboriginal languages
   Aboriginality
   Torres Strait Islanders

Aboriginal theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Australian theatre added.
BT: Australian theatre

Absenteeism
CN: 6.2 - BT Work attitudes removed BT Human resource management added.
BT: Human resource management

Fashion accessories
CN: 6.2 – Changed from Accessories to Fashion accessories. BT Clothing removed, BT Costume added.
BT: Costume
NT: Handbags
   Hats

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome
CN: 5.2; 6.2 - USE HIV removed, USE AIDS added.
USE: AIDS

Acting
CN: 5.0 - BT Performing arts removed, Drama added; 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Theatre (Arts) added.
UF: Acting skills
   Acting techniques
   Mimesis
   Script interpretation
Stage (Acting)
Theatrical performance
Theatrical performances
BT: Theatre (Arts)
NT: Acting styles
Characters (Acting)
Clowning
Cool down activities
Ensemble acting
Impersonation
Method acting
Mime
Re-enactment
Rehearsal
Stunt work
Understudying
Warm up activities
RT: Actors
Role playing

Activists
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, USE Activism added.
SN: Use for resources about all types of activists, e.g. political activists, social activists, etc.
USE: Activism

Acts
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Structure (Rhetorical devices) added.
BT: Structure (Rhetorical device)
NT: Scenes

Administrative law
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Jurisdiction added.
BT: Jurisdiction
RT: Administrative appeals tribunals

Advantaged
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Socioeconomic status added.
BT: Socioeconomic status
RT: Wealth

Adversary system
CN: 6.2 - BT Justice system removed, BT Court procedures added.
BT: Court procedures

African American music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT American music added.
BT: American music

African literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
NT: Angolan literature
Kenyan literature
Nigerian literature
South African literature
Zambian literature

African music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Regional music added.
BT: Regional music

Age groups
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Communities added.
BT: Communities
NT: Adolescents
Children
Youth
RT: Age
Generations

Agenda setting
CN: 5.3 - BT Media issues removed, BT Power (Political sciences) added; 6.1 - BT Power (Politics)
removed, BT Social influence added; 6.2 - BT Social influence removed, BT Decision making added.
SN: Use for resources on the power of communication to shape and formulate opinion and direction through choice of topics considered and/or the perspectives offered.
BT: Decision making
RT: Propaganda

Aggression
CN: 6.2 - BT Antisocial behaviour removed, BT Personality added.
BT: Personality
NT: Cruelty
RT: Assertiveness
Bullying
Competition (Human relations)
Violence

AIDS
CN: 5.2; 6.2 - USE HIV removed, BT Immune disorders added.
UF: Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome
BT: Immune disorders

Albanian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Albanian language

Alienation effect
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama and BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Rhetorical devices added.
UF: A effect
BT: Rhetorical devices

Alzheimer’s disease
CN: 6.2
BT: Mental disorders

American art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art
RT: Hard Edge

American literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

American music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Regional music added.
BT: Regional music
NT: African American music

Amputation
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - BT Physical disabilities removed, BT Surgery added.
BT: Surgery
RT: Physical impairment
Prostheses

Anamorphic art
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Anamorphic art to Anamorphism. BT Visual arts removed, BT Geometric perspective added.
UF: Distorted art
BT: Geometric perspective

Anarchism
CN: 6.2 - BT Political attitudes removed, BT Social and political systems added.
BT: Social and political systems

Ancient music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
BT: Music styles

Animal art
CN: 6.2 - BT Art movements removed, BT Art themes added.
SN: Use for resources on art works featuring animals.
BT: Art themes

Animal liberationists
CN: 6.2 - BT Activists removed, USE Animal rights added.
USE: Animal rights

Animal sanctuaries
CN: 6.2 - BT Animal welfare removed, BT Parks added.
BT: Parks
RT: Animal welfare

Anklungs
CN: 6.2 - BT Percussion instruments removed, BT Idiophones added.
UF: Bamboo rattles
BT: Idiophones

Antibiotics
CN: 5.0 - BT Communicable diseases removed; 6.2 - BT Antinfective drugs removed, BT Pharmaceuticals added.
BT: Drugs
NT: Penicillin
Sulfonamides
Tetracyclines
RT: Bacterial infections
Diseases
Typhoid

Antimasques
CN: 5.1; 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres
RT: Masques

Antisocial behaviour

CN: 6.2 - BT Human behaviour removed, BT Personality added.
BT: Personality

Apathy
CN: 6.2 - BT Attitudes removed, BT Decision making added.
BT: Decision making

Aquarobics
CN: 6.2 - BT Aerobics added.
UF: Water aerobics
BT: Aerobics
Aquatics
Group fitness activities

Arabic literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Arabic language

Architectural photography
CN: 6.2 - BT Architecture removed.
BT: Photography
RT: Architecture

Archives
6.2 - BT Information management removed, BT Cultural institutions added.

Armenian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Armenian language

Music arrangement
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Composing added.
UF: Arrangement
BT: Composing (Music)
Art exhibitions
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Arts industry added.
UF: Art expositions
BT: Arts industry

Art galleries
CN: 6.2 - BT Public buildings removed, BT Cultural institutions added.
UF: Art museums
BT: Cultural institutions
RT: Curators

Art movements
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Arts movements to Art movement.
UF: Art periods
BT: Arts
NT: Bauhaus
Children's art
Exoticism
Expressionism
Folk art
Impressionism
Mannerism
Medieval art
Modern art
Neoclassicism
 Outsider art
Postcolonialism
Postimpressionism
Pre-Raphaelitism
Primitivism
Renaissance art
Representational art
Revivalism
Rococo
Romanticism
Social realism
Street art

Art music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
SN: Use for resources about traditional music written by a composer rather than passed on by oral tradition. For resources about music from an oral tradition use Folk music.
UF: Programme music
BT: Music styles

Art photography
CN: 6.2
BT: Photography

Art therapy
CN: 6.2 - BT Therapy removed, BT Psychotherapy added.
UF: Art therapists
Craft therapy
BT: Psychotherapy

Arthritis
CN: 5.2; 6.1 - USE Osteoarthritis and USE Rheumatoid arthritis removed, BT Diseases added; 6.2 - BT Diseases removed, BT Organ-specific pathologies added.
UF: Joint disorders
Joint diseases
BT: Organ-specific pathologies
NT: Juvenile idiopathic arthritis
Rheumatoid arthritis

Arts appreciation
CN: 6.2 - BT Arts removed, USE Arts criticism added.
USE: Arts criticism

Arts literacy
CN: 6.2 - BT Literacy removed, USE Arts added.
USE: Arts

Asides
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed.
BT: Dialogue

Asperger’s syndrome
CN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Developmental disabilities removed, BT Intellectual disabilities added; 6.2 - BT Cognitive impairment removed, BT Mental disorders added.
BT: Mental disorders

Assertiveness
CN: 6.2 - BT Human behaviour removed, BT Personality added.
BT: Personality
RT: Aggression
Self-confidence

Asthma
CN: 6.2 - BT Diseases removed, BT Respiratory disease added.
BT: Respiratory disease

Astigmatism
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual impairment removed, BT Eye diseases added.
BT: Eye disorders
RT: Cornea

Atonalism
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Pitch (Music) added.
BT: Pitch (Music)

Attention
CN: 6.2 - BT Thinking removed, BT Cognition added.
UF: Attending
Concentration (Psychology)
BT: Cognition
NT: Hyperactivity
RT: Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
Listening

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - BT Cognitive impairment removed, BT Mental disorders added.
UF: ADD
ADHD
Attention deficit disorder
BT: Mental disorders
RT: Attention
Hyperactivity

Attraction (Human relations)
CN: 6.1 - Changed from Attraction (Psychology) to Attraction (Human relations); 6.2 - BT Human relations removed, BT Attachment added.
BT: Attachment

Audiences
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups and BT Communications (Sociology) removed, BT Theatre (Arts) added.
UF: Spectators
Theatre audiences
Theatregoers
BT: Theatre (Arts)
NT: Audience identification
Audience participation
RT: Audience space
Listening
Texts

Australian art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art
RT: Aboriginal art
Heidelberg School
Torres Strait Islander art

Australian English
CN: 6.2 - BT Natural language removed, BT English language added.
BT: English language
NT: Standard Australian English

Australian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
UF: Australian stories
BT: Regional literature

Australian music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Regional music added.
BT: Regional music

Australian stories
CN: 6.2 - BT Genres removed, USE Australian literature added.
USE: Australian literature

Australian theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Regional theatre added.
BT: Regional theatre
NT: Aboriginal theatre
Torres Strait Islander theatre

Autism
CN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Developmental disabilities removed, BT Intellectual disabilities added; 6.2 - BT Cognitive impairment removed, BT Mental disorders added.
BT: Mental disorders

Autocues
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Cues to Autocues. 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Media production added.
BT: Media production

Automation
CN: 5.0 - BT Technology removed - Machinery added; 6.2 - BT Machinery removed, BT Data processing added.
UF: Mechanisation

BT: Data processing
NT: Robotics
RT: Automatic machinery
Industrialisation
Mass production

Avant garde music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
BT: Music styles

Baby boomers
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Generations added.
BT: Generations

Backstage management
CN: 6.2 - BT Stage management removed, USE Backstage added.
USE: Backstage

Bands
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music ensembles added.
BT: Music ensembles

Baritones
CN: 6.2 - BT Singing removed, BT Vocal range added.
BT: Vocal range

Baroque music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
SN: Use for resources about music of the period 1600-1750.
BT: Music styles

Bass
CN: 6.2 - BT Singing removed, BT Vocal range added.
BT: Vocal range
Bauhaus
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Arts movements added.
BT: Art movements

Beat
CN: 6.2 - BT Duration removed, BT Rhythm (Music) added.
BT: Rhythm (Music)

Behaviour
CN: 6.2 - USE Human behaviour removed, USE Personality added.
USE: Animal behaviour

Beliefs
CN: 5.2; 6.2 - BT Attitudes removed, BT Personal identity added.
UF: Belief systems
  Dogma
  Faith
  Personal values
  Spiritual beliefs
  World views
BT: Personal identity
NT: Agnosticism
  Atheism
  Political attitudes
  Secular belief systems
  Theism
  Values (Psychology)
RT: Ethics
  Religion

Bengali literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Bengali language

Bias (Statistics)
CN: 6.2 - BT Statistics removed, USE Biased samples added.
USE: Biased samples

Birth rate
CN: 6.2 - BT Demography removed, BT Population growth added.
BT: Population growth
NT: Abortion
  Teenage pregnancy
RT: Birth
  Fertility

Bivariate data
CN: 6.2 - BT Data removed, BT Data analysis added.
BT: Data analysis

Black comedy
CN: 6.2 - BT Comedy removed BT Comedies added.
UF: Black humour
  Dark comedy
BT: Comedies
RT: Satire

Blindness
CN: 5.1; 6.2 - BT Visual impairment removed, BT Eye disorders added.
BT: Eye disorders

Blues (Music)
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
UF: Soul music
BT: Music styles
RT: Jazz music

Body base
CN: 6.2 - BT Dancing removed, BT Dance elements added.
SN: Use for resources about the part of the body supporting a dancer in a balanced position.
BT: Dance elements

Body marking
CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Artefacts added.
BT: Artefacts
NT: Body painting
  Scarification
  Tanning
  Tattoos

Botany
CN: 5.0 - BT Science removed, BT Biology added; 5.3 - BT Biology removed, USE Structure and function (Plants) added; 6.2 - USE Structure and function (Animals) removed, USE Life added.
USE: Life

Boulevard theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres

British art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art

Broadcasting
CN: 6.2 - BT Telecommunications removed, BT Media added.
UF: Mass media
  Programming (Media)
BT: Media
NT: Radio
  Television
RT: Broadcasting studios
  Internet

Broadcasting industry
CN: 6.2 - BT Industries removed, USE Media industry added.
USE: Media industry

Bronzes (Sculpture)
CN: 6.2 - BT Sculpture removed, BT Metal sculpture added.
BT: Metal sculpture

Building components
CN: 6.2 - BT Architecture removed, BT Building (Engineering) added.
SN: Use for resources about integral parts of a structure. For resources on decorations and other small details of a building or rooms use Architectural details.
BT: Building (Engineering)
NT: Architectural frames
  Building insulation
  Doors
  Floors
  Foundations
  Lifts (Buildings)
  Plumbing
  Roofs
  Walls
  Windows
RT: Architectural details

Bulls
CN: 6.2
USE: Cattle

Burlesques
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres

Business
CN: 6.2 - BT Industries and BT Commerce removed, USE Commerce added.
SN: Use for resources that deal with the production or exchange of goods or the rendering of financial or other services to the public for profit.
USE: Commerce

Business communication
CN: 6.2 - BT Communication (Sociology) and BT Factual texts removed, BT Resource management added.
UF: Workplace texts
BT: Resource management
NT: Agendas
  Forms (Texts)
  Meetings
  Memos
  Minutes (Communication)

Calculs
CN: 6.2 - BT Mathematics removed, BT Algebra added.
BT: Algebra
NT: Functions (Mathematics)
  Limits
RT: Trigonometry

Calluses
CN: 6.1 - BT Skin disorders removed, BT Skin diseases added; 6.2 - Changed from Callosities to Calluses.
UF: Callosities
BT: Skin diseases

Calypso music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
BT: Music styles

Canadian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Capacitors
CN: 6.2
UF: Capacitance
BT: Electronics
  Energy storage

Capital letters
CN: 6.2 - USE Upper case removed, USE Capitalisation added.
USE: Capitalisation

Capital punishment
CN: 6.2 - BT Punishment removed, BT Sentencing added.
BT: Sentencing
NT: Hanging

Capitalisation
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Case to Capitalisation.
UF: Capital letters
  Lower case
  Upper case
BT: Grammar
  RT: Nouns

Carcinogens
CN: 6.2 - BT Safety removed, BT Hazardous materials added.
BT: Hazardous materials
  RT: Cancer

Cardiomyopathy
CN: 6.2
USE: Heart disease

Cardiovascular disease
CN: 6.2
USE: Heart disease

Carcatures
CN: 6.2 - BT Illustration removed.
BT: Rhetorical devices
RT: Cartoons
    Comedies
    Silhouettes

Carriers of disease
CN: 6.2 - Scope note changed.
SN: Use for resources about infection via animal agents.
UF: Animals as carriers of disease
    Insects as carriers of disease
BT: Disease transmission

Caste system
CN: 6.2 - BT Social structures removed, BT Social and political systems added.
    BT: Social and political systems

CAT scans
CN: 6.2 - BT Medical procedures removed, BT Medical imaging added.
UF: CT scans
    BT: Medical imaging

Catharsis
CN: 6.2 - BT Tragedies removed.
    BT: Emotions
    RT: Aesthetics

CD ROMs
CN: 6.2 - BT Interactive multimedia and BT Optical discs removed, BT CDs added.
    BT: CDs

Celebrations
CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Culture added.
    BT: Culture
    NT: Anniversaries
        Festivals
        Parades
        Parties
        Remembrance
    Celebrities
CN: 4.6; 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Media industry added.
    UF: Stars (Celebrities)
    BT: Media industry

Censuses
CN: 5.3 - BT Surveys removed, BT Demography added; 6.2 - BT
    Demography removed, BT Population (Society) added.
    BT: Population (Society)

Cerebral palsy
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - BT Physical impairment removed, BT Congenital disorders added.
UF: Ataxia
    Spastic
    Spasticity
    BT: Congenital disorders

Ceremonial objects
CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Artefacts added.
    BT: Artefacts
    NT: Bullroarers

Ceremonies
CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Culture added.
    UF: Rituals
    BT: Culture
    NT: Award ceremonies
        Funerals
        Greetings
        Naming ceremonies
        Opening ceremonies
        Rites of passage
        Ship launching
        Weddings
Chants
CN: 6.2 - BT Vocal music removed.
UF: Chanting
  Gregorian chant
  Plain song
BT: Sacred music
RT: Rap

Character (Psychology)
CN: 6.2 - BT Personality removed, USE Morality added.
USE: Morality

Characterisation
CN: 6.2 - BT Role (Drama) removed, USE Characters (Acting) added.
USE: Characters (Acting)

Characters (Acting)
CN: 5.0 - Previously Characters (Performing arts).
BT
  Performing arts removed, Drama added; 6.2 - Changed from Characters (Drama) to Characters (Acting). BT Drama removed, BT Acting added.
UF: Cast lists
  Character stereotypes
  Characterisation
  Dramatis personae
  Stock characters
BT: Acting
RT: Characters (Rhetorical device)

Characters (Writing systems)
CN: 5.2 - Changed from non preferred term for Letters (Writing). BT Alphabets removed, Writing systems added; 6.2 - Changed from Characters (Writing) to Characters (Writing systems).
UF: Letters (Writing)
BT: Writing systems
NT: Character strokes
  Character structures

Compound characters
Charity
CN: 6.2 - BT Social services removed, USE Charities added.
USE: Charities

Charity work
CN: 6.2 - BT Voluntary work removed, USE Voluntary work added.
USE: Voluntary work

Cheetahs
CN: 6.2
BT: Felines

Child abuse
CN: 6.2 - BT Antisocial behaviour removed, BT Crime added.
BT: Crime

Child endowment
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Family allowances to Child endowment.
USE: Family allowances

Children's art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Art movements added.
SN: Use for resources about works of art by children.
BT: Art movements

Children's television
CN: 6.2 - BT Television removed.
SN: Use for resources about individual programs which are produced primarily for children.
BT: Television programs
RT: Children's films

Children's theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres

China painting
CN: 6.2 - BT Painting removed.
BT: Decorative arts

Chinese art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art

Chinese literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Chinese languages

Chinese theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Regional theatre added.
BT: Regional theatre

Choirs
CN: 6.2 - BT Vocal music removed, USE Choral music added.
USE: Choral music

Choral music
CN: 6.2 - BT Vocal music removed, Musical forms added.
UF: Choirs
Vocal ensembles
BT: Musical forms
NT: Barbershop music

Choral speaking
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
UF: Drama choruses
Unison speaking

Verse speaking
BT: Theatrical genres

Christmas
CN: 5.3 - BT Holidays removed, BT Religious festivals added; 6.1 - Deleted; 6.2 - Approved.
BT: Religious festivals

Church architecture
CN: 6.2 - BT Architecture removed, USE Religious buildings added.
USE: Religious buildings

Citizens
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, USE Citizenship added.
USE: Citizenship

Civil law
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Jurisdiction added.
BT: Jurisdiction
NT: Building codes
Commercial law
Industrial law
Liability
Traffic laws
RT: Consumer protection
Criminal law
Human rights
Legal rights
Privacy

Civil rights
CN: 6.0 - BT Political sciences removed, BT Citizenship added; 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Legal rights added.
UF: Citizenship rights
BT: Citizenship
Legal rights
NT: Emancipation
Freedom of assembly
Freedom of information
Freedom of speech
Freedom of the press
Privacy
Social justice
Voting rights
RT: Feminism
Freedom

Civilisation
CN: 5.0 - BT Sociology added; 6.2 - BT Society removed, USE Society added.
USE: Society

Classic revival
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Classic revival sculpture to Classic revival. BT Sculpture removed, USE Neoclassicism added.
USE: Neoclassicism

Classical Greek literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
NT: Classical Greek drama
RT: Classical Greek language

Classical music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
SN: Use for resources on the period in music that extended from the middle of the 18th century to the first decade of the 19th century.
BT: Music styles

Closet drama
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Reader's theatre added.
BT: Readers' theatre

Clothing
CN: 6.2 - BT Consumer goods and BT Social customs removed, USE Costume added.
USE: Costume

Clowning
CN: 6.2 - BT Comedy removed.
UF: Clowns
Jesters
BT: Acting
RT: Circus
Comedies

Coaching (Sports)
CN: 5.0 - BT Sports added; 6.2 - Changed from Coaching to Coaching (Sports)
UF: Coaches (Sport)
Sports coaches
BT: Sports
RT: Exercise
Sports psychology

Coastal management
CN: 5.3 - BT Coasts removed; 6.2 - BT Environmental management removed, BT Environmental preservation added.
BT: Environmental preservation
RT: Coasts
Marine protected areas

Cognition
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Thinking to Cognition. BT Cognition removed, BT Psychology added.
UF: Intellect
BT: Psychology
NT: Abstract thinking
Attention
Consciousness
Critical thinking
Decision making
Eclecticism
Emotions
Ideation
Imagination
Memory
Perception
Problem solving
Reasoning
Thinking
RT: Cognitive development
Cognitive impairment
Learning

Cognitive ability
CN: 6.0; 6.2 - USE Cognition removed, USE Cognitive development added.
USE: Cognitive development

Cognitive impairment
CN: 6.0; 6.2 - Changed from Intellectual disabilities to Cognitive impairment
UF: Developmental disabilities
Learning disabilities
Learning disorders
BT: Disabilities
RT: Cognition
Cognitive development
Mental disorders

Colour blindness
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual impairment removed, BT Eye disorders added.
BT: Eye disorders

Colour field
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Colour field painting to Colour field.
BT Painting removed.
BT: Abstract art

Comedies
CN: 6.2 - Scope note edited.
SN: Use for resources about comic dramas. For resources about comic elements of drama use Comedies.
UF: Humorous plays
BT: Drama
NT: Black comedy
Comedy of errors
Comedy of humours
Comedy of manners
Commedia dell'arte
Fale'aitu
Farces
High comedy
Low comedy
Pantomime
Skits
Tragicomedies
RT: Caricatures
Clowning
Comic acting
Humorous stories

Comic acting
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Comedy to Comic acting.
BT Drama removed, BT Acting added.
SN: Use for resources about comic elements of drama. For resources about comic dramas use Comedies.
UF: Comic timing
BT: Acting styles
NT: Double take
Pratfalls
Slapstick
RT: Comedians
Comedies
Humour
Malapropisms

Comic timing
CN: 6.2 - USE Timing removed.
USE: Comic acting

Commercial art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed.
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BT: Advertising
RT: Arts

Commercial law
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Civil law added.
UF: Business law
BT: Civil law
NT: Contracts
Warranty
RT: Bankruptcy

Committees
CN: 5.0 - BT Management removed, Groups added;
6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Planning added.
BT: Planning
NT: Management committees

Common law
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Jurisdiction added.
UF: Case law
BT: Jurisdiction

Communicable diseases
CN: 6.2 - BT Public health and BT Diseases
removed, Disease transmission added.
UF: Contagious diseases
Infectious diseases
BT: Disease transmission
NT: Bacterial infections
Fungal infections
Parasitic infections
Viral infections
RT: Epidemics
Quarantine
Vaccination

Communication (Language)
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Communication (Sociology)
to Communication (Language). BT Society removed,
BT Language added.
SN: Use for general resources about communication
including speech, writing signs, and the means of
conveying and transmitting information.
UF: Language arts
BT: Language
NT: Interpersonal communication
Listening
Nonverbal communication
Signals
Verbal communication
Visual communication
Written communication

Communities
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Culture added.
SN: Use for resources about systems of interacting
and interdependent social groups typically within
specific localities, whose members perceive
themselves as sharing a common ideology,
interest or other characteristic.
UF: Community identity
Group identity
BT: Culture
NT: Aboriginal communities
Age groups
Community development
Community leaders
Families
Gangs
Minority groups
Neighbours
Peer groups
Remote communities
Torres Strait Islander communities
RT: Community cooperation
Local history

Community attitudes
CN: 6.2 - BT Communities and BT Attitudes
removed, USE Culture added.
USE: Culture

Community identity
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CN: 6.2 - BT Communities removed, USE Communities added.
USE: Communities

Community service
CN: 6.2 - BT Punishment removed, BT Sentencing added.
BT: Sentencing

Community theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
UF: Amateur theatre
Little theatre
BT: Theatrical genres
NT: Folk plays

Competition (Ecology)
CN 6.2 BT Populations (Ecology) removed, BT Ecosystems added.
BT Ecosystems

Composition (Visual arts)
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Visual arts elements to Composition (Visual arts).
UF: Art elements
Design elements
Visual arts elements
BT: Visual arts
NT: Appropriation (Visual arts)
Borders
Colour (Visual arts)
Contrast
Focal point
Form (Visual arts)
Geometric perspective
Shape (Visual arts)
RT: Geometry

Computer graphics
CN: 5.0 - BT Nonprint media added; 6.2 - BT Nonprint media removed, BT Graphic arts added.

UF: Computer aided design
BT: Graphic arts
RT: Clip art
Computer generated animation

Computer literacy
CN: 6.2 - BT Literacy removed, USE Computer programs added.
USE: Computer programs

Computer music
CN: 6.2 - BT Electronic music removed, BT Musical forms added.
UF: MIDI
Musical instrument digital interface
BT: Computer sciences
Musical forms

Computer programming
CN: 6.2 - BT Computers removed, BT Data processing added.
UF: Programming (Computers)
BT: Data processing

Conceptual art
CN: 6.2 - BT Performing arts removed.
SN: Use for resources on art that is based on the artists' thoughts and communicating an idea which may be in written form only, rather than the actual production of art.
UF: Concept art
Possible art
Post object art
BT: Modern art

Concerts
CN: 6.2 - BT Performances (Arts) removed, BT Theatre (Arts) added.
BT: Theatre (Arts)
NT: Recitals

Conducting
CN: 6.2 - BT Orchestras and BT Choirs removed, BT Music ensembles added.
BT: Music ensembles

Conformity
CN: 6.2 - BT Human behaviour removed, BT Human relations added.
BT: Human relations
RT: Counterculture
Dissent

Conscientious objection
CN: 6.2 - BT Ethics and BT Pacifiists removed, BT Activism added.
BT: Activism
RT: Conscription

Consciousness
CN: 6.1 - BT Philosophy removed; 6.2 - BT Psychology removed, BT Cognition added.
BT: Cognition

Conservatism (Politics)
CN: 6.2 - Changed to Conservatism (Politics). BT Political attitudes removed, BT Social and political systems added.
BT: Social and political systems

Constitutional law
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Jurisdiction added.
BT: Jurisdiction
NT: Constitutions

Consumer behaviour
CN: 6.2 - BT Human behaviour removed, USE Consumption added.
USE: Consumption

Consumer choice
CN: 6.2 - USE Consumer behaviour removed, USE Consumer sovereignty added.
BT: Imprisonment
NT: Chain gangs
Female factories

Cooking
CN: 5.0 - BT Home economics removed, BT Social customs added; 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Culture added.
SN: Use for resources about the preparation of food within a domestic environment. For resources about food preparation within an industrial or non-domestic environment use Food preparation.
UF: Cookery
Home economics
BT: Culture
NT: Baking
Cooking utensils
Desserts
Frying
Steaming
RT: Food preparation
Meals
Recipes

Cool down activities
CN: 5.0 - BT Performing arts removed, Drama added; 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Acting added.
UF: Warm down activities
BT: Acting
Exercise
RT: Stretching
Warm up activities

Cor anglais
CN: 6.2 - Changed from English horns to Cor anglais. BT Wind instruments removed, BT Oboes added.
UF: English horns
BT: Oboes

Coronary heart disease
CN: 6.2
USE: Heart disease

Cosmoramas
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Landscape painting added.
SN: Use for resources on exhibitions of pictures of different parts of the world.
BT: Landscapes

Costume
CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Culture added.
UF: Clothing
Dress
Fancy dress
BT: Culture
NT: Fashion accessories
Dance costume
Disguise
Djellabas
Fashion
Footwear
Jewellery
Kits
Masks (Costume)
Swimming costumes
Uniforms
Wigs
RT: Costume design
Decorative arts
Protective arts
Theatrical costume

Countertenors
CN: 6.2 - BT Singing removed, BT Vocal range added.
BT: Vocal range

Country and Western music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
UF: Country music
BT: Music styles
Coup de théâtre
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama and BT Theatre (Arts) removed,
BT Rhetorical devices added.
USE: Rhetorical devices

Courier services
CN: 6.2 - BT Communications (Technology)
removed, BT Postal
services added.
BT: Postal services

Court procedures
CN: 5.0 - BT Courts added; 6.2 - BT Courts
removed, BT Law added.
UF: Criminal procedures
BT: Law
NT: Adversary system
Burden of proof
Defence
Inquisitorial system
Legal precedent
Prosecution
Sentencing
Trials
Witnesses

Courts
CN: 6.2 - BT Justice system removed, BT Judiciary
added.
BT: Judiciary

Cows
CN: 6.2
USE: Cattle

CPR
CN: 6.2 - BT Medical procedures removed, BT First
aid added.
UF: Cardio pulmonary resuscitation
BT: First aid

Creative movement
CN: 6.1 - BT Creativity removed; 6.2 - BT Human
movement removed, BT Dance elements added.
BT: Dance elements

Creativity
CN: 5.0 - BT Ability removed, Personal development
added; 6.2 - BT Personal development removed,
USE: Creative thinking added.
USE: Creative thinking

Crime
CN: 6.2 - BT Antisocial behaviour removed, BT Law
added.
UF: Criminology
Offences
BT: Law
NT: Arson
Assault
Child abuse
Computer crime
Crime prevention
Criminals
Domestic violence
Embezzlement
Fraud
Murder
Sex crimes
Tax evasion
Terrorism
Theft
Vandalism
War crimes
RT: Crime stories
Criminal law
Victimisation

Criminal law
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Jurisdiction added.
BT: Jurisdiction
RT: Civil law
Crime
Criminal liability
Criminology
CN: 6.2 - BT Society removed, USE Crime added.
USE: Crime

Critical literacy
CN: 6.0 - Scope note added; 6.2 - BT Literacy removed,
USE Learning added.
USE: Learning

Croatian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Croatian language

Cultural awareness
CN: 6.2 - BT Attitudes removed, BT Cultural interaction added.
UF: Cross cultural awareness
BT: Cultural interaction
RT: Global citizenship
Multiculturalism

Cultural background
CN: 6.2 - USE Cultural heritage removed, USE Culture added.
USE: Culture

Cultural characteristics
CN: 6.2 - BT Culture removed, USE Culture added.
SN: Use for resources about characteristics or traits that are identified as common to particular cultures.
USE: Culture

Cultural diversity
CN: 6.1 - Scope note changed; 6.2 - BT Culture removed, BT Cultural interaction added.

SN: Use for resources about the existence, acceptance or promotion of differing cultures within a group or community.
UF: Cultural differences
BT: Cultural interaction
NT: Biculturalism
Multiculturalism
RT: Cultural enrichment
Cultural identity
Minority groups

Cultural heritage
CN: 6.2 - BT Heritage removed, USE Culture added.
USE: Culture

Cultural images
CN: 6.2 - BT Culture removed, BT Artefacts added.
UF: Cultural icons
BT: Artefacts

Cultural institutions
BT: Culture
NT: Archives
Art galleries
Libraries
Museums
RT: Arts industry
Information management

Cultural literacy
CN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Literacy removed, USE Social customs added; 6.2 - USE Social customs removed, USE Culture added.
USE: Culture

Cultural maintenance
CN: 6.2 - BT Culture removed, BT Cultural interaction added.
UF: Cultural preservation
Cultural survival
BT: Cultural interaction
Schools Online Thesaurus

NT: Language loss
Language maintenance

Cultural traits
CN: 6.2 - USE Cultural characteristics removed, USE Culture added.
USE: Culture

Cultural values
CN: 6.1 - BT Culture and BT Values (Psychology) removed, USE Social values added; 6.2 - USE Social values removed, USE Culture added.
USE: Culture

Customary law
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Jurisdiction added.
BT: Jurisdiction
NT: Aboriginal law
   Torres Strait Islander law

Customers
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, USE Purchasing added.
USE: Purchasing

Cycloramas
CN: 6.2 - Scope note removed. BT Visual arts removed, BT Landscape painting added.
BT: Landscapes
RT: Stage scenery

Cymbals
CN: 6.2 - BT Percussion instruments removed, BT Idiophones added.
BT: Idiophones

Czech literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Czech language

Dance
CN: 6.0 -Qualifier removed; 6.2 - BT Performing arts removed,
   BT Arts added.
UF: Dance drama
   Dance literacy
   Dance movements
   Dance performance
   Dancing
   Performing arts
BT: Arts
NT: Choreography
   Dance elements
   Dance genres
   Dances (Dance forms)
   Revues
RT: Dancers

Dance appreciation
CN: 6.2 - BT Dance removed, BT Arts criticism added.
BT: Arts criticism

Dance companies
CN: 6.2 - BT Performing groups and BT Dance industry removed,
   USE Dance industry added.
USE: Dance industry

Dance groups
CN: 6.2 - BT Performing groups removed, BT Dance industry added.
BT: Dance industry

Dance movements
CN: 6.2 - USE Dancing removed, USE Dance added.
USE: Dance

Dance music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music and BT Instrumental music removed, BT Music styles added.
BT: Music styles
NT: Ballet music
Disco music
Foilot
Mambo
Minuets
Polkas
Polonaises
Quickstep
Tangos
Waltzes

Dance performance
CN: 6.2 - USE Dancing removed, USE Dance added.
USE: Dance

Dance steps
CN: 6.2 - BT Dancing removed, BT Dance elements added.
BT: Dance elements

Dance therapy
CN: 6.2 - BT Therapy removed, BT Psychotherapy added.
BT: Psychotherapy

Dance time
CN: 6.2 - BT Timing removed.
SN: Use for resources on dance duration, rhythm, tempo and accent.
BT: Dance elements
NT: Rhythm (Timing)
Tempo

Dancing
CN: 6.2 - BT Dance and BT Human movement removed, USE Dance added.
USE: Dance

Data analysis
machines.
BT: Information sciences
NT: Automation
   Computer programming
   Databases

Data storage
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Information storage to Data storage.
UF: Computer data storage
BT: Information technology
NT: Computer files
   Databases
   Magnetic disks
   Optical discs
RT: Archives
   Information management
   Records management

Databases
CN: 6.2 - BT Data removed, BT Data processing added.
BT: Data processing
   Data storage

Dating
CN: 6.2 - BT Human behaviour removed, BT Attachment added.
UF: Courtship
BT: Attachment

Deafness
CN: 5.2; 5.3 - BT Disabilities removed, BT Hearing defects added; 6.2 - BT Hearing impairment removed, BT Ear disorders added.
UF: Hearing loss
BT: Ear disorders

Death rate
CN: 6.2 - BT Demography removed, BT Population growth added.
UF: Mortality rate

BT: Population growth
RT: Death

Decimal numbers
CN: 6.2 - BT Numbers removed, USE Decimal fractions added.
USE: Decimal fractions

Decision making
CN: 5.0 - BT Management removed, BT Planning added; 6.2 - BT Planning removed.
BT: Cognition
NT: Agenda setting
   Apathy
   Impartiality
   Judgement
RT: Critical thinking
   Planning

Deconstructivism
CN: 5.0 - BT Arts and BT Modern Arts removed, Arts movements added. RT Modern art added; 6.2 - BT Art movements removed, USE Postmodernist architecture added.
USE: Postmodernist architecture

Demography
CN: 6.2 - BT Social science removed, USE Population (Society) added.
USE: Population (Society)

Deregulation
CN: 6.2 - BT Business removed, BT Commerce added.
UF: Industrial deregulation
   Market deregulation
BT: Commerce
RT: Competition (Economics)
   Economic growth
   Industry regulation
   Privatisation
Design
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Arts added.
BT: Arts
Technology
NT: Costume design
Design briefs
Design specifications
Fashion design
Furniture design
Industrial design
Landscape design
Lighting design
Textile design
RT: Decorative arts
Designers

Desserts
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - BT Meals removed, BT Cooking added.
BT: Cooking

Deviant behaviour
CN: 6.2 - BT Human behaviour removed, BT Human relations added.
UF: Abnormal behaviour
Deviance
BT: Human relations

Diabetes (Type 1)
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Diabetes to Diabetes (Type 1). BT Diseases removed, BT Immune disorders added.
BT: Immune disorders
RT: Diabetic retinopathy

Dialogue
CN: 6.2 - BT Verbal communication removed.
BT: Rhetorical devices
NT: Asides
Captions
Speech balloons

RT: Conversations
Drama

Diffuse lighting
CN: 6.2 - BT Lighting removed, BT Stage lighting added.
BT: Stage lighting

Digital art
CN: 5.0 - BT Arts removed, Visual arts added; 6.1 - BT Information technology removed; 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Graphic arts added.
BT: Graphic arts
Information technology

Diptychs
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Polyptychs added.
BT: Polyptychs

Directories
CN: 6.2
BT: Factual texts

Directors (Organisations)
CN: 6.2 - BT Occupations (Work) removed, BT Managers added.
BT: Managers

Disabled
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, USE Disabilities added.
USE: Disabilities

Disadvantaged
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Socioeconomic status added.
BT: Socioeconomic status

Discipleship
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Disciples to Discipleship.
BT Groups removed, BT Religion added.
BT: Religion

Discography
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, USE Sound recordings added.
USE: Sound recording

Discrete data
CN: 6.2 - BT Data removed, BT Data analysis added.
BT: Data analysis

Disease transmission
CN: 6.2 - BT Public health removed.
UF: Disease control
BT: Diseases
NT: Carriers of disease
  Communicable diseases
  Congenital disorders
  Droplet contact
  Epidemics
  Oral transmission (Diseases)
  Pathogens
  Sexually transmitted disease
  Water-borne diseases
  Zoonoses
RT: Quarantine

Diseases
CN: 6.2 - BT Medicine removed, BT Health added.
UF: Disorders
  Illnesses
  Pathology
BT: Health
NT: Animal diseases
  Cancer
  Cardiovascular disease
  Disease transmission
  Drug addiction
  Immune disorders
  Metabolic disorders
  Organ-specific pathologies

Paralysis
Respiratory disease
SIDS
RT: Antibiotics
Bacteria
Terminal illness
Viruses

Disposition
CN: 6.2 - BT Personality removed, USE Personality added.
USE: Personality

Djellabas
CN: 6.2 - BT Clothing removed, BT Costume added.
BT: Costume

Documentary drama
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Genres added.
UF: Docudrama
BT: Genres
NT: Living newspaper drama

Domestic violence
CN: 6.2 - BT Violence removed, BT Crime added.
BT: Crime

Double take
CN: 6.2 - BT Timing removed, BT Comic acting added.
BT: Comic acting

Drama
CN: 6.2 - BT Performing arts removed.
UF: Drama conventions
  Drama elements
  Drama genres
  Drama literacy
  Drama processes
  Drama styles
  Elements of drama
BT: Literature
NT: Comedies
Didactic drama
Dramatic tension
English drama
Epic drama
Feminist drama
Historical drama
Medieval drama
Melodrama
Performance art
Picaresque drama
Play reading
Soap operas
Tragedy
Verse drama
RT: Dialogue
Dramatists

Drama choruses
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT USE Choral speaking added.
USE: Choral speaking

Dramatic action
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) and BT Drama removed, BT Rhetorical devices added.
BT: Rhetorical devices

Dramaturges
CN: 6.2 - BT Occupations and BT Theatre industry removed, USE Dramaturgy added.
USE: Dramaturgy

Dramaturgy
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Media production added.
SN: Use for resources on the study and interpretation of plays for production purposes.
UF: Dramaturges
BT: Media production

Drawing
CN: 6.2 – Scope note added. BT Illustration removed, BT Visual arts added.
SN: Use for resources about the process of creating illustrations.
UF: Drawing technique
  - Drawings
  - Sketching
  - Thumbnail sketches
BT: Visual arts

NT: Biological illustration
  - Book illumination
  - Cartoons
  - Chalk drawing
  - Charcoal drawing
  - Contour drawing
  - Crayon drawing
  - Drawing materials
  - Gesture drawing
  - Isometric drawing
  - Manuscript illumination
  - Monochrome drawing
  - Pen drawing
  - Pencil drawing
  - Rubbing
  - Technical drawing
  - Topographical drawing
RT: Data representation
  - Illustrations
  - Illustrators

Dress
CN: 6.2 - USE Clothing removed, USE Costume added.
USE: Costume

Dressmaking
CN: 6.2 - BT Clothing removed, BT Textiles crafts added.
UF: Costume making
BT: Textile crafts
RT: Needlework
   Sewing

Drug use
CN: 6.2 - BT Habits removed, USE Drugs added.
USE: Drugs

Dubbing
CN: 6.2 - BT Sound recording techniques removed,
BT Sound recording added.
BT: Sound recording

Due process
CN: 6.2 - BT Justice system removed, BT Legal
rights added.
SN: Use for resources about the established course
for judicial proceedings or other governmental
activities designed to safeguard the legal rights
of the individual.
BT: Legal rights

Duets
CN: 6.2 - BT Vocal music removed, BT Songs
added.
BT: Music ensembles
   Songs

Dutch art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art
added.
BT: Regional art

Dutch literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional
literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Dutch language

Dwarfism
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - Scope note edited. BT Physical
impairment removed, BT Growth (Animals) added.

SN: Use for resources about animals, including
humans, subject to genetic conditions resulting in
extreme small size. For resources about mythological
dwarfs use Dwarfs.
BT: Growth (Animals)
RT: Dwarfs

Dykes (Dams)
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Dykes to Dykes (Dams).
USE: Dams

Ear disorders
CN: 5.2; 6.2 - BT Changed from Ear diseases to Ear
disorders. BT Diseases removed, BT Organ-specific
pathologies added.
BT: Organ-specific pathologies
NT: Deafness
   Otitis media
   Tinnitus
RT: Ears
   Hearing impairment

Easter
CN: 5.3 - BT Holidays removed, BT Religious
festivals added; 6.1 - Deleted; 6.2 - Approved.
BT: Religious festivals

Eating disorders
CN: 5.1; 6.1 - BT Disorders removed, BT Diseases
added; 6.2 - BT Diseases removed, BT Metabolic
disorders added.
BT: Metabolic disorders
NT: Anorexia nervosa
   Bulimia
RT: Body image
   Diet

Egyptian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional
literature added.
BT: Regional literature
Electronic music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, USE Electronic instruments added.
USE: Electronic instruments

Elites
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Socioeconomic status added.
BT: Socioeconomic status
RT: Meritocracy

Emancipation
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Emancipists to Emancipation. BT Convicts removed, BT Civil rights added.
BT: Civil rights
RT: Convicts

Embarrassment
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - BT Fear removed, BT Emotions added.
BT: Emotions

Emblems
CN: 6.2 - BT Symbols removed, BT Artefacts added.
BT: Artefacts
NT: Insignia

Emergency services
CN: 6.2 - BT Government role removed, BT Safety added.
UF: Civil defence
   Emergency management
BT: Safety
NT: Ambulance services
   Cyclone warnings
   Disaster relief
   Firefighting
   Life saving
   Search and rescue
RT: Accidents
   Natural disasters

Emotions
CN: 6.2 - BT Psychology removed, BT Cognition added.
UF: Feelings
BT: Cognition
NT: Anger
   Catharsis
   Courage
   Embarrassment
   Empathy
   Fear
   Happiness
   Hate
   Jealousy
   Love
   Morale
   Sadness
   Self-confidence
   Surprise
   Sympathy
   Tantrums
RT: Emotional development
   Nervous system

Employees
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, USE Employment added.
USE: Employment

Employers
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, USE Employment added.
USE: Employment

English literacy
CN: 5.2; 6.2 - USE Literacy removed.
USE: English language

English literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
NT: English drama
RT: English language

English theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Regional theatre added.
BT: Regional theatre
NT: Elizabethan theatre
    Jacobean theatre
    Restoration theatre
RT: English drama

Enterprise (Behaviour)
CN: 6.1 - BT Personal development removed BT Human behaviour added; 6.2 - Changed from Enterprise (Psychology) to Enterprise (Behaviour).
BT Human behaviour removed, BT Personality added.
UF: Initiative
BT: Personality

Environmental art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Installations (Visual arts) added.
SN: Use for resources on large scale outdoor art involving the viewer and the surroundings.
BT: Installations (Visual arts)
NT: Earthworks art
RT: Sculpture

Environmental attitudes
CN: 6.2 - BT attitudes removed, USE Environmental stewardship added.
USE: Environmental stewardship

Environmental awareness
CN: 6.2 - USE Environmental attitudes removed, USE Environmental stewardship added.
USE: Environmental stewardship

Environmental engineering

CN: 6.2 - BT Architecture removed, BT Building (Engineering) added.
BT: Building (Engineering)
NT: Air conditioning
    Heating
    Lighting
    Plumbing
    Ventilation
RT: Cooling
    Fans

Environmental burns
CN: 5.3 - BT Bushfires removed, BT Fires added;
6.2 - BT Fires removed, BT Landcare added.
UF: Controlled burns
BT: Landcare

Environmental law
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, USE Environmental preservation added.
USE: Environmental preservation

Environmental management
CN: 5.0 - BT Management removed; 5.3 - BT Environment removed, BT Social sciences added;
6.2 - BT Social sciences removed, BT Society added.
BT: Society
NT: Air quality
    Environmental impact
    Environmental preservation
    Land use
    Pest control
    Pollution
    Sustainable development
    Waste management
    Water quality
    Weather control
    Weed control
RT: Earth's crust
    Ecological sustainability
    Environmental stewardship
    Forestry
Environmental theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres

Epic theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres
RT: Epic drama

Epidemics
CN: 6.2 - BT Public health removed, BT Disease transmission added.
UF: Epidemiology
Pestilences
Plague
Plagues
BT: Disease transmission
RT: Communicable diseases
Vaccination
Viral infections

Epidemiology
CN: 6.2 - BT Public health removed, USE Epidemics added.
USE: Epidemics

Equality
CN: 6.2 - BT Society removed, BT Human relations added.
UF: Egalitarianism
Inequality (Human rights)
BT: Human relations
Human rights
NT: Discrimination
Equal opportunity
Marginalisation
RT: Democracy

Espionage
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - BT Data security removed, BT Security added.
UF: Spies
BT: Security
RT: Intelligence organisations

Estimation
CN: 6.2 - BT Numbers removed, BT Number operations added.
SN: Use for resources on calculating the approximate solution to a problem.
UF: Approximation
BT: Number operations
NT: Rounding
RT: Significant figures

Estonian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Estonian language

Ethnic bias
CN: 6.2 - BT Social bias removed, USE Racism added.
USE: Racism

Ethnic groups
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups Removed, USE Regional culture added.
UF: Cultural groups
Ethnic community
Ethnic cultural groups
BT: Communities
RT: Ethnicity
Minority groups
Race

Ethnicity
CN: 6.2 - BT Group identity removed, BT Personal identity added.
UF: Ethnic identification
Ethnic identity
BT: Personal identity
RT: Ethnic relations
Race
Regional culture

Ethnocentrism
CN: 5.3 - BT Ethnic bias removed, USE Ethnic bias added; 6.2 - USE Ethnic bias removed, USE Racism added.
USE: Racism

Etiquette
CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Socialisation added.
BT: Socialisation

European art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art

Exhibits
CN: 6.2 - BT Nonprint media and BT Sales promotion removed, BT Museums added.
BT: Museums

Experimental theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres

Expressionist music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
BT: Expressionism
Music styles

Eye diseases
CN: 6.1 - BT Disorders removed, USE Eye diseases added; 6.2 - Changed from Eye disorders to Eye diseases.
USE: Eye disorders

Eye disorders
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Eye diseases to Eye disorders. BT Diseases removed, BT Organ-specific pathologies added.
UF: Eye diseases
Ophthalmology
BT: Organ-specific pathologies
NT: Astigmatism
Blindness
Cataracts
Colour blindness
Conjunctivitis
Diabetic retinopathy
Glaucoma
Hyperopia
Macular degeneration
Myopia
Night blindness
Presbyopia
Trachoma
RT: Eyes
Ophthalmologists
Visual impairment

Families
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups Removed, BT Communities added.
UF: Family life
Family stability
BT: Communities
NT: Adoption
Blended families
Childless families
De facto families
Extended families
Family relationship
Foster families
Nuclear families
Rural families
Same sex couples
Single parent families
RT: Family history
Family law

Family allowances
CN: 6.2 - Change from Child endowment to Family allowances.
UF: Child endowment
BT: Welfare payments

Family law
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Jurisdiction added.
BT: Jurisdiction
RT: Divorce
Families
Marriage

Family stability
CN: 6.2 - BT Family relationship removed, USE Families added.
USE: Families

Famines
CN: 6.2 - BT Disasters removed, BT Natural disasters added.
BT: Natural disasters
RT: Starvation

Fantasia
CN: 6.2 – Changed from Fantasies to Fantasia.
BT: Musical forms.

Fantasy art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Art themes added.
BT: Art themes

Fashion
CN: 6.2 - BT Clothing removed, BT Costume added.
BT: Costume
RT: Fashion industry

Fashion models

Fashion models
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Models (Sales) to Fashion models.
UF: Supermodels
BT: Sales promotion
RT: Fashion

Fauvism
CN: 6.2 - BT French painting removed.
BT: Modernist art

Federal government
CN: 6.2 - BT Government removed, BT National government added.
SN: Use for works about national federal governments such as Australia. For countries with national governments that are not federated, use National government.
BT: National government
RT: Federal elections
Federation

Feminists
CN: 6.2 - BT Activists removed, USE Feminism added.
USE: Feminism

Festivals
CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed.
UF: Cultural festivals
BT: Celebrations
NT: Arts festivals
Carnivals
Dance festivals
Drama festivals
Eisteddfods
Feast of fools
Hakari
Halloween
Holidays
Music festivals
Obon festivals
Pageants
Religious festivals

Figurative art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Representational art added.
UF: Figuration
BT: Representational art

Filipino literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Filipino language

Fill lighting
CN: 6.2 - BT Lighting removed, BT Stage lighting added.
BT: Stage lighting

Film finance
CN: 6.2 - BT Film making removed, BT Film industry added.
BT: Film industry

Film music
CN: 6.2 - BT Incidental music and BT Theme music removed, USE Soundtracks added.
USE: Soundtracks

Financial literacy
CN: 6.2 - BT Literacy removed, USE Personal finance added.
USE: Personal finance

Fines
CN: 6.2 - BT Punishment removed, BT Sentencing added.
BT: Sentencing

First aid
CN: 6.2 - BT Accidents removed, BT Medicine added.
BT: Medicine
NT: CPR
RT: Bites
NT: Stings

Flamenco music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
BT: Music styles

Flemish art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art

Floorwork
CN: 6.2 - BT Dancing removed, BT Dance elements added.
UF: Floor work
BT: Dance elements
NT: Gymnastics

Focal point
CN: 6.2 - USE Composition (Visual arts) removed, BT Composition (Visual arts) added.
UF: Foreground
Middle ground
BT: Composition (Visual arts)

Folk art
CN: 6.2 - BT Decorative arts and BT Painting removed, BT Art movements added.
BT: Art movements
RT: Handicrafts
Tole painting

Folk music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
SN: Use for resources about music that has been passed on from generation to generation by oral tradition and any music composed in the idiom of this oral tradition. For resources about traditional music written by a composer use Art music.
BT: Music styles
RT: Folk songs

Folk plays
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Folk drama to Folk plays.
BT Drama removed, BT Community theatre added.
BT: Community theatre
NT: Mummers' plays
RT: Folklore

Folk songs
CN: 6.2 - BT Fold music removed.
BT: Songs
NT: Sea shanties
   Work songs
RT: Ballads
   Folk music
   National songs
   Protest songs

Folklore
CN: 5.0 - BT Social customs added; 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Culture added.
UF: Folktales
   Mythology
   Myths
BT: Culture
NT: Astrology
   Legends (Folklore)
   Mythical creatures
   Mythical places
   Paranormal
   Superstitions
RT: Creation
   Fables

Fairy tales
Folk plays

Foot and mouth disease
CN: 6.2 - BT Diseases removed, BT Animal diseases added.
BT: Animal diseases

Football (Soccer)
CN: 4.6; 6.2 - Changed from Football to Football (Soccer). USE Australian rules and USE Gaelic football and USE Gridiron and USE Rugby league and USE Rugby union removed.
USE: Soccer

Footwear
CN: 5.1; 6.2 - BT Clothing removed, BT Costume added.
BT: Costume
NT: Shoes

Foreground
CN: 6.2 - USE Composition (Visual arts) removed, USE Focal point added.
USE: Focal point

Forum theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres
NT: Theatre of the oppressed
RT: Audience participation

Fourth wall
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed; BT Performing space added.
BT: Performing space
RT: Representational drama

Free will
CN: 6.2 - BT Consciousness removed, BT Motivation added.
UF: Volition
BT: Motivation

French art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art

French literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: French language

French theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Regional theatre added.
BT: Regional theatre

Fresco painting
CN: 6.2 - BT Painting removed, USE Frescoes added.
USE: Frescoes

Friendship
CN: 6.2 - BT Human relations removed, BT Attachment added.
BT: Attachment
NT: Mateship

Futurist architecture
CN: 6.2 - BT Futurism removed.
UF: Utopian architecture
Visionary architecture
BT: Architecture
RT: Modernist architecture

Futurist art
CN: 6.2 - BT Futurism removed.
BT: Modernist art

Futurist music

Gangs
CN: 5.3; 6.2 - BT Social behaviour (Humans) removed, BT Communities added.
BT: Communities

Gay men
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, USE Homosexuality added.
USE: Homosexuality

Generation X
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Generations added.
BT: Generations

Genetic screening
CN: 6.2 - BT Medical procedures removed, USE Genetic disorders added.
USE: Congenital disorders

German art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art

German literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: German language

German theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Regional theatre added.
BT: Regional theatre

Gestures
CN: 5.0 - BT Body language removed, Nonverbal
communication added; 6.2 - Human movement removed.
UF: Postures (Acting)
   Stylised gestures
BT: Nonverbal communication
RT: Facial expressions

Ghosts
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - BT Paranormal added.
UF: Apparitions
   Hauntings
BT: Mythical creatures
   Paranormal

Giantism
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - Scope note edited. BT Physical impairment removed, BT Growth (Animals) added.
SN: Use for resources about animals, including humans, subject to genetic conditions resulting in extreme large size. For resources about mythological giants USE Giants.
BT: Growth (Animals)
RT: Giants

Glue sniffing
BT: Substance abuse

Glyphs
CN: 5.2 - BT Orthography added; 6.2 - BT Hieroglyphics removed.
BT: Orthography
RT: Logographic writing systems

Goggles
CN: 6.2 - BT Safety equipment removed, BT Protective clothing added.
BT: Protective clothing

Government regulations
CN: 6.2 - BT Government role removed, USE Statutory authority added.
USE: Statutory authority

Greek art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art

Greek literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
NT: Greek drama
RT: Greek language

Greek theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Regional theatre added.
SN: Use for general works on Greek theatre. For resources on the theatre of Ancient Greece use Classical Greek theatre. For resources on the theatre of modern Greece use Modern Greek theatre.
BT: Regional theatre
NT: Classical Greek theatre
   Modern Greek theatre
RT: Greek drama

Greetings
CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Ceremonies added.
BT: Ceremonies
NT: Gifts

Group identity
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups and BT Personal identity removed, USE Communities added.
USE: Communities

Handwriting
CN: 5.0 - BT Writing removed, Composing (Texts) added; 6.2 - BT Composing (Texts) removed, BT Language added.
UF: Penmanship
Writing (Handwriting)
BT: Language
NT: Calligraphy
Foundation Style
RT: Lettering

Hang gliding
CN: 6.2 - BT Extreme sports removed, BT Sports added.
UF: Gliding and soaring
BT: Sports
NT: Paragliding
Paramotoring

Hard Edge
CN: 6.2 - BT Painting removed.
BT: Abstract art
RT: American art

Head restraints
CN: 6.2 - BT Safety removed, BT Safety equipment added.
BT: Safety equipment
RT: Road vehicles
Aircraft

Hebrew literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Hebrew language

Heidelberg School
CN: 6.2 - BT Australian painting removed.
UF: Australian Impressionism
BT: Impressionism
RT: Australian art

Helmets
CN: 6.2 - BT Safety equipment removed.
BT: Protective clothing

Heraldry
CN: 6.2 - BT Symbols removed, BT Artefacts added.
UF: Coats of arms
BT: Artefacts
NT: Flags
RT: Genealogy
Insignia

High comedy
CN: 6.2 - BT Comedy removed BT Comedies added.
BT: Comedies
NT: Drawing room comedy

Hindi literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Hindi language

Holy people
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Religious leaders added.
UF: Holy men
Holy women
BT: Religious leaders

Homeless
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Homelessness to Homeless.
USE: Homelessness

Homelessness
CN: 6.2 - Change from Homeless to Homelessness.
BT Groups removed, BT Socioeconomic status added.
UF: Homeless
Homeless youth
BT: Socioeconomic status
RT: Poverty

Hospitals
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CN: 6.2 - BT Buildings (Structures) and BT Public health removed, BT Health services added.
BT: Health care

Human behaviour
CN: 6.2 - BT Psychology removed, USE Personality added.
USE: Personality

Human ecology
CN: 5.0 - BT Ecology and RT Demography added; 5.3 - BT Ecology removed, USE Demography added; 6.2 - BT Demography removed, USE Population (Society) added.
USE: Population (Society)

Human flu
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Flu to Human flu.
USE: Influenza

Human geography
CN: 5.3 - BT Geography removed, USE Demography added; 6.2 - BT Demography removed, USE Population distribution added.
USE: Population distribution

Human impact
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Human activity impact to Human impact.
USE: Environmental impact

Human movement
CN: 5.1; 5.3 - BT Movement (Physiology) removed, BT Human behaviour added; 6.2 - BT Human behaviour removed, BT Physical fitness added.
UF: Body activity
Kinaesthetics
Kinesiology
Kinesthetics

Postures (Acting)
BT: Physical fitness
RT: Dance elements

Human nature
CN: 5.1; 6.1 - BT Metaphysics removed, USE Human behaviour added; 6.2 - Human behaviour removed USE Psychology added.
USE: Psychology

Human populations
CN: 5.3; 6.2 - BT Demography removed, USE Population (Society) added.
USE: Population (Society)

Human rights
CN: 5.0 - BT Law and BT Political sciences added; 6.0 - BT Political science removed BT Politics added; 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Legal rights added.
UF: Civil liberties
BT: Legal rights
Politics
NT: Children's rights
Equality
Equity
Freedom
Women's rights
RT: Civil law

Humanitarian aid
CN: 6.2 - BT Charity removed, BT Social services added.
BT: Social services
NT: International aid
Missions

Hungarian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Hungarian language
Hygiene
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Hygiene to Personal hygiene. BT Health removed, BT Sanitation added.
UF: Personal hygiene
BT: Sanitation
NT: Dental hygiene
   Hand washing
RT: Bathing

Hymns
CN: 6.2 - BT Vocal music removed.
BT: Sacred music
RT: Psalms

Hyperopia
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual impairment removed, BT Eye disorders added.
UF: Farsightedness
BT: Eye disorders

Hypnosis
CN: 6.2 - BT Consciousness removed, BT Psychotherapy added.
BT: Psychotherapy

Iconography
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Artefacts added.
UF: Icons
BT: Artefacts

Icons
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, USE Iconography added.
USE: Iconography

Ideation
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Ideas to Ideation.
UF: Idea generation
BT: Cognition
NT: Concepts

Illustration
CN: 5.3 - Changed to singular form; 6.2 – Scope note added. BT Visual arts removed, BT Composing (Texts), added.
SN: Use for resources about the process of selecting or arranging pictures within a text.
BT Composing (Texts)
RT: Drawing

Immunisation
CN: 5.0 - BT Medical procedures added; 6.2 - BT Medical procedures removed, BT Medicine added.
SN: Use for resources about being immune from any disease. For resources on the process of inoculating with any vaccine to obtain immunity or protection from the corresponding disease use Vaccination.
UF: Immunology
BT: Medicine
NT: Vaccination
RT: Immune system

Impartiality
CN: 6.2 - BT Attitudes removed, BT Decision making added.
BT: Decision making
RT: Equity
Fair play

Imperialism
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CN: 5.0 - BT Foreign policy removed, Political science added; 6.0 - BT Political science removed BT Politics added; 6.2 - BT Politics removed, BT Social and political systems added.

BT: Social and political systems

NT: Colonies
Colonisation
Invasion

RT: Cultural imperialism

Impressionist music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.

BT: Music styles

Imprisonment
CN: 6.2 - BT Punishment removed, BT Sentencing added.

UF: Incarceration
BT: Sentencing
NT: Convict labour
Deaths in custody
Escapees
Transportation
Weekend detention
RT: Concentration camps

Improvisational theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, USE Improvisation added.

USE: Improvisation

Independent politicians
CN: 6.2 - Change from Independents to Independent politicians. BT Parliamentarians removed, BT Politicians added.

BT: Politicians

Indian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.

BT: Regional literature

Indonesian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.

BT: Regional literature

RT: Indonesian language

Industrial law
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Civil law added.

BT: Civil law

RT: Industries

Industry regulation

Trade practices

Industrial music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.

BT: Music styles

Infants
CN: 5.2; 6.2 - USE Babies (Humans) and USE Toddlers removed, USE Children added.

USE: Children

Inference
CN: 6.2

USE: Logic
Innovation
CN: 5.0 - BT Psychology added; 6.2 - BT Psychology removed, BT Creative thinking added.
BT: Creative thinking
RT: Research and development

Inquisitorial system
CN: 6.2 - BT Justice system removed, BT Court procedures added.
BT: Court procedures

Instrumental music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
UF: Instrumental works
BT: Music styles
NT: Band music
Chamber music
Orchestral music
RT: Musical instruments

Intelligence
CN: 5.0 - BT Ability removed, Thinking added.; 6.2 - BT Cognition removed, BT Psychology added.
BT: Psychology
NT: Emotional intelligence

Interest groups
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, USE Lobby groups added.
USE: Lobby groups

Interludes (Drama)
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Structure (Rhetorical devices) added.
BT: Structure (Rhetorical device)

International law
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Jurisdiction added.
BT: Jurisdiction

Internet
CN: 5.3 - BT Nonprint media removed; 6.2 - BT Mass media removed.
BT: Computer networks
NT: Email
Websites
World Wide Web
RT: Broadcasting
Electronic publishing

Internet radio
CN: 6.2 - BT Hybrid media removed, BT Radio added.
BT: Radio

Internet television
CN: 6.2 - BT Hybrid media removed, BT Television added.
BT: Television

Intrusion (Invasion)
CN: 6.1 - BT Torres Strait Islander history removed, BT Invasion added; 6.2 - Changed from Intrusion to Intrusion (Invasion).
SN: Use for resources about the sporadic contacts between outsiders and Torres Strait Islander people between 1606 to the late 1800s.
BT: Invasion

Irish literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Irish music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Regional music added.
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BT: Regional music
Irish theatre
CN: 5.0 - BT Theatre added; 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts)
removed, BT Regional theatre added.
BT: Regional theatre

Italian art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art
added.
BT: Regional art
NT: Arte povera

Italian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional
literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Italian theatre
CN: 5.0 - BT Theatre added; 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts)
removed, BT Regional theatre added.
BT: Regional theatre

Jaguars
CN: 6.2
BT: Felines

Japanese literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional
literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Jazz bands
CN: 6.2 - BT Bands removed, USE Jazz music
added.
USE: Jazz music

Jazz music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles
added.
UF: Jazz bands
Swing

Jesuit drama
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Religious drama
added.
BT: Religious drama

Jewellery
CN: 6.2 - BT Accessories and BT Consumer goods
removed.
UF: Jewelry
BT: Costume
NT: African jewellery
RT: Diamonds (Gemstones)
Jewellery making

Job satisfaction
CN: 6.2 - BT Work attitudes removed, BT Human
resource management added.
BT: Human resource management

Judgement
CN: 6.2 - BT Thinking removed.
UF: Judgemental
Judgment
Judgmental
Judgments

Judiciary
CN: 6.2 - BT Justice system removed, BT Law
added.
UF: Judges
BT: Law
NT: Courts
Juries

Tribunals

Juries

CN: 5.0 - BT Court procedures added; 6.2 - BT Court procedures removed, BT Judiciary added.

BT: Judiciary

Jurisprudence

CN: 6.2 - BT Justice system removed, USE Law added.

USE: Law

Justice system

CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, USE Law added.

USE: Law

Juvenile justice system

CN: 6.2 - BT Justice system removed, BT Jurisdiction added.

BT: Jurisdiction

Key (Music)

CN: 6.2 - BT Musical notation removed, BT Pitch (Music) added.

BT: Pitch (Music)

Key lighting

CN: 6.2 - BT Lighting removed, BT Stage lighting added.

BT: Stage lighting

Khmer literature

CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.

BT: Regional literature

Kinetic art

CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed.

SN: Use for resources on art incorporating some aspect of motion.

UF: Motion art
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CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Law
CN: 5.1; 6.2 - BT Social sciences removed, BT Society added.
UF: Jurisprudence
Justice system
Legal studies
BT: Society
NT: Court procedures
Crime
Judiciary
Jurisdiction
Law enforcement
Legal responsibility
Legal rights
Legislation
RT: Lawyers
Legal aid

Leadership
CN: 5.0 - BT Ability removed, Social influence added; 6.2 – BT Social influence removed, BT Human relations added.
BT: Human relations
NT: Leadership role
Leadership styles
RT: Community leaders
Governance
Mayors

Learning objects
CN: 6.0; 6.2 - Scope note changed.
SN: Use for resources about interactive multimedia curriculum resources designed to support teaching and learning and facilitate learning experiences related to a particular educational purpose.
BT: Curriculum materials

Legislative bodies
CN: 6.2 - BT Legislation removed, USE Legislation added.
USE: Legislation

Leopards
CN: 6.2
BT: Felines

Lesbians
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, USE Lesbianism added.
USE: Lesbianism

Libraries
6.2 - BT Information management removed, BT Cultural institutions added.

Librettists
CN: 6.2 - BT Music industry and Occupations (Work) removed, USE Librettos added.
USE: Librettos

Life skills
CN: 5.0 - BT Skills removed, Psychology added; 6.2 - BT Psychology removed, BT Personal development added.
UF: Daily living skills
BT: Personal development
Skills
NT: Resilience
Self-management
Social skills
Survival

Lifestyles
CN: 6.2 - BT Human behaviour removed, BT Personal identity added.
UF: Life styles
Way of life
BT: Personal identity
Literacy
CN: 5.0 - BT Education and BT Literature removed.
RT Education added; 6.0 - BT Language removed,
BT Learning added; 6.2 - BT Learning removed,
USE Language added.
USE: Language

Literature
CN: 5.0 - BT Humanities removed, Language added;
6.2 - BT Language removed, BT Arts added.
UF: Humanities
BT: Arts
NT: Children's literature
   Criticism
   Drama
   Genres
   Poetry
   Prose
   Regional literature
   Sacred literature
   RT: Legends (Folklore)

Lithuanian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional
   literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Livestock
CN: 5.3 - BT Domestication added; 6.2 - BT
   Domestication removed.
UF: Farm animals
BT: Animal products
NT: Cattle
   Poultry
   Sheep
   Working animals
   RT: Domestication

Lobby groups
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Political
   campaigns added.

UF: Interest groups
   Pressure groups
   BT: Political campaigns

Loci
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Locus to Loci. BT Geometry
   removed, BT Points added.
BT: Points

Low comedy
CN: 6.2 - BT Comedy removed BT Comedies added.
BT: Comedies

Lower case
CN: 6.2 - BT Punctuation removed, USE
   Capitalisation added.
USE: Capitalisation

Lower house
CN: 6.2 - Changed from House of Representatives
   to Lower house.
UF: House of Representatives
BT: Parliaments

Lunar cycles
CN: 5.3; 6.2 - BT Celestial observation removed,
   USE Lunar orbits added.
USE: Lunar orbits

Lyrics
CN: 6.2 - BT Vocal music removed, USE Songs
   added.
USE: Songs

Macedonian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional
   literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Magnitude
| CN: 6.2 - USE Size removed, USE Measurement added. |  |
| USE: Measurement |  |

| Malaysian literature |  |
| CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added. |  |
| BT: Regional literature |  |

| Maltese literature |  |
| CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added. |  |
| BT: Regional literature |  |

| Mandalas |  |
| CN: 6.2 - BT Symbols removed, BT Religious art added. |  |
| BT: Religious art |  |
| RT: Universe |  |

| Mandolins |  |
| CN: 6.2 - BT Stringed instruments removed, BT Lutes added. |  |
| BT: Lutes |  |

| Manuscript illumination |  |
| CN: 5.3 - BT Manuscripts removed; 6.2 - BT Illustration removed, BT Drawing added. |  |
| UF: Illuminated manuscripts |  |
| Illumination of manuscripts |  |
| BT: Drawing |  |

| Maori art |  |
| CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added. |  |
| BT: Regional art |  |
| RT: New Zealand art |  |

| Maori literature |  |
| CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added. |  |
| BT: Regional literature |  |
| RT: New Zealand literature |  |

| Maori music |  |
| CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Regional music added. |  |
| BT: Regional music |  |
| NT: Moteatea |  |
| Oriori |  |
| Waiata |  |

| Maori people |  |
| CN: 6.2 - BT New Zealanders removed, BT Maoritanga added. |  |
| BT: Maoritanga |  |
| NT: Kaumatua |  |

| Maori theatre |  |
| CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT New Zealand theatre added. |  |
| BT: New Zealand theatre |  |

| Maoritanga |  |
| CN: 6.2 - BT Personal identity removed, BT Regional Culture added. |  |
| SN: Use for resources on the inherent qualities in being a Maori, relating to heritage, culture, etc. |  |
| UF: Maori culture |  |
| Maori identity |  |
| BT: Regional Culture |  |
| NT: Korero paki |  |
| Maori people |  |
| Pakeha |  |
| Tikanga Maori |  |
| Tohunga |  |
| Whanaungatanga |  |
| RT: Ahi ka |  |

| Marriage |  |
| CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Human relations added. |  |
| BT: Human relations |  |
| NT: Betrothal |  |
| Divorce |  |
RT: Family law
Weddings

Masked drama
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres
RT: Classical Greek drama
Masks (Costume)

Masques
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres
RT: Antimasques
Mummers' plays

Mathematical literacy
CN: 5.1; 6.2 - BT Literacy removed, USE Mathematics added.
USE: Mathematics

Mathematical notation
CN: 5.3 - BT Mathematics removed, BT Expressions added; 6.2 - BT Mathematical expressions removed, BT Algebra added.
UF: Algebraic symbols
 Mathematical symbols
Notation
BT: Symbols
NT: Minus sign
Plus sign

Mathematical skills
CN: 6.0; 6.2 - USE Mathematical literacy removed, USE Mathematics added.
USE: Mathematics

Matriarchal societies
CN: 6.2 - BT Social structures removed, BT Social and political systems added.
BT: Social and political systems

Matrices
CN: 5.3 - BT Mathematical concepts removed, BT Expressions added; 6.2 - BT Mathematical expressions removed, BT Algebra added.
UF: Matrix
BT: Algebra

Mazes
CN: 6.2
BT: Puzzles

Meals
CN: 5.2; 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Culture added.
BT: Culture
NT: Breakfast
Dinner
Lunch
RT: Cooking
Food products
Nutrition

Media and society
CN: 6.2 - USE Media issues removed, USE Media influence added.
USE: Media influence

Media industry
CN: 6.2 - BT Media removed.
UF: Broadcasting industry
BT: Industries
NT: Celebrities

MEDIA issues
CN: 6.2 - BT Media removed, USE Media influence added.
USE: Media influence
Media literacy
CN: 6.2 - BT Literacy removed, BT Critical thinking added.
SN: Use for resources on a person’s knowledge and ability to use, interpret and evaluate modern means of communication, such as radio, television, newspapers, etc.
BT: Critical thinking

Media role
CN: 6.2 - BT Media removed, USE Media influence added.
USE: Media influence

Medical procedures
CN: 6.2 - BT Medicine removed, USE Medicine added.
USE: Medicine

Medical services
CN: 6.2 - BT Health services removed, USE Medicine added.
USE: Medicine

Medieval art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Art movements added.
BT: Art movements
NT: Gothic art
   Romanesque art

Medieval music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
BT: Music styles

Medieval theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres
RT: Medieval drama
   Miracle plays

Morality plays
Mystery plays
Pageants

Melodrama
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed.
SN: Use for resources on melodramas and melodramatic elements of drama.
UF: Melodramas
BT: Drama

Memory
CN: 6.2 - BT Cognition removed, BT Thinking added.
BT: Cognition

Men
CN: 5.3 - USE Males removed, BT Groups added; 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Gender identity added.
BT: Gender identity

Mental disorders
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Mental illnesses to Mental disorders.
UF: Brain diseases
   Brain disorders
   Cognitive dysfunction
   Mental illness
BT: Diseases
NT: Alzheimer's disease
   Anxiety disorder
   Asperger's syndrome
   Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
   Autism
   Bipolar disorder
   Dementia
   Depression (Illnesses)
   Huntington's disease
   Mania
   Motor neurone disease
   Parkinson's disease
Schizophrenia
Specific learning disability
RT: Cognitive impairment
Head injuries
Psychotherapy

Metaphysical art
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Metaphysical painting to Metaphysical art. BT Painting removed.
BT: Modern art
RT: Metaphysics

Metaxis
CN: 6.2 - BT Acting removed, BT Audience identification added.
BT: Audience identification

Metre (Music)
CN: 6.2 - BT Duration removed, USE Time signature added.
USE: Time signature

Metronomes
CN: 6.2 - BT Duration removed, BT Beat added.
BT: Beat
RT: Tempo

Mezzosopranos
CN: 6.2 - BT Singing removed, BT Vocal range added.
BT: Vocal range

Microphones
CN: 6.2 - BT Recording equipment removed, BT Sound recording added.
BT: Sound recording

Middle ground
CN: 6.2 - USE Composition (Visual arts) removed, USE Focal point added.
USE: Focal point

Migrants
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Immigration added.
SN: Use for resources about persons who have taken up permanent residence in a country other than their country of origin.
UF: Immigrants
BT: Immigration
NT: Illegal immigrants
Refugees

Minority groups
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups Removed, BT Communities added.
SN: Use for resources about subgroups within a larger society that are distinguished from the majority and each other by race, national heritage, or sometimes by religious or cultural affiliation.
BT: Communities
RT: Assimilation
Biculturalism
Cultural diversity
Social discrimination

Mixing (Sound recording)
CN: 6.2 - BT Sound recording techniques removed, BT Sound recording added.
BT: Sound recording

Modelling (Sculpture)
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Modelling to Modelling (Sculpture).
BT: Sculpture
RT: Clay

Modern Greek literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Moieties
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CN: 6.2 - BT Social structures removed and BT Race removed, USE Family relationship added.
BT: Family relationship
RT: Race

Monuments
CN: 6.2 - BT Sculpture removed, BT Memorials added.
BT: Memorials

Morality plays
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres
RT: Medieval theatre
  Miracle plays
  Mystery plays

Motion picture music
CN: 6.2 - USE Film music removed, USE Soundtracks added.
USE: Soundtracks

Murals
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Painting added.
BT: Painting
NT: Frescoes
RT: Graffiti
  Street art
  Trompe l'oeil

Museums
6.2 - BT Information management removed, BT Cultural institutions added.

Music
CN: 6.2 - BT Performing arts removed, BT Arts added.
UF: Music literacy
  Musicology
BT: Arts

NT: Composing (Music)
  Conducting
  Music ensembles
  Music styles
  Musical elements
  Musical forms
  Musical instruments
  Regional music
  Vocal music
RT: Music industry
  Musicians
  Sound

Music appreciation
CN: 6.2 - BT Music and BT Dance removed, BT Arts criticism added.
BT: Arts criticism

Music ensembles
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Instrumental ensembles to Music ensembles. BT Instrumental music removed, BT Music added.
UF: Class ensembles
  Ensemble music
BT: Music
NT: Bands
  Duets
  Nonets
  Octets
  Quartets
  Quintets
  Septets
  Sextets
  Trios

Music reading
CN: 6.2 - BT Music theory removed, BT Musical notation added.
UF: Score reading
  Sight playing
  Sight reading
BT: Musical notation
Music structure
   CN: 6.2 - Changed from Structural elements to Music structure.
   BT: Musical elements
   NT: Binary form
       Cadences
       Chords (Music)
       Choruses
       Coda
       Expositions (Music)
       Interludes (Music)
       Melody
       Motifs
       Movements (Music)
       Phrases (Music)
       Repetitions (Music)

Music therapy
   CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, USE Musical elements added.
   USE: Musical elements

Music therapists
   CN: 6.1 - BT Therapists removed, USE Music therapy added.
   USE: Music therapy

Music therapy
   CN: 6.2 - BT Therapy removed, BT Psychotherapy added.
   UF: Music therapists
   BT: Psychotherapy
   RT: Music industry

Musical articulation
   CN: 6.2 - BT Music theory removed, BT Music elements added.
   BT: Musical elements

Musical elements
   CN: 6.2 - BT Music theory removed, BT Music added.
   UF: Music theory
   BT: Music
   NT: Dynamics (Music)
       Music reading
       Music structure
       Musical articulation
       Musical notation
       Pitch (Music)
       Rhythm (Music)
       Tone colour

Musical forms
   CN: 6.2 - BT Music theory removed, BT Music added.
   BT: Music
   NT: Canons (Music)
       Cantatas
       Choral music
       Computer music
       Concertos
       Etudes
       Fantasia
       Fugues
       Impromptus
       Interludes (Music)
       Laments
       Lullabies
       Madrigals
       Marches
       Medleys
       Motets
       Operas
       Operettas
       Oratorios
       Overtures
       Pastorales
       Preludes
       Rhapsodies
       Rondos (Music)
       Serenades
Sonatas
Symphonic poems
Symphonies
Toccatas
Variations (Music)
Suites

Musical instrument digital interface
CN: 6.2 - USE MIDI removed, USE Computer music added.
USE: Computer music

Musical notation
CN: 6.2 - BT Music theory removed, BT Music elements added.
UF: Musical scores
Musical symbols
BT: Musical elements
NT: Accidentals
Clefs
Sheet music
Staves

Musical scores
CN: 6.1 - Changed from Scores to Musical scores; 6.2 - BT Music removed, USE Musical notation added.
USE: Musical notation

Musical tuning
CN: 6.1 - Changed from Tuning to Musical tuning.
BT Musical instruments removed, BT Musical elements added; 6.2 - BT Musical elements removed,
BT Pitch (Music) added.
BT: Pitch (Music)
RT Musical instruments

Muzak
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, USE Easy listening added.
USE: Easy listening music

Myopia
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual impairment removed, BT Eye disorders added.
UF: Nearsightedness
Short sightedness
BT: Eye disorders

Naive art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Primitivism added.
SN: Use for resources created by non-professional artists or artisans who lack any formal training.
BT: Primitivism

Narration
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Rhetorical devices added.
BT: Rhetorical devices
RT: Storytelling

Nationalism
CN: 5.0 - BT Political attitudes added; 6.2 - BT Political attitudes removed, BT Social and political systems added.
BT: Social and political systems
RT: Self-determination

Nationality
CN: 5.0 - BT Status removed, Group identity added; 6.2 - BT Group identity removed, USE National identity added.
USE: National identity

Natural disasters
CN: 6.2 - BT Disasters removed, BT Earth and space added.
BT: Earth and space
NT: Bushfires
Droughts
Earthquakes
Famines
Floods
Storms
Tsunamis
Volcanic eruptions
RT: Accidents
Emergency services

Nature versus nurture
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Nature nurture controversy to Nature versus nurture. BT Human behaviour removed, BT Personal development added.
BT: Personal development

Neighbours
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Communities added.
BT: Communities

Neoclassicist music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
BT: Music styles

New Zealand architecture
CN: 6.2 - Deleted.

New Zealand art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts and BT New Zealand culture removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art
RT: Maori art

New Zealand culture

CN: 6.2 - BT Culture removed, BT Regional culture added.
BT Regional culture added.

New Zealand dance
CN: 6.2 - BT New Zealand culture removed, BT Regional dance added.
BT: Regional dance

New Zealand films
CN: 6.2 - BT New Zealand culture removed.
BT: Films
RT: Maori films

New Zealand handicrafts
CN: 6.2 - BT New Zealand culture removed.
BT: Handicrafts
RT: Maori handicrafts

New Zealand literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
UF: New Zealand stories
BT: Regional literature
RT: Maori literature

New Zealand music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Regional music added.
BT: Regional music

New Zealand stories
CN: 6.2 - BT Genres removed, USE New Zealand literature added.
USE: New Zealand literature

New Zealand theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed and BT New Zealand culture removed, BT Regional theatre added.
BT: Regional theatre
NT: Maori theatre
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>CN: 6.2 - Changed from Arithmetic to Number operations. BT Mathematics removed, BT Numbers added.</th>
<th>BT: Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number operations</td>
<td>UC: Arithmetic Calculations Sums BT: Numbers BT: Literary texts RT: Picture books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear disasters</td>
<td>CN: 6.2 - BH Disasters removed, BH: Accidents added.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian art</td>
<td>CN: 6.2 - BH: Visual arts removed, BH: Regional arts added.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nocturnes</td>
<td>CN: 6.2 - BH: Musical forms removed, BH: Art themes added.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations (Data)</td>
<td>CN: 6.2 - BH: Mathematical notation removed, BH Numbers added.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations (Texts)</td>
<td>CN: 6.2 - Changed from Observations to Observations (Texts).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numeracy</td>
<td>CN: 5.3 - BH: Mathematics removed, BH Mathematical literacy added; 6.1 - BH: Mathematical literacy removed, USE Arithmetic added; 6.2 - USE Number operations removed, USE Numbers added.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocarinas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CN: 6.2 - BT Wind instruments removed, BT Flutes added.
BT: Flutes

Occupational health and safety
CN: 6.2 - BT Health and BT Safety removed, BT Working conditions added.
UF: Industrial health
   Industrial safety
   Occupational safety
   Workplace health and safety
BT: Working conditions
RT: Educational accountability
   Ergonomics
   Occupational therapy
   Posture (Body position)
   Protective clothing

Occupational therapy
CN: 6.2 - BT Therapy removed.
BT: Rehabilitation (Medicine)
RT: Occupational health and safety

Octaves
CN: 6.2 - BT Musical notation removed, BT Pitch (Music) added.
BT: Pitch (Music)

One act plays
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres

Ophthalmology
CN: 6.2 - BT Ear disorders removed, USE Eye disorders added.
USE: Eye disorders

Opinions
CN: 6.2 - BT Attitudes removed, USE Attitudes added.
USE: Attitudes

Optical illusions
CN: 5.3; 6.2 - BT Perception removed, BT Visualisation added.
BT: Visualisation

Orchestrations
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, USE Orchestral music added.
USE: Orchestral music

Ordinal data
CN: 6.2 - BT Data removed, BT Data analysis added.
BT: Data analysis

Orphans
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - Changed from Orphanages to Orphans.
UF: Orphans
BT: Child care

Orphism
CN: 6.2 - BT Painting removed.
BT: Modern art

Orthopaedics
CN: 6.2 - BT Medicine removed, BT Surgery added.
UF: Orthopedics
BT: Surgery
RT: Bones

Ownership
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed.
SN: Use for resources about ownership. For resources about the accounting concept of owner's equity use Proprietorship.
BT: Economics
NT: Collective ownership
   Home ownership
   Intellectual property
   Landowners
   Media ownership
   Partnerships
   Privatisation
   Property (Possessions)
   Proprietorship
   Sole ownership
   Timeshare
   Transfer of ownership
RT: Purchasing
   Taxes

Pacific Island literatures
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Pacific Island theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Regional theatre added.
BT: Regional theatre

Pacific Islander music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Regional music added.
BT: Regional music

Pacifists
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed USE Passive resistance added.
USE: Passive resistance

Pain
CN: 6.2

BT: Nervous system
Painting
CN: 6.2 - BT Illustration removed, BT Visual arts added.
UF: Painting technique
   Paintings
BT: Visual arts
NT: Acrylic painting
   Airbrushing
   Alla prima painting
   Bark painting
   Body painting
   Encaustic painting
   Finger painting
   Impasto
   Ink painting
   Miniature painting
   Monochrome painting
   Murals
   Oil painting
   Rock paintings
   Tempera painting
   Textile painting
   Tole painting
   Trompe l'oeil
   Watercolour painting
RT: Painters
   Stencil work

Panoramas
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Landscape painting added.
BT: Landscapes

Panpipes
CN: 6.2 - BT Wind instruments removed, BT Flutes added.
UF: Pan flutes
   BT: Flutes
CN: 5.3 - BT Musical comedies removed; 6.2 - BT Drama and BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Comedies added.
SN: Use for resources about pantomime plays and pantomime as a form of drama.
UF: Pantomimes
BT: Comedies
RT: Mime
Musical comedies

Parachutes
CN: 6.2 - BT Safety equipment removed, BT Drag added.
BT: Drag

Parental behaviour
CN: 6.2 - BT Human behaviour removed, BT Attachment added.
UF: Parenting
Parenting models
BT: Animal behaviour
Attachment
NT: Maternal behaviour
Paternal behaviour
RT: Parents

Parentheses
CN: 6.2 - BT Mathematical notation removed, BT Order of operations added.
UF: Brackets
Parenthesis
BT: Order of operations
Punctuation
RT: Equations

Parliaments
CN: 6.2 - BT Legislative bodies removed, BT Legislation added.
UF: Houses of Parliament
BT: Legislation
NT: Cabinet
Lower house
Opposition
Parliamentarians
Parliamentary committees
Parliamentary procedures
Parliamentary structures
Parliamentary terms
Upper house
RT: Government

Parties
CN: 5.3; 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Celebrations added.
BT: Celebrations

Passengers
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Transport added.
BT: Transport

Pastiche (Music)
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
SN: Use for resources on works written partly in the style of another period.
BT: Music styles

Pastiche (Visual arts)
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Mixed media added.
SN: Use for resources on art consisting of pieces borrowed from other works of art.
UF: Pasticcio
BT: Mixed media

Paternalism
CN: 6.2 - BT Political attitudes removed, BT Social and political systems added.
SN: Use for resources about the attitude of one group that they have a 'right' and 'duty' to manage another group in the manner of a father dealing with his children. For resources about the behaviour of a father towards his children use
Paternal behaviour.
BT: Social and political systems

Pathogens
CN: 6.2 - BT Diseases removed, BT Disease transmission added.
BT: Disease transmission
RT: Biological dispersal
Viruses

Pathology
CN: 6.2 - BT Medicine removed, USE Disease added.
USE: Diseases

Patriarchal societies
CN: 6.2 - BT Social structures removed, BT Social and political systems added.
BT: Social and political systems

Peer groups
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Communities added.
BT: Communities
NT: Peer group pressure
RT: Peer acceptance

Penal colonies
CN: 6.2 - BT Punishment removed.
UF: Penal settlements
BT: Colonies
RT: Convicts
Prisons
Transportation

Perception
CN: 6.2 - BT Cognition removed, BT Thinking added.
BT: Cognition
NT: Size perception
Space perception
RT: Senses

Sensory deprivation

Performing arts
CN: 6.2 - BT Arts removed, USE Dance and Use Theatre (Arts) added.
USE: Dance
THEATRE (Arts)

Personal values
CN: 6.1 - USE Values (Psychology) removed, BT Values (Psychology) added; 6.2 - BT Values (Psychology) removed,
USE Beliefs added.
USE: Beliefs

Personhood
CN: 6.2 - USE Self removed, USE Personality added.
USE: Personality

Petro sniffing
BT: Substance abuse

Pharmaceutical drugs
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Pharmaceuticals to Pharmaceutical drugs. USE Pharmaceuticals removed, USE Drugs added.
USE: Drugs

Pharmacy
CN: 6.2 - BT Pharmacy and BT Medicine removed, USE Drugs added.
USE: Drugs

Philosophy
CN: 5.0 - BT Humanities removed, Social sciences
added; 6.2 - BT Social sciences removed, BT Society added.
UF: Humanities Philosophers
BT: Society
NT: Ethics Knowledge Logic Philosophical movements

Photocopy art
CN: 5.0 - BT Visual arts added; 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Printing added.
UF: Copy art
BT: Printing
RT: Photocopying

Photorealism
CN: 6.2 - BT Painting and BT Sculpture removed, BT Modern art added.
UF: Super realism
BT: Modern art

Physical impairment
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - Changed from Physical disabilities to Physical impairment.
BT: Disabilities RT: Amputation Paralysis

Piccolos
CN: 6.2 - BT Wind instruments removed, BT Flutes added.
BT: Flutes

Pictures
CN: 6.2 - Use Illustration and Use Prints removed, USE Visual arts added.
USE: Visual arts

Place value

Plague
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Plague to Plagues. BT Bacterial infections and BT Epidemics removed, USE Epidemics added.
USE: Epidemics

Plaster masks
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Masks (Sculpture) to Plaster casts. BT Sculpture removed, BT Plaster art added.
BT: Plaster casts

Playbuilding
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama and BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Drama in education added.
UF: Play building
Process drama
BT: Drama in education
NT: Group devised dramas
Mantle of the expert
RT: Dramatic play
Improvisation
Play
Plays
CN: 6.2 - USE Drama removed, USE Theatre (Arts) added.
USE: Theatre (Arts)

Plural nouns
CN: 6.2 - BT Nouns removed, USE Pluralisation added.
USE: Pluralisation

Plots
CN: 5.0 - BT Performing arts removed, Drama added; 6.2 - BT
Drama removed.
UF: Storylines
BT: Structure (Rhetorical device)
NT: Climax
  Denouement
  Scenarios
  Subplots
  Synopses

Pointillism
CN: 6.2 - BT Painting removed, BT Impressionism added.
UF: Divisionism
  Stippling
BT: Impressionism

Polish literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Political attitudes
CN: 6.0 - BT Political science removed BT Politics added; 6.2 - BT Attitudes and BT Politics removed, BT Beliefs added.
UF: Public opinion
BT: Beliefs
NT: Patriotism
RT: Activism

Political theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres
RT: Agitprop
  Propaganda

Politics
CN: 5.0 - BT Political sciences added; 6.0 - BT Political sciences moved, BT Social sciences added; 6.2 - Scope note removed. BT Social sciences removed, BT Society added.
UF: Political sciences
  Practical politics
BT: Society
NT: Activism
  Citizenship
  Elections
  Government
  Human rights
  Industrial relations
  International relations
  Political campaigns
  Political independence
  Political movements
  Political parties
  Political power
  Social and political systems
RT: Public administration

Polynomial equations
CN: 6.2 - BT Equations removed, USE Polynomials added.
USE: Polynomials

Polynomials
CN: 6.2 - BT Mathematical formulas removed, BT Equations added.
UF: Polynomial equations
BT: Equations
NT: Binomial
  Trinomial expressions

Popular culture
CN: 6.2 - BT Social influence removed, BT Culture added.
UF: Mass arts
  Mass culture
  Pop culture
  Popular arts
BT: Culture

Population (Society)
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Population (Sociology) to Population (Society).
SN: Use for resources on human population not limited to a single geographic area.
UF: Demography
  Human ecology
  Human geography
  Human populations
  Population studies
BT: Society
NT: Censuses
  Eugenics
  Migration
  Population distribution (Demography)
  Population growth
RT: Populations (Ecology)
Population distribution (Demography)
CN: 5.3 - Changed from Population distribution to Population distribution (Demography);
6.2 - BT Demography removed, BT Population (Society) added.
UF: Human geography
BT: Population (Society)
NT: Cities
  Rural areas
  Settlement patterns
  Suburbs
  Towns
  Urbanisation
RT: Immigration
  Migration
Population studies
CN: 6.2 - USE Demography removed, USE Population (Society) added.
USE: Population (Society)
Portraits
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Art themes added.
BT: Art themes
NT: Busts
  Silhouettes
Portuguese literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
  BT: Regional literature
Postmodernism
CN: 5.0 - BT Arts removed, Arts movements added;
6.1 - BT Philosophy removed, BT Philosophical schools added; 6.2 - BT Art movements removed.
BT: Philosophical movements
Power (Politics)
CN: 5.0 - Modified - formally Power (Social sciences). BT Social sciences removed; 6.0 - BT Political science removed BT Politics added; 6.1 - Changed from Power (Political science) to Power(Politics). BT Politics removed, USE Political power added.
USE: Political power
Power structure
CN: 6.1 - BT Power (Politics) removed, USE Social structures added; 6.2 - USE Social structures removed, USE Social and political systems added.
USE: Social and political systems
Pratfalls
CN: 6.2 - BT Physical theatre removed, BT Comic acting added.
BT: Comic acting
Precontact culture
CN: 5.2; 6.2 - BT Culture removed, BT Cultural interaction added.
BT: Cultural interaction
RT: Aboriginal history
  Torres Strait Islander history
Prejudice
CN: 6.2 - USE Bias (Attitudes) removed, USE Social discrimination added.
USE: Social discrimination

Pre-Raphaelitism
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Preraphaelitism to Pre-Raphaelitism. BT Painting removed, BT Arts movements added.
BT: Arts movements

Presbyopia
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual impairment removed, BT Eye disorders added.
UF: Long sightedness
BT: Eye disorders

Presentational drama
CN: 5.3 - BT Performances (Arts) removed; 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT USE Realistic acting added.
USE: Realistic acting

Presenting
CN: 6.2 - BT Media production removed, BT Journalism added.
UF: Reporters
BT: Journalism

Print media
CN: 6.2 - BT Media removed, BT Publishing added.
BT: Publishing
NT: Books
Editorials
Magazines
Newspapers
Posters
Signboards
RT: Advertisements
Print journalism

Probability
CN: 6.2 - BT Mathematics removed, BT Data and probability added.
UF: Chance
BT: Data and probability
RT: Tree diagrams

Production (Drama)
CN: 5.0 - Modified - previously Production (Performing arts). BT Performing arts removed, Drama added; 6.2 – BT Drama removed, USE Stagecraft added.
USE: Stagecraft

Projection (Geometry)
CN: 5.3 - Changed from Projection (Mathematics) to Projection (Algebra). BT Mathematics removed, BT Algebra added; 6.2 - Changed from Projection (Algebra) to Projection (Geometry). BT Algebra removed, BT Transformation (Mathematics) added.
BT: Transformation (Geometry)

Pronumerals
CN: 5.3 - BT Mathematical concepts removed; 6.2 - BT Mathematical notation removed, BT Equations added.
BT: Equations
RT: Numbers

Psychology
CN: 6.2 - BT Social sciences removed, BT Society added.
UF: Human nature
BT: Society
NT: Cognition
Personal development
Intelligence
Motivation
Motor skills
Personality

Psychotherapy
CN: 6.2 - BT Therapy removed, BT Medicine added.
UF: Psychoanalysis
BT: Medicine
NT: Art therapy
   Dance therapy
   Hypnosis
   Music therapy
RT: Mental disorders

Public health
CN: 6.2 - BT Health removed, USE Health care added.
USE: Health care

Public opinion
CN: 6.2 - BT Opinions removed, USE Political attitudes added.
USE: Political attitudes

Publishing
CN: 5.0 - BT Writing removed; 6.2 - BT Media production removed, BT Media added.
UF: Book publishing
BT: Media
NT: Desktop publishing
   Electronic publishing
   Print media
RT: Bookselling
   Copyright
   Freedom of the press
   Publishing industry

Pump classes
CN: 6.2 - BT Aerobics added.
SN: Use for resources on choreographed group fitness classes that incorporate the use of weights.
BT: Aerobics
   Group fitness activities

Puns
CN: 6.2 - BT Comedy removed.
BT: Rhetorical devices

Puppetry
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Theatre (Arts) added.
UF: Puppet plays
BT: Theatre (Arts)
NT: Shadow puppetry
RT: Puppet making
   Puppets
CN: 6.2 - BT Religion removed, BT Religious fundamentalism added.
BT: Religious fundamentalism

Quarantine
CN: 6.2 - BT Public health removed, BT Health services added.
BT: Health care
RT: Biosecurity
   Communicable diseases
   Disease transmission
   Pest control

Racial attitudes
CN: 6.2 - BT Attitudes removed, BT Cultural interaction added.
SN: Use for resources on attitudes about race or particular racial groups.
BT: Cultural interaction
RT: Race
   Racism
   Ethnocentrism
   Racial bias
   Racial discrimination
   Racial prejudice
BT: Conflict (Human relations)
NT: Eurocentrism
RT: Racial attitudes
Radio
   CN: 5.3 - BT Broadcasting removed; 6.2 - BT Mass media and BT
   Nonprint media removed, BT Broadcasting added.
   UF: Radio studios
      Wireless
   BT: Broadcasting
   NT: Call signs
      Internet radio
      Radio programs
   RT: Broadcasting studios
      Radio scripts
      Ratings

Radio drama
   CN: 5.3 - BT Radio removed; 6.2 - BT Drama removed.
   UF: Audio drama
      Radio plays
   BT: Radio programs
   NT: Radio comedies
   RT: Radio scripts

Radiography
   CN: 5.2; 6.1 - Changed to radiography; 6.2 - BT Medical procedures removed, BT Medical imaging added.
   BT: Medical imaging
   RT: Photography
      X-rays

Random numbers
   CN: 5.3 - BT Sampling removed, RT Sampling added; 6.2 - BT Numbers removed, BT Data and probability added.
   BT: Data and probability
   RT: Sampling

Readers' theatre
   CN: 5.0 - BT Theatre (Arts) added; 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
   BT: Theatrical genres
   NT: Chamber theatre
      Closet drama

Reading difficulties
   CN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Developmental disabilities removed, BT Intellectual disabilities added; 6.2 - BT Cognitive impairment removed, BT Specific learning disability added.
   UF: Reading disabilities
   BT: Specific learning disability

Realia
   CN: 6.2 - BT Nonprint media removed, BT Information management added.
   BT: Information management

Recessions
   CN: 6.2 - BT Economics removed.
   BT: Business cycles
   RT: Boom and bust

Recreation
   CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Culture added.
   UF: Amusements
      Leisure
   BT: Culture
   NT: Bushwalking
      Camping
      Entertainment
      Gambling
      Games
      Hobbies
      Picnics
      Play
      Recreational facilities
      Travel
   RT: Holidays
      Sports
Recreational drugs
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Drug abuse to Recreational drugs. BT Habits removed, USE Drugs added.
USE: Drugs

Reflection (Energy)
CN: 5.3 - BT Sound removed. Qualifier (Waves) removed; 6.2 - Changed from Reflection to Reflection (Energy).
BT: Waves (Energy)
NT: Echo
  Reflectivity
  Total internal reflection

Reflection (Geometry)
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Reflection (Mathematics) to Reflection (Geometry).
BT: Transformation (Geometry)

Regional literature
CN: 6.2
SN: Use for resources about literary works that are indigenous to a given regional language group, including works of either fiction or non-fiction.
Prefer a more specific term combined with other terms under Literature. For resources about specific languages see under Natural languages.
BT: Literature
NT: Aboriginal literature
  African literature
  Albanian literature
  American literature
  Arabic literature
  Armenian literature
  Australian literature
  Bengali literature
  Canadian literature
  Chinese literature
  Classical Greek literature
  Croatian literature
  Czech literature

Dutch literature
Egyptian literature
English literature
Estonian literature
Filipino literature
French literature
German literature
Greek literature
Hebrew literature
Hindi literature
Hungarian literature
Indian literature
Indonesian literature
Irish literature
Italian literature
Japanese literature
Khmer literature
Korean literature
Latin literature
Latvian literature
Lithuanian literature
Macedonian literature
Malaysian literature
Maltese literature
Maori literature
Modern Greek literature
New Zealand literature
Pacific Island literatures
Persian literature
Polish literature
Portuguese literature
Romanian literature
Russian literature
Samoan literature
Serbian literature
Slovenian literature
South American literature
Spanish literature
Swedish literature
Tamil literature
Tokelauan literature
Tongan literature
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schools Online Thesaurus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Torres Strait Islander literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukrainian literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.2 - BT Land use and BT Planning removed, USE Regional development added.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE: Regional development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regionalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.2 - BT Political attitudes removed, BT Social and political systems added.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Social and political systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehearsal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 5.0 - BT Performing arts removed, Performances (Arts) added; 6.2 - BT Performances (Arts) removed, BT Acting added.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: Rehearsals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehearsing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Acting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT: Dress rehearsal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT: Blocking (Directing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 5.0 - BT Social sciences removed, Culture added; 6.2 - BT Culture removed, BT Society added.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF: Religious practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT: Afterlife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discipleship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreaming (Aboriginal culture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evangelism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heresy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interfaith dialogue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martyrdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilgrimage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Shintoism
Sikhism
Taoism

Remembrance
CN: 5.3; 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Celebrations added.
BT: Celebrations

Renaissance art
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Renaissance sculpture to Renaissance art. BT Sculpture removed, BT Art movements added.
BT: Art movements

Renaissance music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
BT: Music styles

Repertory theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
USE: Theatrical genres

Representational art
CN: 5.0 - BT Visual arts added; 6.2 BT Visual arts removed, BT Art movements added.
SN: Use for resources about art in which the subject matter is recognisable.
BT: Art movements
NT: Figurative art

Representational drama
CN: 5.3 - BT Performances (Arts) removed; 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
SN: Use for resources about the style of dramatic performance in which actors portray reality and the audience observes.
BT: Theatrical genres
RT: Fourth wall

Rests (Music)
CN: 6.2 - BT Duration removed, BT Rhythm (Music) added.
BT: Rhythm (Music)

Revenge tragedies
CN: 6.2 - BT Tragedies removed, BT Tragedy added.
BT: Tragedy
RT: Theatre of cruelty

Renaissance art
CN: 6.2 - BT Duration removed, BT Musical elements added.
BT: Musical elements
NT: Beat
Metronome
Rests (Music)
Rudiments
Syncopation
Tempo
Time signature

Role models
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Social influence added.
BT: Social influence

Role of the press
CN: 6.2 - BT Media role removed, BT Media influence added.
BT: Media influence

Romanesque art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Medieval art added.
BT: Medieval art

Romanian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
Romantic music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
BT: Music styles

Roots (Mathematics)
CN: 5.3 - BT Mathematical concepts removed, BT Arithmetic added; 6.2 - BT Number operations removed, BT Indices added.
BT: Indices
NT: Cube roots
Square roots

Rough theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres

Royal commissions
CN: 5.0 - BT Inquiry removed; 6.2 - BT Committees removed, BT Parliamentary committees added.
BT: Parliamentary committees

Russian art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art
RT: Suprematism

Russian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Sacred music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Worship added.
UF: Liturgical music
Religious music
Religious songs
BT: Worship
NT: Chants

Gospel music
Hymns
Masses
Psalms
Requiem

Sacred sites
CN: 5.0 - BT Significance of place removed, Places added; 5.3 - BT Places removed, BT Social customs added; 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Culture added.
BT: Culture
NT: Burial sites
Memorials
RT: Historic sites

Samoaan literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Samoaan theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Regional theatre added.
BT: Regional theatre
NT: Fale'aitu

Samplers (Music)
CN: 6.2 - BT Computer music removed, BT Electronic instruments added.
BT: Electronic instruments

Sampling
CN: 6.2 - BT Statistics removed.
BT: Data collection
NT: Biased samples
RT: Random numbers

Satellite communications
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Satellite communications to Communication satellites. BT Communications (Technology) removed, BT Satellites added.
UF: Satellite navigation
BT: Satellites
USE: Personality

Sequencers
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Sequencers to Music sequencers. BT Computer music removed, BT Electronic instruments added.
BT: Electronic instruments

Scaffolding (Building)
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Scaffolding to Scaffolding (Building).
BT: Building (Engineering)

Scales (Music)
CN: 6.2 - BT Music theory removed, BT Pitch (Music) added.
UF: Chromatic scales
Diatonic scales
Pentatonic scales
BT: Pitch (Music)

School bands
CN: 6.2 - BT Bands removed, BT Music in education added.
UF: School orchestras
BT: Music in education

School orchestras
CN: 6.2 - BT Orchestras removed, USE School bands added.
USE: School bands

Seascapes
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Seascape painting to Seascapes. BT Painting removed, BT Landscape painting added.
BT: Landscapes

Self
CN: 6.2 - BT Consciousness removed, USE Personality added.
USE: Personality

Self-concept
CN: 6.1 - Changed from Self concept to Self-concept; 6.2 - USE Self removed, USE Personality added.
CN: 6.0; 6.2 - BT Human behaviour removed, BT Attachment added.
UF: Sex education
BT: Attachment
NT: Sexual abstinence
RT: Animal reproduction
Sexually transmitted disease

Sexual harassment
CN: 6.2 - BT Antisocial behaviour removed.
BT: Sex discrimination
RT: Sexuality
Victimisation

Shareholders
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Stock markets added.
UF: Stockholders
BT: Stock markets
RT: Companies

Sheep
CN: 5.0 - BT Placentals added. RT Livestock added;
5.3 - BT Placentals removed, BT Ruminants added;
6.2 - BT Livestock added.
BT: Livestock
Ruminants
NT: Mutton sheep
Sheep breeds
Wool sheep
RT: Wool industry

Sheet music
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - USE Musical scores removed, BT Musical notation added.
BT: Musical notation

Shipwrecks
CN: 6.2 - BT Disasters removed.
BT: Accidents

Silk painting

CN: 6.2 - BT Painting removed, BT Textile painting added.
BT: Textile painting
Singing
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, USE Songs added.
USE: Vocal music

Singing games
CN: 6.2 - BT Vocal music removed, BT Educational games added.
BT: Educational games

Singular nouns
CN: 6.2 - BT Nouns removed, USE Pluralisation added.
USE: Pluralisation

Skin diseases
CN: 6.2 - BT Diseases removed, BT Organ-specific pathologies added.
UF: Skin disorders
BT: Organ-specific pathologies
NT: Acne
Albinism
Calloses
RT: Skin

Slapstick
CN: 6.2 - BT Physical theatre removed, BT Comic acting added.
BT: Comic acting

Slovenian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Small business
CN: 6.2 - BT Business removed, BT Commerce added.
BT: Commerce
NT: Franchises
Home businesses
RT: Entrepreneurship
Small medium enterprises

Snow sculpture
CN: 5.2; 6.2 - BT Sculpture removed, BT Ice sculpture added.
UF: Snowmen
BT: Ice sculpture

Social behaviour (Humans)
CN: 5.3 - Changed from Social behaviour to Social behaviour (Humans); 6.2 - BT Human behaviour removed, USE Human relations added.
USE: Human relations

Social bias
CN: 6.2 - BT Bias (Attitudes) removed, USE Social discrimination added.
SN: Use for general resources about prejudicial attitudes towards particular groups within society.
USE: Social discrimination

Social conventions
CN: 6.2 - USE Social customs removed, USE Culture added.
USE: Culture

Social dance
CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed.
UF: Cultural dance
BT: Dance genres
NT: Ballroom dance
   Disco dancing
   Jive
   Linedances
   Maypole dances
   Morris dances
   Polkas
   Square dances
   Twist

RT: Folk dance
Regional dance
Traditional dance

Social influence
CN: 6.1 - BT Social psychology removed, BT Society added; 6.2 - BT Society removed, BT Socialisation added.
UF: Sociocultural influence
BT: Socialisation
NT: Media influence
   Role models
   RT: Peer group pressure
   Propaganda

Social life and customs
CN: 6.2 - USE Social customs removed, USE Culture added.
USE: Culture

Social participation
CN: 5.0 - Modification - NP; 6.2 - USE Social behaviour (Humans) removed, USE Citizenship added.
USE: Citizenship

Social psychology
CN: 6.1 - BT Psychology and BT Sociology removed, USE Social behaviour added; 6.2 - USE Social behaviour (Humans) removed, USE Human relations added.
USE: Human relations

Social role
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - BT Social structures removed, USE Social contexts added.
USE: Social contexts

Social sciences
CN: 6.2 - USE Society added.
USE: Society
Social services  
CN: 5.0 - BT Services removed, BT Public health added; 6.2 – BT Public health removed, BT Society added.  
UF: Human services  
Social welfare  
BT: Society  
NT: Animal welfare  
Charities  
Child care  
Counselling services  
Crisis centres  
Employment agencies  
Health care  
Humanitarian aid  
Welfare services  
Youth groups

Social services  
CN: 5.0 - BT Services removed, BT Public health added; 6.2 – BT Public health removed, BT Society added.  
UF: Human services  
Social welfare  
BT: Society  
NT: Animal welfare  
Charities  
Child care  
Counselling services  
Crisis centres  
Employment agencies  
Health care  
Humanitarian aid  
Welfare services  
Youth groups

Social skills  
CN: 5.0 - BT Personal development added; 6.2 - BT Personal development removed, BT Life skills added.  
UF: Social cognition  
Social competence  
BT: Life skills

Social structures  
CN: 6.2 - BT Society removed, USE Social and political systems added.  
USE: Social and political systems

Social values  
CN: 6.2 - BT Values (Psychology) removed, USE Culture added.  
USE: Culture

Socialisation  
CN: 6.2 - BT Social skills removed, BT Personal development added.  
UF: Social adjustment  
Social development  
BT: Personal development  
NT: Etiquette

Son et lumiere  
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.  
UF: Lumieres  
BT: Theatrical genres  
RT: Sound effects  
Stage lighting  
Visual effects

Sopranos  
CN: 6.2 - BT Singing removed, BT Vocal range added.  
BT: Vocal range

Sound recording  
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Sound recordings to Sound recording. BT Recordings (Media production) removed, BT Recording (Media production) added.  
UF: Digital sound recordings
Discography
BT: Recording (Media production)
NT: Cassettes
CDs
Dubbing
Microphones
Mixing (Sound recording)
MP3s
Talking books
Vinyl records
RT: Soundtracks

Soundscapes (Music)
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Musical forms added.
SN: Use for resources about free-form composition using any arrangement or ordering of sounds, and any combination of traditional instruments, nontraditional instruments, voices, natural sounds, synthetic sounds, technology, etc.
BT: Musical forms
RT: Animal sounds
Environmental music
New music

Soundtracks
CN: 5.3 - BT Sounds removed, BT Film making added; 6.2 - BT
Film making removed, BT Media production added.
UF: Film music
  Motion picture music
BT: Media production
NT: Theme music
RT: Sound recording

South American literature
CN: 5.0 - BT Literature added; 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

South American theatre

Space medicine
CN: 5.0 - BT Space sciences removed; 6.2 - BT Medicine removed,
  BT Space stations added.
BT: Space stations
RT: Medicine

Spanish art
CN: 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art

Spanish literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Spanish theatre
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Regional theatre added.
BT: Regional theatre

Special effects
CN: 5.0 - BT Performing arts removed; 5.3 - BT Media production removed, BT Film making added;
6.2 - BT Film making removed, BT Media production added.
UF: Effects
  Special effects designers
BT: Media production
NT: Slow motion
  Sound effects
  Visual effects

Specific learning disability
CN: 6.0; 6.1 - BT Reading difficulties removed, BT Intellectual disabilities added; 6.2 - BT Cognitive impairment removed, BT Mental disorders added.
Schools Online Thesaurus

SN: Use for resources about difficulty with reading, writing and spelling in spite of normal or above-normal intelligence, conventional teaching methods and adequate socio-cultural opportunities.
This is the preferred Australian term; overseas Dyslexia is used.
UF: Dyslexia
BT: Mental disorders
NT: Aphasia
Mathematical disorders
Reading difficulties

Sports
CN: 6.0 - BT Recreation removed, BT Health added;
6.2 - BT Health removed, BT Culture added.
BT: Culture
NT: Aquatics
Athletics
Australian Rules
Badminton
Basketball
Boxing
Coaching (Sports)
Cricket (Sport)
Cycling
Dragon boat racing
Extreme sports
Fencing
Gaelic football
Golf
Gridiron football
Hang gliding
Hockey
Horseracing
Martial arts
Mountaineering
Netball
Rugby league
Rugby union
Sailing
Sepak takraw
Skateboarding
Skiing
Small game hunting
Soccer
Sporting culture
Sports administration
Sports equipment
Sportspeople
Surfing
Tennis
Tenpin bowling
Triathlons
Volleyball
RT: Competition (Human relations)
Fair play
Recreation
Sporting venues
Sports psychology
CN: 6.2 - BT Psychology removed, BT Sports medicine added.
BT: Sports medicine
RT: Athletes
Coaching (Sports)
Sportspeople
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Sports added.
UF: Sportsmen
Sportswomen
BT: Sports
NT: Athletes
Spreadsheets
CN: 6.2 - BT Worksheets removed, BT Data representation added.
UF: Worksheets
BT: Data representation
Stage lighting
CN: 6.2 - BT Lighting removed.
UF: LX
BT: Stagecraft
Schools Online Thesaurus

NT: Diffuse lighting
Fill lighting
Floodlights
Footlights
Key lighting
Spotlighting

RT: Lighting
Lighting technicians
Son et lumiere

Stage plays
CN: 6.2 - USE Drama removed, USE Theatre (Arts) added.
USE: Theatre (Arts)

Stage props
CN: 6.2 - BT Film sets removed.
UF: Film properties
Film props
Props
Set props
Stage properties
BT: Stagecraft
NT: Dance props

Stagecraft
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Media production added.
SN: Use for resources about the knowledge and skills required for theatrical and dance production and stage management. Includes elements of sound, lighting, sets, costumes, make-up, props, media, etc.
UF: Production (Drama)
Production technologies
Theatrical production
BT: Media production
NT: Stage lighting
Stage props
Stage rigging
Stage sets
Theatrical costume
Theatrical make up
RT: Performing arts industries
Stage management
Stages (Theatre)
Theatre industry
Stages (Theatre)

CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre architecture removed, BT Theatre (Arts) added.
UF: Apron
Boards
Found spaces
Stage geography
Theatre spaces
Theatre stages
BT: Theatre (Arts)
NT: Backstage
Performing space
Prompt corner
Proscenium arch
Raked stage
Stage curtains
Stage rigging
Theatre in the round
Thrust stage
Theatres (Buildings)

Stakeholders
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Resource management added.
BT: Resource management

Starvation
CN: 5.3 - BT Hunger removed, BT Nutrition (Animals) added; 6.2 - BT Nutrition removed, BT Food availability added.
BT: Food availability
RT: Famines
Malnutrition
Statistical frequency
Statistics
CN: 6.2 - BT Mathematics removed, USE Data and probability added.
USE: Data and probability

Step classes
CN: 6.2 - BT Aerobics added.
BT: Aerobics
Group fitness activities

Stereotypes
CN: 5.3 - BT Attitude, BT Representation and BT Characters (Drama) removed; 6.2 - BT Social influence removed.
BT: Characters (Rhetorical device)
RT: Archetypes

Still life
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Still life drawing to Still life. BT Drawing removed, BT Arts themes added.
UF: Still life painting
BT: Art themes

Still life painting
CN: 6.2 - BT Painting removed, USE Still life added.
USE: Still life

Storyboards
CN: 6.2 - BT Film making removed, BT Media production added.
BT: Graphic arts
Media production

Street art
CN: 5.0 - BT Visual arts added; 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Art movements added.
SN: Use for resources about positive street expressions. For unauthorised writing or application of drawings or words to surfaces such as walls of buildings use Graffiti.
BT: Art movements
RT: Graffiti
Murals

Street music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Music styles added.
BT: Music styles
NT: Busking

Street theatre
CN: 5.0 - BT Theatre (Arts) added; 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres
NT: Busking

Strings (Instruments)
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Strings to Stings (Instruments). BT Stringed instruments removed, USE Stringed instruments added.
USE: Stringed instruments

Students
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Education added.
BT: Education
NT: Adult students
At risk students
Disadvantaged students
External students
Gifted and talented students
Indigenous students
International students
Non-English speaking background students
Students with disabilities
RT: School uniforms

Stunt work
CN: 5.0 - BT Performing arts removed, Drama added; 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Acting added.
BT: Acting
RT: Acrobatics

Subcultures
CN: 6.2 - BT Culture removed, BT cultural interaction added.
BT: Cultural interaction
NT: Counterculture

Substance abuse
CN: 6.1; 6.2 - USE Drug abuse removed, BT Drugs added.
BT: Drugs
NT: Alcohol abuse

Chroming
Glue sniffing
Petrol sniffing
RT: Drug addiction

Suffrage
CN: 6.2
USE: Voting rights

Suffragettes
CN: 6.2 - BT Activists removed, BT Political movements added.
BT: Political movements
RT: Voting rights

Sunscreens
CN: 6.2 - BT Drugs removed, BT Sun protection gear added.
BT: Sun protection gear
RT: Skin cancer
SPF ratings
Sunburn

Suprematism
CN: 6.2 - BT Painting removed.
BT: Abstract art
RT: Russian art

Surprise
CN: 6.2
BT: Emotions

Surrealism
CN: 5.0 - BT Arts removed, Arts movements added; 6.2 - Art movements removed, BT Modern art added.
BT: Modern art

Swedish literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Swimming costumes
CN: 6.2 - BT Clothing removed, BT Costume added.
UF: Bathers
Bathing suits
Swimsuits
Swimwear
Togs
BT: Costume
NT: Bikinis
RT: Swimming

Syllables
CN: 5.0 - BT Writing removed, Composing (Texts) added; 6.2 - BT composing (Texts) removed.
BT: Speech
RT: Homophones

Symbolism
CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, USE Culture added.
USE: Culture

Symbols
CN: 6.2 - BT Rhetorical devices removed.
BT: Semiotics
NT: Ideograms
Logograms
Mathematical notation
Pictographs
Semantic phonetic compounds
RT: Punctuation

Tailoring
CN: 6.2 - BT Clothing removed, BT Textile crafts added.
BT: Textile crafts

Tamil literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Target audiences
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, USE Target markets added.
USE: Target markets

Tax evasion
CN: 6.2 - BT Criminal law removed, BT Crime added.
BT: Crime

Taxation law
CN: 6.2 - BT Law removed, BT Jurisdiction added.
BT: Jurisdiction

Teamwork
CN: 6.2 - BT Human behaviour removed, USE Teamwork added.
USE: Cooperation

Technological literacy
CN: 6.2 - BT Literacy removed, USE Technology added.
USE: Technology

Television drama
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Television drama to Television Dramas. BT Drama removed, BT Television programs added.

BT: Television programs

Tempo
CN: 6.2 - BT Duration removed, BT Rhythm (Music) added.
BT: Dance time
Rhythm (Music)
RT: Metronome

Tenors
CN: 6.2 - BT Singing removed, BT Vocal range added.
BT: Vocal range

Terrorism
CN: 6.2 - BT Anitsocial behaviour removed, BT Crime added.
UF: Terrorists
BT: Crime

Text types
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Language added.
BT: Language
NT: Factual texts
Literary texts
RT: Genres

Texts
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Language added.
BT: Language
NT: Imaginative texts
Interactive texts
Lists
Media texts
Multimodal texts
Picture books
Quotations
Scripts
Spoken texts
Visual texts
Written texts
RT: Audiences

Theatre architecture
CN: 6.2 - BT Architecture removed, USE Theatres (Buildings) added.
USE: Theatres (Buildings)

Theatre in the round
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Stages (Theatre) added.
UF: Arena staging
  Arena theatre
  Centre staging
  Circle staging
BT: Stages (Theatre)

Theatre of cruelty
CN: 5.0 - BT Theatre (Arts) added; 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres
RT: Revenge tragedies

Theatre of the absurd
CN: 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
UF: Absurdism
  Absurdist theatre
BT: Theatrical genres

Theatrical performances
CN: 6.2 - USE Performances (Arts) removed, USE Acting added.
USE: Acting

Theme music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Soundtracks added.
BT: Soundtracks

Therapy
CN: 6.2 - BT Medicine removed, USE Medicine added.
USE: Medicine

Thinking
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Cognition to Thinking. BT Psychology removed, BT Cognition added.
UF: Thought
BT: Cognition
NT: Creative thinking

Thorns
CN: 5.3 - BT Plant defences removed, BT Stems added; 6.2 - BT Stems removed, BT Vascular tissues (Plants) added.
BT: Vascular tissues (Plants)

Time signature
CN: 6.2 - BT Musical notation removed, BT Rhythm (Music) added.
UF: Metre (Music)
BT: Rhythm (Music)

Tinea
CN: 6.2
UF: Athlete's foot
  Dermatophytosis
  Jock itch
  Ringworm
BT: Fungal infections

Tinnitus
CN: 5.3; 6.2 - BT Hearing impairment removed, BT Ear disorders added.
BT: Ear disorders

Tokelauan literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Tongan literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Torches
CN: 6.2 - BT Safety equipment removed, BT Lighting added.
BT: Lighting

Torres Strait Islander art
CN: 5.0 - BT Visual arts added; 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed,
BT Regional art added.
BT: Regional art
RT: Aboriginal art
Australian art

Torres Strait Islander literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature
RT: Aboriginal literature

Torres Strait Islander music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, BT Regional music added.
BT: Regional music

Torres Strait Islander theatre
CN: 5.0 - BT Theatre (Arts) added; 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Australian theatre added.
BT: Australian theatre

Torres Strait Islanders
CN: 6.2 - BT Australians removed, BT Torres Strait Islander culture added.
BT: Torres Strait Islander culture
RT: Aboriginal peoples

Tradition
CN: 6.2 - USE Social customs removed, USE Culture added.

USE: Culture

Tragedies
CN: 6.2 - BT Drama removed, USE Tragedy added.
USE: Tragedy

Tragicomedy
CN: 6.2 - BT Comedy removed, USE Tragicomedies added.
USE: Tragicomedies

Transformation (Geometry)
CN: 5.0 - BT Mathematics removed, Geometry added. 5.3 - Changed from Transformations to Transformation (Mathematics); 6.2 - Changed from Transformation (Mathematics) to Transformation (Geometry).
BT: Geometry
NT: Projection (Geometry)
Reflection (Geometry)
Rotation

Transportation
CN: 6.2 - BT Punishment removed, BT Imprisonment added.
SN: Use for resources on the carriage of offenders to or between places of incarceration. For resources on the carriage or conveyance from one place to another of people and/or goods use Transport.
BT: Imprisonment
RT: Convicts
Deportation
Penal colonies
Transport

Travel
CN: 6.2 - BT Social customs removed, BT Recreation added.
UF: Trips
BT: Recreation
RT: Exploration
Passports
Tourism

Triangles (Music)
CN: 6.2 - BT Percussion instruments removed, BT Idiophones added.
BT: Idiophones

Triathletes
CN: 6.2 - BT Athletes removed, USE Triathlons added.
USE: Triathlons

Tribunals
CN: 6.2 - BT Justice system removed, BT Judiciary added.
BT: Judiciary
NT: Administrative appeals tribunals
Consumer claims tribunals
Industrial tribunals
Small claims tribunals

Trigonometry
CN: 6.2 - BT Geometry removed, BT Measurement added.
BT: Measurement
NT: Pythagoras' theorem
RT: Calculus

Triptychs
CN: 5.0 - BT Visual arts added; 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Polyptychs added.
BT: Polyptychs

Turkish literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Typesetting
CN: 5.2 - BT Typography added; 6.2 - BT Typography removed.
BT: Printing

Ukrainian literature
CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.
BT: Regional literature

Ultrasound (Vibration)
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Ultrasound to Ultrasound (Vibration).
BT: Sound
RT: Ultrasound (Images)

Uniforms
CN: 6.2 - BT Clothing removed, BT Costume added.
BT: Costume
NT: Military uniforms
Sports uniforms
RT: School uniforms

Upper case
CN: 6.2 - BT Punctuation removed, USE Capitalisation added.
USE: Capitalisation

Vaccination
CN: 6.2 - Changed from Senate to Upper house.
UF: Senate
BT: Parliaments

SN: Use for resources about the process of inoculating with any vaccine to obtain immunity or
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UF: Inoculation</td>
<td>Vaccines</td>
<td>protection from the corresponding disease. For resources about being immune from any disease use Immunisation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT: Immunisation</td>
<td>RT: Bacterial infections</td>
<td>Communicable diseases Epidemics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.1 - BT Aesthetics removed; 6.2 - BT Psychology removed BT Beliefs added.</td>
<td>UF: Core values</td>
<td>BT: Beliefs RT: Ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.2 - BT Statistics removed, BT Data and probability added.</td>
<td>UF: Standard deviation</td>
<td>Statistical dispersion Statistical variability BT: Data and probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.2 - USE Speed removed, BT Motion added.</td>
<td>BT: Motion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.2 - Human relations removed, BT Alienation added.</td>
<td>BT: Discrimination RT: Crime</td>
<td>Sexual harassment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 5.0 - BT Arts removed, Visual arts added; 6.2 - BT Visual arts removed, BT Graphic arts added.</td>
<td>BT: Graphic arts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.2 - BT Film making removed, BT Films added.</td>
<td>BT: Films</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.2 - Changed from Video recordings to Video recording. BT Recordings (Media production) removed, BT Recording (Media production) added.</td>
<td>UF: Digital video recordings</td>
<td>BT: Recording (Media production) NT: DVDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.2 - BT Literature removed, BT Regional literature added.</td>
<td>BT: Regional literature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.2 - BT Anitsocial behaviour removed, BT Conflict (Human relations) added.</td>
<td>BT: Conflict (Human relations) NT: Torture RT: Aggression Assault</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.2 - Changed from Composition (Visual arts) to Visual arts elements. BT Composition (Visual arts) removed, USE Composition (Visual arts) added. USE: Composition (Visual arts)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.2 - BT Literacy removed, USE Visual arts added. USE: Visual arts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN: 6.0; 6.2 - Scope note added. SN: Use for resources about a group of competencies that allows humans to discriminate and interpret the visible action and objects, natural or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
constructed, that they encounter in the environment (e.g., television, films, paintings, etc.).

UF: Visual literacy
BT: Learning processes
NT: Symbolic learning

Visual literacy
CN: 6.0 - Scope note added; 6.2 - BT Literacy removed, USE Visual learning added.
SN: Use for resources about a group of competencies that allows humans to discriminate and interpret the visible action, objects, and/or symbols, natural or constructed, that they encounter in the environment (e.g., television, films, paintings, etc.).
USE: Visual learning

Vocal ensembles
CN: 6.2 - USE Choirs removed, USE Choral music added.
USE: Choral music

Vox pop
CN: 5.3 - BT Radio removed, BT Opinions added. Changed from Vox pops to Vox pop; 6.2 - BT Opinions removed, BT Broadcast journalism added.
UF Vox populi
BT: Broadcast journalism
RT: Attitudes

Warm up activities
CN: 5.0 - BT Performing arts removed, Drama added; 6.2 - BT Drama removed, BT Acting added.
BT: Acting
Exercise
RT: Cool down activities

Westminster system
CN: 6.2 - BT Government removed, BT Parliamentary structures added.
BT: Parliamentary structures

Worksheets (Spreadsheets)
CN: 6.2 – Changed from Worksheets to Worksheets (Spreadsheets). BT Data representation removed, USE Spreadsheets added.
USE: Spreadsheets

World music
CN: 6.2 - BT Music removed, USE Regional music added.
USE: Regional music

Writing (Text composition)
CN: 5.0 - Modification - NP; 6.2 - Changed from Writing to Writing (Text composition).
USE: Composing (Texts)

Xylophones
CN: 6.2 - BT Percussion instruments removed, BT Idiophones added.
BT: Idiophones

Youth
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Age groups added.
SN: Use for resources about individuals between late adolescence and early adulthood. For resources about individuals between the age of puberty and preceding adulthood, usually aged between 13 to 17 years use Adolescents. See also Adults.
UF: Homeless youth
BT: Age groups
RT: Adolescents

Youth groups
CN: 6.2 - BT Groups removed, BT Social services added.
BT: Social services

Youth theatre
CN: 5.0 - BT Theatre (Arts) added; 6.2 - BT Theatre (Arts) removed, BT Theatrical genres added.
BT: Theatrical genres
RT: Group devised dramas

Zoology
CN: 5.0 - BT Science removed, Biology added; 5.3 - BT Biology removed, USE Structure and function (Animals) added; 6.2 - USE Structure and function (Animals) removed, USE Life added.
USE: Life

6.0 Not Valid terms

Not valid terms are previously approved terms.

2D art
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Armenian poetry
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Aboriginal drama
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Arrangers
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Aboriginal painting
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Arrows
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Aboriginal poetry
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Art appreciation
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

African drama
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Asian Australians
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Albanian poetry
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Asian culture
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

American architecture
CN: 6.2 - Not valid.
Asian drama
CN: 5.0 - BT Drama added; 6.2 Not valid

American drama
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Attributes
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

American painting
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Australian drama
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

American sculpture
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Australian drawing
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Angolan drama
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Australian identity
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Antifungal drugs
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Australian painting
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Arabic poetry
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Australian poetry
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Czech poetry</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English poetry</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance practices</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English sonnets</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Designer drugs</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonian poetry</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital recording equipment</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Etruscan sculpture</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital recordings</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European painting</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European sculpture</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disasters</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>BT Accidents added; 6.2 - Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentary films</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>BT Documentaries removed, BT Films added; 6.2 - Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exired air resuscitation</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dramaturgists</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressionist music</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dramaturgs</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressionist theatre</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farce</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch drawing</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino poetry</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch painting</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film drama</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch poetry</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flemish drawing</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch sonnets</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flemish painting</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAR</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus (Performing arts)</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecological attitudes</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focusing</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egyptian drama</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folk dance music</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic works</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French drama</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabethan drama</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French farces</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergencies</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French painting</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encores</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>BT Performing arts removed, Performances (Arts) added; 6.2 - Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French poetry</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleming dramatics</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>Not valid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
French sculpture  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Futurism  
CN: 5.0 - BT Arts removed, Arts movements added; 6.2 - Not valid.

Futurist theatre  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

German drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

German painting  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

German poetry  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

German sculpture  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Grand Guignol  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Greek painting  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Greek poetry  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Groups  
CN: 5.0 - BT Sociology added; 6.2 - Not valid

Habits  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Halloween decorations  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Harness  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Hebrew poetry  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

High comedy acting  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Hindi poetry  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Hybrid media  
CN: 5.3 - BT Media convergence, BT Nonprint media and BT Print media removed, BT Media added; 6.2 - Not valid

Identification  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Identity  

Incidental music  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Indian drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Indonesian poetry  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Irish drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Italian drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Italian drawing  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Italian painting  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Italian poetry  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Italian sculpture  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Jacobean drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Japanese drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Japanese poetry  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Kabuki  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Kenyan drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Khmer poetry  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Kinetic sculpture  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Kkoktu kaksi  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Korean drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Korean poetry  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Kyogen  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Nigerian drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Nocturne painting  
CN: 5.2; 6.2 - Not valid.

Noh plays  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Nonprint media  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

North American jewellery  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Norwegian drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Norwegian painting  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Norwegian sculpture  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Note value  
CN: 6.1 - USE Musical notes removed, USE Duration added; 6.2 - Not valid

Notes  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Ordinal names  
CN: 5.0 - BT Names removed; 6.2 - Not Valid.

Organisations  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Overheard conversations  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Performances (Arts)  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Performing  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Performing groups  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Persian poetry  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Pinteresque drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Plasmodium falciparum  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Polish poetry  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Portrait drawing  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid.

Portrait painting  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid.

Portrait photography  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid.

Portuguese poetry  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Primates as carriers of disease  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Purakje  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Pythagorean mysteries  
CN: 6.1 - Not valid

Radio documentaries  
CN: 5.3 - BT Documentaries and BT Radio removed, BT Radio programs added; 6.2 - Not valid

Radio music  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Recordings (Media production)  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Renaissance painting  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Reserve parachutes  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Restoration drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Rodents as carriers of disease  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Role (Drama)  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Role on the wall  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Roman drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Roman theatre  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Romanesque revival architecture  
CN: 6.2 - Not Valid.

Russian drama  
CN: 6.2 - Not valid
Russian painting
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Russian poetry
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Samoan poetry
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Sanda togam guk
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Sanskrit drama
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Seating
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Senators
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Sequencing
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Situations
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Slovenian poetry
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Social identity
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Sociobiology
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Sound recording techniques
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

South African drama
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

South American drama
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Spanish drama
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Spanish painting
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Spanish poetry
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Spanish sculpture
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Staff
CN: 6.2 - Not valid

Story drama
7.0 Provisional terms

Provisional terms are Candidate terms developed for ScOT version 6.2 but not approved. They will be considered for future release.

- Alkaloids
  - NT: Caffeine
    - Cocaine
  - Amphetamines
    - UF: Methamphetamine
      - Methamphetamine hydroxide
    - NT: Ecstasy
  - C Flutes
    - USE: Western concert flutes
- Caffeine
  - BT: Alkaloids
- Cannabis
  - USE: Marijuana
- Cocaine
  - BT: Alkaloids
- Cystic fibrosis
- Designer drugs
- Ecstasy
  - UF: MDMA
    - BT: Amphetamines
- Fantasy (Drugs)
  - USE: GHB
- Gamma-hydroxybutyric acid
  - USE: GHB
- GHB
  - UF: Fantasy (Drugs)
    - Gamma-hydroxybutyric acid
- Inherited diseases
Magic mushrooms
UF: Shrooms
BT: Drugs
RT: Mushrooms

Marijuana
UF: Cannabis

MDMA
USE: Ecstasy

Methamphetamine
USE: Amphetamines

Methamphetamine hydroxide
USE: Amphetamines

Muscular dystrophies

Nicotine
UF: Smoking (Habit)

Shrooms
USE: Magic mushrooms

Rudiments (Organs)
USE: Vestigality

Vestigiality
UF: Vestigial structures
  Rudiments (Organs)
BT: Evolution

Western concert flutes
UF: C Flutes

8.0 Hierarchies

Selected hierarchies affected by changes in v6.2.

8.1 Arts

Arts
UF: Arts literacy
  Fine art
  Humanities
  Multi arts

NT1: Architecture
NT2: Ancient architecture
NT3: Minoan architecture
NT3: Roman architecture
NT2: Architectural details
NT3: Arches
NT3: Balconies
NT3: Buttresses
NT3: Chimneys
NT3: Columns
    NT4: Corinthian columns
    NT4: Doric columns
    NT4: Ionic columns
NT3: Corbels
NT3: Cornices
NT3: Domes
NT3: Eaves
NT3: Facades
NT3: Fireplaces
NT3: Friezes
NT3: Mouldings
NT3: Niches (Architecture)
NT3: Pelmets
NT3: Pergolas
NT3: Plinths
NT3: Spires
NT3: Staircases
NT3: Towers
NT3: Verandas
NT2: Baroque architecture
NT2: Colonial architecture
NT2: Domestic architecture
NT2: Expressionist architecture
NT2: Futurist architecture
NT2: Georgian architecture
NT2: Gothic architecture
NT2: Greek architecture
NT2: Industrial architecture
NT2: Maori architecture
NT2: Medieval architecture
NT2: Minimal architecture
NT2: Modernist architecture
NT2: Neoclassical architecture
NT2: Postmodernist architecture
NT2: Purist architecture
NT2: Renaissance architecture
NT2: Revival architecture
NT3: Gothic revival architecture
NT3: Queen Anne revival architecture
NT2: Rococo architecture
NT2: Romanesque architecture
NT2: Underground architecture
NT2: Vernacular architecture
NT2: Victorian architecture

**NT1: Art movements**

NT2: Bauhaus
NT2: Children's art
NT2: Exoticism
NT2: Expressionism
  NT3: Expressionist architecture
  NT3: Expressionist art
  NT3: Luminism
NT2: Folk art
NT2: Impressionism
  NT3: Heidelberg School
  NT3: Neoimpressionism
  NT3: Pictorialism
  NT3: Pointillism
NT2: Mannerism
NT2: Medieval art
  NT3: Gothic art
  NT3: Romanesque art
NT2: Modern art
  NT3: Abstract art
    NT4: Colour field
    NT4: Concrete art
    NT4: Constructivism
    NT4: Hard Edge
    NT4: Minimal art
    NT4: Nonrepresentational art
    NT4: Op art
    NT4: Serial art
    NT4: Suprematism
    NT4: Vorticism
  NT3: Air art
  NT3: Conceptual art
  NT3: Constructivism
  NT3: Cubism
  NT3: Found objects
  NT3: Installations (Visual arts)
    NT4: Environmental art
    NT5: Earthworks art
    NT4: Media installations
NT5: Video installations
NT3: Kinetic art
NT3: Metaphysical art
NT3: Minimal art
NT3: Modernist art
NT4: Art Deco
NT4: Art Nouveau
NT4: Dadaism
NT5: Assemblage
NT4: Expressionist art
NT4: Fauvism
NT4: Futurist art
NT4: Surrealist art
NT5: Automatism
NT3: Orphism
NT3: Photorealism
NT3: Pop art
NT3: Postmodernist art
NT3: Purism
NT4: Purist architecture
NT3: Serial art
NT3: Surrealism
NT2: Neoclassicism
NT3: Neoclassical architecture
NT2: Outsider art
NT2: Postcolonialism
NT2: Postimpressionism
NT2: Postmodernism
NT2: Pre-Raphaelitism
NT2: Primitivism
NT3: Naïve art
NT2: Renaissance art
NT2: Represenational art
NT3: Figurative art
NT2: Revivalism
NT3: Gothic revivalism
NT3: Renaissance revivalism
NT2: Rococo
NT2: Romanticism
NT2: Social realism
NT2: Street art

NT1: Art themes
NT2: Animal art
NT2: Fantasy art
NT2: Landscapes
NT3: Cosmoramas
NT3: Cycloramas
NT3: Panoramas
NT3: Seascapes
NT2: Nocturnes
NT2: Portraits
NT3: Busts
NT3: Silhouettes
NT2: Religious art
NT3: Mandalas
NT2: Still life

NT1: Dance
NT2: Choreography
NT3: Dance maps
NT2: Dance elements
NT3: Body base
NT3: Contact improvisation
NT3: Creative movement
NT3: Dance energy
NT3: Dance pathways
NT3: Dance sequences
NT4: Call and response
NT4: Canon (Dance)
NT4: Dance motifs
NT4: Rondo (Dance)
NT3: Dance space
NT3: Dance steps
NT3: Dance time
NT4: Rhythm (Timing)
NT4: Tempo
NT3: Floorwork

NT2: Dance genres
NT3: Artistic dance
NT3: Ballet
NT4: Ballet music
NT4: Barre work
NT4: Centre work
NT4: Classical ballet
NT4: Jazz ballet
NT4: Neoclassical ballet
NT4: Romantic ballet
NT3: Belly dance
NT3: Classical dance
NT4: Indian classical dance
NT5: Bharata Natyam
NT4: Spanish classical dance
NT3: Folk dance
NT4: Arabic folk dance
NT4: Asian folk dance
NT4: Australian bush dances
NT4: European folk dance
NT4: Greek folk dance
NT4: Middle Eastern folk dance
NT3: Jazz dance
NT4: Breakdances
NT4: Funk
NT4: Hip hop
NT4: Jazz ballet
NT4: Techno dance
NT3: Modern dance
NT4: Cunningham technique
NT4: Dunham technique
NT4: Graham technique
NT4: Postmodern dance
NT5: American postmodern dance
NT3: Regional dance
NT4: Aboriginal dance
NT5: Corroborees
NT4: Afro Brazilian dance
NT4: Afro Caribbean dance
NT4: Afro Cuban dance
NT4: Afro dance
NT4: Arabic folk dance
NT4: Asian folk dance
NT4: Australian dance
NT5: Australian bush dances
NT4: Balinese dance
NT5: Barong
NT4: Brazilian dance
NT5: Capoeiras
NT5: Tangos
NT4: Chinese dance
NT5: Dragon dances
NT4: Cossack dance
NT4: European folk dance
NT4: Greek dance
NT5: Greek folk dance
NT4: Hawaiian dance
NT5: Hula
NT6: Hula skirts
NT4: Indian classical dance
NT5: Bharata Natyam
NT4: Indian dance
NT4: Indonesian dance
NT4: Irish dance
NT5: Soft shoe dance
NT4: Japanese dance
NT5: Butoh
NT4: Latin American dance
NT5: Cha cha cha
NT5: Mambo
NT5: Paso doble
NT5: Rumba
NT5: Samba
NT5: Tangos
NT4: Maori dance
NT5: Haka
NT4: Middle Eastern folk dance
NT4: New Zealand dance
NT4: North American Indian dance
NT4: Pacific dance
NT4: Samoan dance
NT5: Sasa
NT4: Scottish dance
NT5: Highland flings
NT4: South American dance
NT4: Spanish dance
NT5: Paso doble
NT5: Spanish classical dance
NT4: Thai dance
NT5: Fawn Tian
NT4: Tongan dance
NT5: Ma'ulu'ulu
NT4: Torres Strait Islander dance
NT4: Vietnamese dance
NT3: Religious dance
NT3: Ritual dance
NT4: Corroborees
NT4: Haka
NT3: Social dance
NT4: Ballroom dance
NT4: Disco dancing
NT4: Jive
NT4: Linedances
NT4: Maypole dances
NT4: Morris dances
NT4: Polkas
NT4: Square dances
NT4: Twist
NT3: Story dance
NT3: Tap dance
NT3: Traditional dance
NT2: Dances (Dance forms)
NT3: Australian bush dances
NT3: Ballet
  NT4: Ballet music
  NT4: Barre work
  NT4: Centre work
  NT4: Classical ballet
  NT4: Jazz ballet
  NT4: Neoclassical ballet
  NT4: Romantic ballet
NT3: Barong
NT3: Bharata Natyam
NT3: Breakdances
NT3: Butoh
NT3: Capoeiras
NT3: Cha cha cha
NT3: Dragon dances
NT3: Fawn Tian
NT3: Foxtrot
NT3: Haka
NT3: Highland flings
NT3: Hula
  NT4: Hula skirts
NT3: Jive
NT3: Linedances
NT3: Mambo
NT3: Ma'ulu'uulu
NT3: Maypole dances
NT3: Minuets
NT3: Morris dances
NT3: Paso doble
NT3: Polkas
NT3: Polonaises
NT3: Quickstep
NT3: Rumba
NT3: Samba
NT3: Sasa
NT3: Schottische
NT3: Soft shoe dance
NT3: Square dances
NT3: Tangos
NT3: Tap dance
NT3: Waltzes
**NT2: Revues**

**NT1: Design**
- NT2: Costume design
- NT2: Design briefs
- NT2: Design specifications
- NT2: Fashion design
- NT2: Furniture design
- NT2: Industrial design
- NT3: Acoustic design
- NT3: Engineering design
  - NT4: Building design
- NT3: Ergonomics
- NT3: Mechanical drawing
- NT2: Landscape design
- NT3: Landscape gardening
- NT2: Lighting design
- NT2: Textile design

**NT1: Films**
- NT2: Aboriginal films
- NT2: Art house films
- NT2: Australian films
- NT2: Children's films
- NT2: Educational films
- NT2: Erotic films
- NT2: Film noir
- NT2: Independent films
  - NT3: Experimental films
- NT2: Maori films
- NT2: Musicals
- NT2: New Zealand films
- NT2: Short films
- NT3: Newsreels
- NT3: Video clips
- NT2: Torres Strait Islander films

**NT1: Literature**
- NT2: Children's literature
- NT2: Drama
- NT3: Comedies
  - NT4: Black comedy
  - NT4: Comedy of errors
  - NT4: Comedy of humours
  - NT4: Comedy of manners
  - NT4: Commedia dell'arte
  - NT4: Fale'aitu
- NT4: Farces
- NT5: Bedroom farces
NT4: High comedy
   NT5: Drawing room comedy
NT4: Low comedy
NT4: Pantomime
NT4: Skits
NT4: Tragicomedies
NT3: Didactic drama
NT3: Dramatic tension
NT3: English drama
   NT4: Shakespearean drama
NT4: Victorian drama
NT3: Epic drama
NT3: Feminist drama
NT3: Historical drama
NT3: Medieval drama
NT3: Melodrama
NT3: Performance art
   NT4: Interactive art
NT3: Picaresque drama
NT3: Play reading
NT3: Soap operas
NT3: Tragedy
   NT4: Revenge tragedies
NT3: Verse drama
NT2: Genres
NT3: Adventure stories
NT3: Animal stories
NT3: Biographical fiction
NT3: Choose your own stories
NT3: Crime stories
NT3: Documentaries
   NT4: Animal films
NT3: Documentary drama
   NT4: Living newspaper drama
NT3: Fairy tales
NT3: Family sagas
NT3: Fantasy
NT3: Historical fiction
NT3: Horror stories
NT3: Humorous stories
NT3: Love stories
NT3: Mystery and suspense stories
NT3: School stories
NT3: Science fiction
NT3: Supernatural stories
NT3: Verse stories
NT3: War stories
NT3: Westerns
NT3: Wordless stories
NT2: Poetry
NT3: Acrostics
NT3: Enjambments
NT3: Fables
NT3: Free verse
NT3: Limericks
NT3: Lyric poetry
NT4: Elegies
NT4: Haiku
NT4: Odes
NT4: Sonnets
    NT5: Petrarchan sonnets
NT3: Metaphysical poetry
NT3: Narrative poetry
    NT4: Ballads
    NT5: Australian bush ballads
NT4: Epic poetry
NT3: Nonsense poetry
NT3: Nursery rhymes
NT3: Performance poetry
NT3: Romantic poetry
NT3: Shape poetry
NT3: Versification
    NT4: Blank verse
    NT4: Cinquains
    NT4: Couplets
    NT4: Metre (Poetry)
    NT5: Iambic pentameter
    NT4: Quatrains
    NT4: Rhymes
    NT5: Crossed rhyme
    NT5: Internal rhymes
    NT4: Rhythm (Poetry)
    NT4: Sense forms
    NT4: Stanzas
NT2: Prose
NT3: Allegories (Prose)
NT3: Diaries
NT3: Essays
NT3: Fables
NT3: Fiction
    NT4: Short stories
    NT5: Parables
NT3: Letters (Texts)
NT4: Business letters
NT4: Letters of complaint
NT4: Letters to the editor
NT4: Personal letters
NT3: Nonfiction
NT4: Autobiographies
NT4: Biographies
NT3: Speeches
NT4: Monologues
NT4: Political speeches
NT4: Soliloquies
NT2: Regional literature
NT3: Aboriginal literature
   NT4: Aboriginal English literature
NT3: African literature
   NT4: Angolan literature
   NT4: Kenyan literature
   NT4: Nigerian literature
   NT4: South African literature
   NT4: Zambian literature
NT3: Albanian literature
NT3: American literature
NT3: Arabic literature
NT3: Armenian literature
NT3: Australian literature
NT3: Bengali literature
NT3: Canadian literature
NT3: Chinese literature
NT3: Classical Greek literature
   NT4: Classical Greek drama
      NT5: Apollonian drama
      NT5: Aristotelian drama
      NT5: Dionysian drama
NT3: Croatian literature
NT3: Czech literature
NT3: Dutch literature
NT3: Egyptian literature
NT3: English literature
   NT4: English drama
      NT5: Shakespearean drama
      NT5: Victorian drama
NT3: Estonian literature
NT3: Filipino literature
NT3: French literature
NT3: German literature
NT3: Greek literature
NT4: Greek drama
NT5: Classical Greek drama
NT6: Apollonian drama
NT6: Aristotelian drama
NT6: Dionysian drama
NT5: Modern Greek drama
NT3: Hebrew literature
NT3: Hindi literature
NT3: Hungarian literature
NT3: Indian literature
NT3: Indonesian literature
NT3: Irish literature
NT3: Italian literature
NT3: Japanese literature
NT3: Khmer literature
NT3: Korean literature
NT3: Latin literature
NT3: Latvian literature
NT3: Lithuanian literature
NT3: Macedonian literature
NT3: Malaysian literature
NT3: Maltese literature
NT3: Maori literature
NT3: Modern Greek literature
NT3: New Zealand literature
NT3: Pacific Island literatures
NT3: Persian literature
NT3: Polish literature
NT3: Portuguese literature
NT3: Romanian literature
NT3: Russian literature
NT3: Samoan literature
NT3: Serbian literature
NT3: Slovenian literature
NT3: South American literature
NT3: Spanish literature
NT3: Swedish literature
NT3: Tamil literature
NT3: Tokelauan literature
NT3: Tongan literature
NT3: Torres Strait Islander literature
NT3: Turkish literature
NT3: Ukrainian literature
NT3: Vietnamese literature
NT2: Sacred literature
NT1: Music
   NT2: Composing (Music)
   NT3: Instrumentation (Music)
   NT3: Music arrangement
   NT3: Orchestration
   NT3: Serialism
   NT2: Music ensembles
      NT3: Bands
      NT3: Conducting
      NT3: Duets
      NT3: Nonets
      NT3: Octets
      NT3: Quartets
      NT3: Quintets
      NT3: Septets
      NT3: Sextets
      NT3: Trios
   NT2: Music styles
      NT3: Ancient music
      NT3: Art music
      NT3: Baroque music
      NT3: Blues (Music)
      NT3: Calypso music
      NT3: Classical music
      NT3: Country and Western music
      NT3: Dance music
         NT4: Ballet music
         NT4: Disco music
         NT4: Foxtrot
         NT4: Mambo
         NT4: Minuets
         NT4: Polkas
         NT4: Polonaises
         NT4: Quickstep
         NT4: Tangos
         NT4: Techno music
         NT4: Waltzes
   NT3: Easy listening
   NT3: Flamenco music
   NT3: Folk music
   NT3: Futurist music
   NT3: Impressionist music
   NT3: Industrial music
   NT3: Instrumental music
      NT4: Band music
      NT4: Chamber music
NT4: Orchestral music
 NT5: Fanfares
 NT5: Instrumentation (Music)
NT3: Jazz music
 NT4: Early jazz
 NT4: Modern jazz
 NT4: Ragtime music
 NT4: Traditional jazz
NT3: Medieval music
 NT3: Modern music
 NT4: Rap
 NT3: Neoclassicist music
 NT3: Pastiche (Music)
 NT3: Popular music
 NT3: Reggae music
 NT3: Renaissance music
 NT3: Rock music
 NT4: Grunge music
 NT4: Heavy metal music
 NT4: Post-hardcore music
 NT4: Punk music
 NT3: Romantic music
 NT3: Street music
 NT4: Busking
NT2: Musical elements
 NT3: Dynamics (Music)
 NT3: Music structure
 NT4: Binary form
 NT4: Cadences
 NT4: Chords (Music)
 NT5: Riffs
 NT4: Choruses
 NT4: Coda
 NT4: Exposition (Music)
 NT4: Interludes (Music)
 NT4: Melody
 NT5: Counterpoint
 NT5: Descant
 NT4: Motifs
 NT5: Dance motifs
 NT4: Movements (Music)
 NT4: Phrases (Music)
 NT4: Repetitions (Music)
 NT5: Ostinato
 NT5: Refrains
 NT6: Sequences (Music)
NT3: Musical articulation
NT3: Musical notation
NT4: Accidentals
NT5: Flats (Music)
NT5: Naturals
NT5: Sharps
NT4: Clefs
NT4: Music reading
NT4: Sheet music
NT4: Staves
NT3: Pitch (Music)
NT4: Atonalism
NT4: Harmony
NT4: Key (Music)
NT4: Musical tuning
NT4: Octaves
NT4: Scales (Music)
NT4: Vocal range
NT5: Baritone
NT5: Bass (Vocal range)
NT5: Contralto
NT5: Countertenor
NT5: Mezzosoprano
NT5: Soprano
NT5: Tenor
NT3: Rhythm (Music)
NT4: Beat
NT5: Metronomes
NT4: Rests (Music)
NT4: Rudiments
NT4: Syncopation
NT4: Tempo
NT4: Time signature
NT3: Tone colour
NT2: Musical forms
NT3: Canons (Music)
NT3: Cantatas
NT3: Choral music
NT4: Barbershop music
NT3: Computer music
NT3: Concertos
NT4: Concerti grossi
NT3: Etudes
NT3: Fantasia
NT3: Fugues
NT3: Impromptus
NT3: Interludes (Music)
NT3: Laments
NT3: Lullabies
NT3: Madrigals
NT3: Marches
NT3: Medleys
NT3: Motets
NT3: Operas
  NT4: Chinese opera
  NT4: Rock operas
NT3: Operettas
NT3: Oratorios
NT3: Overtures
NT3: Pastorales
NT3: Preludes
NT3: Rhapsodies
NT3: Rondos (Music)
NT3: Serenades
NT3: Sonatas
NT3: Soundscapes (Music)
NT3: Suites
NT3: Symphonic poems
NT3: Symphonies
NT3: Toccatas
NT3: Variations (Music)
NT2: Musical instruments
NT3: Electronic instruments
  NT4: Electrophones
  NT4: Samplers (Music)
  NT4: Sequencers
  NT4: Synthesizers
NT3: Keyboard instruments
  NT4: Clavichords
  NT4: Harpsichords
  NT4: Organs (Keyboard instruments)
  NT4: Pianos
NT3: Percussion instruments
  NT4: Body percussion
  NT4: Drums
  NT5: Tablas
  NT4: Gamelans
  NT4: Idiophones
  NT5: Anklungs
  NT5: Bells
  NT5: Cymbals
  NT5: Lagerphones
NT5: Triangles (Music)
NT5: Xylophones
NT4: Maracas
NT4: Rainmakers
NT4: Rhythm sticks
NT3: Stringed instruments
NT4: Balalaikas
NT4: Banjos
NT4: Bush bass
NT4: Cellos
NT4: Double basses
NT4: Guitars
NT5: Ukuleles
NT4: Harps
NT4: Hurdy gurdies
NT4: Lutes
NT5: Mandolins
NT4: Lyres
NT4: Sitars
NT4: Violas
NT4: Violins
NT3: Wind instruments
NT4: Accordions
NT4: Bagpipes
NT4: Bassoons
NT4: Brass instruments
NT5: Bugles
NT5: Flugelhorns
NT5: French horns
NT5: Saxhorns
NT5: Trombones
NT5: Trumpets
NT5: Tubas
NT4: Clarinets
NT4: Cornets
NT4: Didgeridoos
NT4: Flutes
NT5: Ocarinas
NT5: Panpipes
NT5: Piccolos
NT5: Recorders (Musical instruments)
NT4: Mouth organs
NT4: Oboes
NT5: Cor anglais
NT4: Saxophones
NT2: Regional music
NT3: Aboriginal music
NT3: African music
NT3: American music
  NT4: African American music
NT3: Australian music
NT3: Irish music
NT3: Maori music
  NT4: Moteatea
  NT4: Oriori
  NT4: Waiata
NT3: New Zealand music
NT3: North American Indian music
NT3: Pacific Islander music
NT3: Torres Strait Islander music
NT2: Vocal music
NT3: Songs
  NT4: Action songs
  NT4: Arias
  NT4: Ballads
    NT5: Australian bush ballads
  NT4: Call and response
  NT4: Carols
  NT4: Duets
  NT4: Folk songs
    NT5: Sea shanties
    NT5: Work songs
  NT4: Jingles
  NT4: Laments
  NT4: Lieder
  NT4: Lullabies
  NT4: Madrigals
  NT4: National songs
    NT5: War songs
  NT4: Protest songs
  NT4: Rounds
  NT4: Spirituals

**NT1: Regional art**
NT2: Aboriginal art
NT2: American art
NT2: Australian art
NT2: British art
NT2: Chinese art
NT2: Dutch art
NT2: European art
NT2: Flemish art
NT2: French art
NT2: German art
NT2: Greek art
NT2: Italian art
NT3: Arte povera
NT2: Maori art
NT2: New Zealand art
NT2: Norwegian art
NT2: Russian art
NT2: Spanish art
NT2: Torres Strait Islander art

NT1: Theatre (Arts)
NT2: Acting
NT3: Acting styles
NT4: Classical acting
NT4: Comic acting
NT5: Double take
NT5: Pratfalls
NT5: Slapstick
NT4: Epic acting
NT4: Improvisation
NT5: Adlibbing
NT5: Blocking (Improvisation)
NT5: Contact improvisation
NT5: Hot seating
NT4: Presentational acting
NT4: Realistic acting
NT4: Romantic acting
NT3: Characters (Acting)
NT3: Clowning
NT3: Cool down activities
NT3: Ensemble acting
NT3: Impersonation
NT3: Method acting
NT3: Mime
NT3: Re-enactment
NT3: Rehearsal
NT4: Dress rehearsal
NT3: Stunt work
NT3: Understudying
NT3: Warm up activities
NT2: Audiences
NT3: Audience identification
NT4: Metaxis
NT3: Audience participation
NT2: Concerts
NT3: Recitals
NT2: Musical theatre
NT3: Cabaret
NT3: Librettos
NT3: Music hall
NT3: Musical comedies
NT3: Musicals
NT3: Operas
  NT4: Chinese opera
  NT4: Rock operas
NT3: Operettas
NT3: Revues
NT3: Story dance
NT2: Physical theatre
  NT3: Acrobatics
  NT3: Circus
  NT3: Mime
NT2: Playing space
NT2: Puppetry
  NT3: Shadow puppetry
NT2: Regional theatre
  NT3: Australian theatre
    NT4: Aboriginal theatre
    NT4: Torres Strait Islander theatre
NT3: Chinese theatre
NT3: English theatre
  NT4: Elizabethan theatre
    NT5: Boy companies
  NT4: Jacobean theatre
  NT4: Restoration theatre
NT3: French theatre
NT3: German theatre
NT3: Greek theatre
  NT4: Classical Greek theatre
  NT4: Modern Greek theatre
NT3: Indian theatre
NT3: Irish theatre
NT3: Italian theatre
NT3: New Zealand theatre
  NT4: Maori theatre
NT3: Pacific Island theatre
NT3: Samoan theatre
  NT4: Fale'aiitu
NT3: South American theatre
NT3: Spanish theatre
NT2: Stages (Theatre)
NT3: Backstage
NT3: Performing space
NT4: Fourth wall
NT3: Prompt corner
NT3: Proscenium arch
NT3: Raked stage
NT3: Stage curtains
NT3: Stage rigging
NT3: Theatre in the round
NT3: Thrust stage
NT2: Theatrical genres
NT3: Antimasques
NT3: Boulevard theatre
NT3: Burlesques
NT3: Children's theatre
NT3: Choral speaking
NT3: Community theatre
NT4: Folk plays
NT5: Mummers' plays
NT3: Environmental theatre
NT3: Epic theatre
NT3: Experimental theatre
NT3: Forum theatre
NT4: Theatre of the oppressed
NT3: Masked drama
NT3: Masques
NT3: Medieval theatre
NT3: Morality plays
NT3: Noh plays
NT3: One act plays
NT3: Political theatre
NT3: Readers' theatre
NT4: Chamber theatre
NT4: Closet drama
NT3: Religious drama
NT4: Jesuit drama
NT4: Miracle plays
NT4: Mystery plays
NT3: Representational drama
NT3: Rough theatre
NT3: Son et lumiere
NT3: Street theatre
NT4: Busking
NT3: Theatre of cruelty
NT3: Theatre of the absurd
NT3: Youth theatre

NT1: Visual arts
NT2: Art symbolism
NT2: Artists' materials
NT3: Canvas
NT3: Chalk
NT3: Clay
NT3: Crayons
NT3: Felt
NT3: Ink
NT3: Linen
NT3: Marble
NT3: Paints
NT4: Acrylic paints
NT4: Enamel paints
NT4: Oil paints
NT4: Watercolour paints
NT3: Plasticine
NT3: Wax
NT2: Artists' tools
NT3: Artists' brushes
NT3: Colour wheels
NT3: Easels
NT2: Composition (Visual arts)
NT3: Appropriation (Visual arts)
NT3: Borders
NT3: Colour (Visual arts)
NT4: Primary colours
NT5: Black
NT5: Blue
NT5: Red
NT5: White
NT5: Yellow
NT4: Secondary colours
NT5: Green
NT5: Orange
NT5: Purple
NT4: Shading
NT4: Tertiary colours
NT5: Blue green
NT5: Blue purple
NT5: Brown
NT5: Grey
NT5: Red orange
NT5: Red purple
NT5: Yellow green
NT5: Yellow orange
NT3: Contrast
NT4: Chiaroscuro
NT3: Focal point
NT3: Form (Visual arts)
NT3: Geometric perspective
    NT4: Anamorphic art
NT4: Depth of field
NT4: Projection (Visual arts)
NT4: Side elevation
NT4: Top elevation
NT3: Shape (Visual arts)
NT2: Decorative arts
    NT3: Antiques
        NT4: Collectibles
            NT5: Australiana
            NT5: Kiwiana
            NT5: Victoriana
    NT3: Art metalwork
        NT4: Brasswork
        NT4: Goldwork
        NT4: Jewellery making
        NT4: Repousse
        NT4: Silverwork
            NT5: Silverware
        NT4: Tinwork
    NT3: Art objects
        NT3: Carving
            NT4: Glyptography
            NT4: Ivory carving
            NT4: Poupou
            NT4: Whakairo
            NT4: Woodcarving
    NT3: China painting
    NT3: Clip art
        NT3: Decalcomania
            NT4: Iron on transfers
    NT3: Decoupage
    NT3: Egg decoration
    NT3: Embossing
    NT3: Enamelling
        NT4: Cloisonne
    NT3: Gilding
    NT3: Glass painting
    NT3: Interior decoration
        NT4: Decorations
            NT5: Party decorations
        NT4: Decorative lighting
NT4: Floral arts
   NT5: Flower arranging
   NT5: Wreaths
   NT4: Soft furnishings
      NT5: Curtains
         NT6: Stage curtains
      NT5: Cushions
      NT5: Rugs
         NT6: Hooked rugs
      NT5: Upholstery
      NT4: Tapestry
      NT4: Wall hangings
   NT3: Lettering
   NT3: Marbling
   NT3: Mosaics
   NT3: Needlework
   NT4: Applique
   NT4: Crochet
   NT4: Cross stitch
   NT4: Embroidery
   NT4: Hardanger
   NT4: Knitting
   NT4: Patchwork
   NT4: Quilting
   NT4: Samplers (Needlework)
   NT4: Smocking
   NT4: Tapestry
   NT4: Wall hangings
   NT3: Pottery
   NT4: Bisque ware
   NT4: Earthenware
   NT4: Glazing
   NT4: Japanese pottery
      NT5: Bizen pottery
      NT4: Porcelain
   NT4: Raku
   NT4: Slip casting
   NT4: Stoneware
   NT4: Terracotta
   NT3: Sgraffito
   NT3: Stencil work
   NT4: Screenprinting
   NT3: Table setting
   NT4: Glassware
      NT5: Wineglasses
   NT4: Silverware
NT3: Textile design
NT3: Textile fabrics
  NT4: Canvas
  NT4: Carpets
  NT4: Felt
  NT4: Linen
NT3: Tole painting
NT3: Transfer printing
NT2: Drawing
  NT3: Biological illustration
    NT4: Botanical illustration
    NT4: Zoological illustration
NT3: Book illumination
NT3: Cartoons
  NT4: Animated cartoons
  NT4: Comics
    NT5: Graphic novels
    NT5: Manga
NT3: Chalk drawing
NT3: Charcoal drawing
NT3: Contour drawing
NT3: Crayon drawing
NT3: Drawing materials
  NT4: Crayons
NT3: Gesture drawing
NT3: Isometric drawing
NT3: Manuscript illumination
NT3: Monochrome drawing
NT3: Pen drawing
NT3: Pencil drawing
NT3: Rubbing
  NT4: Brass rubbing
NT3: Technical drawing
  NT4: Architectural drawing
  NT4: Blueprints
  NT4: Mechanical drawing
NT3: Topographical drawing
NT2: Graphic arts
NT3: 3D art
NT3: Art reproductions
NT3: Clip art
NT3: Computer graphics
NT3: Costume design
NT3: Digital art
NT3: Fashion design
NT3: Logos
NT3: Printing
   NT4: Colour printing
   NT4: Offset printing
   NT4: Photocopy art
   NT4: Photoengraving
   NT4: Textile printing
   NT5: Iron on transfers
   NT4: Typesetting
NT3: Printmaking
   NT4: Block printing
   NT4: Collagraph printing
   NT4: Intaglio printing
   NT5: Aquatint
   NT5: Engraving
   NT6: Dry point
   NT6: Glyptography
   NT6: Mezzotint engraving
   NT6: Photogravure
   NT6: Stipple engraving
   NT5: Etching
   NT6: Aquatint
   NT4: Monotype
   NT4: Photomechanical printing
   NT5: Photocopying
   NT4: Planographic printing
   NT5: Lithographic printing
   NT4: Print proofs
   NT4: Relief printing
   NT5: Linocuts
   NT5: Rubber stamp printing
   NT5: Woodcuts
   NT4: Screenprinting
NT3: Signboards
NT3: Video art
NT3: Web design
NT2: Handicrafts
   NT3: Aboriginal handicrafts
   NT3: Aluminium foil craft
   NT3: Artificial flowers
   NT3: Australian handicrafts
   NT3: Basketwork
   NT4: Ato
   NT3: Beadwork
   NT3: Bread dough craft
   NT3: Candlemaking
   NT3: Decorations
NT4: Party decorations
NT3: Floral arts
NT4: Flower arranging
NT4: Wreaths
NT3: Glass crafts
NT4: Glass engraving
NT4: Glass etching
NT4: Glassblowing
NT4: Stained glass
NT3: Greeting cards
NT3: Jewellery making
NT3: Knots (Handicrafts)
NT4: Bloodknots
NT4: Bowline knots
NT4: Clove hitches
NT4: Figure of eight knots
NT4: Overhand knots
NT4: Reef knots
NT4: Rolling hitches
NT4: Round turn knots
NT4: Sheet bend knots
NT3: Leatherwork
NT3: Maori handicrafts
NT4: Poupou
NT4: Tukutuku
NT3: Mosaics
NT3: Nature craft
NT3: New Zealand handicrafts
NT3: Paper crafts
NT4: Decoupage
NT4: Origami
NT4: Paper aeroplanes
NT4: Paper flowers
NT4: Paper tole
NT4: Papier mache
NT4: Quillwork
NT4: Scrapbookking
NT3: Picture frames
NT3: Plastics crafts
NT3: Pokerwork
NT3: Pottery
NT4: Bisque ware
NT4: Earthenware
NT4: Glazing
NT4: Japanese pottery
NT5: Bizen pottery
NT4: Porcelain
NT4: Raku
NT4: Slip casting
NT4: Stoneware
NT4: Terracotta
NT3: Ribbon work
NT3: Rock crafts
NT3: Shell crafts
NT3: String crafts
NT3: Textile crafts
NT4: Braiding
NT4: Dressmaking
NT4: Dyeing
   NT5: Batik
   NT5: Tie dyeing
NT4: Lace making
   NT5: Bobbin lace
   NT5: Crochet lace
   NT5: Knitted lace
   NT5: Macrame
   NT5: Tatting
NT4: Needlework
   NT5: Applique
   NT5: Crochet
   NT5: Cross stitch
   NT5: Embroidery
   NT5: Hardanger
   NT5: Knitting
   NT5: Patchwork
   NT5: Quilting
   NT5: Samplers (Needlework)
   NT5: Smocking
   NT5: Tapestry
   NT5: Wall hangings
NT4: Passementerie
NT4: Tailoring
NT3: Torres Strait Islander handicrafts
NT3: Toy making
   NT4: Puppet making
NT3: Wire crafts
NT3: Woodwork
   NT4: Marquetry
NT2: Mixed media
NT3: Collage
NT3: Montages
   NT4: Photomontages
NT3: Pastiche (Visual arts)
NT2: Painting
NT3: Acrylic painting
NT3: Airbrushing
NT3: Alla prima painting
NT3: Bark painting
NT3: Body painting
NT3: Encaustic painting
NT3: Finger painting
NT3: Impasto
NT3: Ink painting
NT3: Miniature painting
NT3: Monochrome painting
NT3: Murals
NT4: Frescoes
NT3: Oil painting
NT3: Rock paintings
NT4: Cave drawings
NT3: Tempera painting
NT3: Textile painting
NT4: Silk painting
NT3: Tole painting
NT3: Trompe l'oeil
NT3: Watercolour painting
NT4: Aquarelle
NT4: Gouache
NT2: Photography
NT3: Aerial photography
NT3: Architectural photography
NT3: Art photography
NT3: Astronomical photography
NT4: Lunar photography
NT3: Cinematography
NT3: Colour photography
NT3: Documentary photography
NT3: Holography
NT3: Indoor photography
NT3: Infrared photography
NT3: Microphotography
NT3: Nature photography
NT3: Photographic equipment
NT4: Cameras
NT5: Cinematographic cameras
NT5: Digital cameras
NT5: Film cameras
NT6: Steadicams
NT5: Pinhole cameras
NT5: SLR cameras
NT5: Television cameras
NT5: Video cameras
   NT6: Camcorders
NT5: Viewfinders
NT4: Glass plate negatives
NT4: Light filters
NT4: Photographic film
NT3: Photographic processing
NT3: Photographic proofs
NT3: Photographic techniques
   NT4: Camera shots
      NT5: Close up shots
      NT5: High angle shots
      NT5: Long shots
      NT5: Low angle shots
      NT5: Point of view shots
      NT5: Tracking shots
      NT5: Wide angle shots
NT4: Cropping
NT4: Dollying
NT4: Fading
NT4: Framing
NT4: Live action
NT4: Panning (Photography)
NT4: Tilting
NT4: Zooming
NT3: Photomicrography
NT3: Pinhole photography
NT3: Publicity stills
NT3: Stereoscopic photography
NT2: Polyptychs
NT3: Diptychs
NT3: Triptychs
NT2: Sculpture
NT3: Bas relief
NT3: Casting (Sculpture)
   NT4: Centrifugal casting
   NT4: Lost wax casting
   NT4: Plaster casts
      NT5: Plaster masks
   NT4: Slip casting
NT3: Glass sculpture
NT3: Ice sculpture
NT4: Snow sculpture
NT3: Maquettes
NT3: Marble sculpture
NT3: Metal sculpture
  NT4: Brasses
  NT4: Bronzes (Sculpture)
NT3: Modelling (Sculpture)
NT3: Plastic sculpture
NT3: Sand sculpture
NT3: Soft sculpture
NT3: Statues

8.2 Society

Society
UF: Civilisation
  Human society
  Social sciences
  Sociology
NT1: Culture
  NT2: Artefacts
  NT3: Body marking
    NT4: Body painting
    NT4: Scarification
    NT4: Tanning
    NT4: Tattoos
    NT5: Moko
  NT3: Ceremonial objects
    NT4: Bullroarers
  NT3: Cultural images
  NT3: Emblems
    NT4: Insignia
    NT5: Badges
    NT5: Medals
  NT3: Heraldry
    NT4: Flags
    NT5: Banners
    NT5: National flags
  NT3: Iconography
  NT2: Celebrations
    NT3: Anniversaries
    NT4: Birthdays
    NT4: National days
  NT3: Festivals
    NT4: Arts festivals
NT4: Carnivals
NT4: Dance festivals
NT4: Drama festivals
NT4: Eisteddfods
   NT5: Rock eisteddfods
   NT6: Wakakirri
NT4: Feast of fools
NT4: Hakari
NT4: Halloween
NT4: Holidays
   NT5: Public holidays
NT4: Music festivals
NT4: Obon festivals
NT4: Pageants
NT4: Religious festivals
   NT5: Christmas
   NT5: Easter
   NT5: Hanukkah
   NT5: Ramadan
NT3: Parades
NT3: Parties
NT3: Remembrance
NT2: Ceremonies
NT3: Award ceremonies
NT3: Funerals
   NT4: Burials
   NT4: Cremations
NT3: Greetings
   NT4: Gifts
NT3: Naming ceremonies
   NT4: Christenings
NT3: Opening ceremonies
NT3: Rites of passage
NT3: Ship launching
NT3: Weddings
NT2: Communities
NT3: Aboriginal communities
NT3: Age groups
   NT4: Adolescents
   NT4: Adults
      NT5: Older adults
      NT5: Young adults
   NT4: Children
      NT5: Babies (Humans)
      NT5: Toddlers
      NT5: Young children
NT4: Youth
NT3: Community development
NT3: Community leaders
NT3: Families
  NT4: Adoption
  NT4: Blended families
  NT4: Childless families
  NT4: De facto families
  NT4: Extended families
  NT4: Family relationship
  NT5: Grandparents
  NT5: Moieties
  NT5: Parents
    NT6: Biological parents
    NT6: Fathers
    NT6: Mothers
    NT6: Surrogate parents
  NT5: Siblings
  NT5: Whanaungatanga
  NT4: Foster families
  NT4: Nuclear families
  NT4: Rural families
  NT4: Same sex couples
  NT4: Single parent families
NT3: Gangs
NT3: Minority groups
NT3: Neighbours
NT3: Peer groups
  NT4: Peer group pressure
NT3: Remote communities
NT3: Torres Strait Islander communities
NT2: Cooking
  NT3: Baking
  NT3: Cooking utensils
  NT3: Desserts
  NT3: Frying
    NT4: Deep frying
    NT4: Pan frying
    NT4: Stir frying
  NT3: Steaming
NT2: Costume
NT3: Dance costume
  NT4: Ballet shoes
  NT4: Hula skirts
  NT4: Tap shoes
NT3: Disguise
NT3: Djellabas
NT3: Fashion
NT3: Fashion accessories
  NT4: Handbags
  NT4: Hats
NT3: Footwear
  NT4: Shoes
NT3: Jewellery
  NT4: African jewellery
NT3: Kilts
NT3: Masks (Costume)
NT3: Swimming costumes
  NT4: Bikinis
NT3: Uniforms
  NT4: Military uniforms
  NT4: Sports uniforms
NT3: Wigs
NT2: Cultural institutions
  NT3: Archives
  NT3: Art galleries
  NT3: Libraries
    NT4: Public libraries
    NT4: School libraries
    NT4: Toy libraries
NT3: Museums
  NT4: Exhibits
NT2: Cultural interaction
  NT3: Acculturation
    NT4: Assimilation
  NT3: Cultural appropriation
  NT3: Cultural awareness
  NT3: Cultural diversity
    NT4: Biculturalism
    NT4: Multiculturalism
  NT3: Cultural enrichment
  NT3: Cultural imperialism
  NT3: Cultural maintenance
    NT4: Language loss
    NT4: Language maintenance
NT3: First contact
NT3: Precontact culture
NT3: Racial attitudes
NT3: Reconciliation
NT3: Subcultures
  NT4: Counterculture
NT2: Folklore
NT3: Astrology
NT3: Legends (Folklore)
NT3: Mythical creatures
  NT4: Aliens
  NT4: Demons
  NT4: Dragons
  NT4: Dwarfs
  NT4: Fairies
  NT4: Ghosts
  NT4: Giants
  NT4: Goblins
  NT4: Griffins
  NT4: Mermaids
  NT4: Ogres
  NT4: Trolls
  NT4: Unicorns
  NT4: Vampires
  NT4: Werewolves
  NT4: Witches
  NT4: Wizards
  NT4: Yeti
  NT4: Zombies
NT3: Mythical places
NT3: Paranormal
  NT4: Clairvoyance
  NT4: Extrasensory perception
  NT4: Ghosts
  NT4: Psychic ability
  NT4: Psychokinesis
  NT4: Sourcery
  NT4: Telepathy
NT3: Superstitions
NT2: Meals
  NT3: Breakfast
  NT3: Dinner
  NT3: Lunch
NT2: Popular culture
NT2: Recreation
  NT3: Bushwalking
  NT3: Camping
  NT3: Entertainment
  NT3: Gambling
  NT3: Games
  NT4: Puzzles
    NT5: Mazes
    NT5: Picture puzzles
NT5: Riddles
NT5: Tangrams
NT3: Hobbies
NT4: Collecting
   NT5: Stamp collecting
NT4: Scale models
   NT5: Model aeroplanes
NT5: Model boats
NT5: Model cars
NT5: Model railways
NT5: Model ships
NT3: Picnics
NT3: Play
   NT4: Dramatic play
   NT4: Finger plays
   NT4: Toys
   NT5: Bricks (Toys)
   NT5: Dolls
   NT5: Educational toys
   NT5: Kites (Aeronautics)
   NT5: Puppets
      NT6: Finger puppets
      NT6: Hand puppets
      NT6: Marionettes
NT3: Recreational facilities
   NT4: Fitness centres
   NT4: Playgrounds
   NT4: Swimming pools
NT3: Travel
NT2: Regional culture
NT3: Aboriginal culture
   NT4: Aboriginal peoples
   NT4: Dreaming
NT3: Australian culture
NT3: Maoritanga
   NT4: Korero paki
   NT4: Maori people
      NT5: Kaumatua
   NT4: Tikanga Maori
      NT5: Hakari
   NT4: Tohunga
   NT4: Whanaungatanga
NT3: New Zealand culture
   NT4: Pakeha
NT3: New Zealanders
NT3: Torres Strait Islander culture
NT4: Torres Strait Islander Legends
NT4: Torres Strait Islanders
NT2: Sacred sites
NT3: Burial sites
NT3: Memorials
NT4: Monuments
NT4: War memorials
NT2: Social customs
NT2: Sports
NT3: Aquatics
NT4: Aquarobics
NT4: Diving
NT4: Life saving
NT4: Swimming
NT3: Athletics
NT4: Field events
NT5: Discus
NT5: High jump
NT5: Javelin
NT5: Long jump
NT5: Shot put
NT5: Triple jump
NT4: Gymnastics
NT5: Floorwork
NT4: Track events
NT5: Hurdle events
NT5: Relay races
NT5: Running events
NT6: Long distance events
NT6: Middle distance events
NT6: Sprint events
NT3: Australian Rules
NT3: Badminton
NT3: Basketball
NT3: Boxing
NT3: Coaching (Sports)
NT3: Cricket (Sport)
NT4: Bowling
NT5: Bodyline bowling
NT4: Test cricket
NT3: Cycling
NT3: Dragon boat racing
NT3: Extreme sports
NT3: Fencing
NT3: Gaelic football
NT3: Golf
NT3: Gridiron football
NT3: Hang gliding
  NT4: Paragliding
  NT4: Paramotoring
NT3: Hockey
  NT4: Ice hockey
NT3: Horseracing
NT3: Martial arts
  NT4: Judo
  NT4: Kung fu
  NT4: Tae kwon do
NT3: Mountaineering
NT3: Netball
NT3: Rugby league
NT3: Rugby union
NT3: Sailing
  NT4: Yacht racing
NT3: Sepak takraw
NT3: Skateboarding
NT3: Skiing
NT3: Small game hunting
NT3: Soccer
NT3: Sporting culture
NT3: Sports administration
NT3: Sports equipment
  NT4: Balls
  NT4: Shuttlecocks
NT3: Sportspeople
  NT4: Athletes
    NT5: Female athletes
    NT5: Male athletes
NT3: Surfing
NT3: Tennis
NT3: Tenpin bowling
NT3: Triathlons
NT3: Volleyball

**NT1: Environmental management**

NT2: Air quality
  NT3: Acid rain
  NT3: Emissions
  NT3: Greenhouse gases
  NT3: Photochemical smog
NT2: Environmental impact
  NT3: Environmental impact assessment
  NT3: Environmental influences
NT2: Environmental preservation
NT3: Coastal management
NT3: Conservation
  NT4: Forest conservation
  NT4: Soil conservation
  NT4: Water conservation
  NT4: Wildlife conservation
NT3: Landcare
  NT4: Environmental burns
NT3: Wilderness areas
NT2: Land use
NT3: Forestry
  NT4: Deforestation
  NT4: Logging
  NT4: Reafforestation
  NT4: Silviculture
NT3: Land reclamation
NT3: Revegetation
NT3: Town planning
  NT4: Urban renewal
NT2: Pest control
NT3: Biological control
NT3: Pests
NT2: Pollution
  NT3: Air pollution
  NT3: Light pollution
  NT3: Noise pollution
  NT3: Soil contamination
  NT3: Water pollution
    NT4: Algal blooms
    NT4: Oil spills
    NT4: Thermal pollution
NT2: Rehabilitation (Environment)
NT2: Sustainable development
NT3: Ecological sustainability
NT3: Emissions trading
NT2: Waste management
NT3: Recycling
NT3: Reusing
NT3: Rubbish
NT3: Sewage
NT3: Toxic waste
NT3: Waste disposal
  NT4: Incinerators
  NT4: Landfills
NT3: Wastewater
  NT4: Greywater
NT4: Recycled water
NT2: Water quality
NT3: Turbidity
NT2: Weather control
NT2: Weed control
**NT1: Human relations**
NT2: Alienation
NT2: Attachment
NT3: Attraction (Human relations)
NT3: Dating
NT3: Friendship
NT4: Mateship
NT3: Love
NT3: Sexual behaviour
NT4: Sexual abstinence
NT2: Compassion
NT2: Competition (Human relations)
NT2: Conflict (Human relations)
NT3: Conflict resolution
NT4: Arbitration
NT4: Conciliation
NT4: Grievance procedures
NT4: Mediation
NT4: Negotiation
NT3: Industrial conflict
NT4: Demarcation disputes
NT4: Strikes
NT3: Insurgency
NT3: Military campaigns
NT4: Air raids
NT4: Sieges
NT5: Trench warfare
NT4: Space warfare
NT3: Racial conflict
NT3: Racism
NT4: Eurocentrism
NT3: Religious conflict
NT3: Retaliation
NT3: Revolutions (Conflict)
NT3: Riots
NT3: Violence
NT4: Torture
NT3: War
NT4: Civil wars
NT4: Domestic war effort
NT4: World wars
NT2: Conformity
NT2: Cooperation
NT3: Community cooperation
NT3: Sharing
NT2: Deviant behaviour
NT2: Equality
NT3: Discrimination
NT4: Age discrimination
NT4: Disability discrimination
NT4: Religious discrimination
NT4: Sex discrimination
NT5: Sexual harassment
NT4: Social discrimination
NT4: Victimisation
NT3: Equal opportunity
NT4: Affirmative action
NT3: Marginalisation
NT3: Persecution
NT2: Generosity
NT3: Helpfulness
NT2: Gentleness
NT2: Group dynamics
NT3: Ethnic relations
NT2: Leadership
NT3: Leadership role
NT3: Leadership styles
NT2: Marriage
NT3: Betrothal
NT3: Divorce
NT2: Parental behaviour
NT3: Maternal behaviour
NT3: Paternal behaviour
NT2: Peace
NT3: Ceasefire
NT3: Disarmament
NT3: Peacekeeping
NT2: Personal space
NT3: Solitude
NT2: Respect
NT2: Tolerance
NT3: Peer acceptance
NT2: Trust
NT3: Betrayal
NT3: Deception

**NT1: Law**
NT2: Court procedures
NT3: Adversary system
NT3: Burden of proof
NT3: Defence
NT3: Inquisitorial system
NT3: Legal precedent
NT3: Prosecution
NT3: Sentencing
   NT4: Capital punishment
      NT5: Hanging
   NT4: Community service
   NT4: Fines
   NT4: Imprisonment
      NT5: Convict labour
         NT6: Chain gangs
         NT6: Female factories
      NT5: Deaths in custody
         NT6: Aboriginal deaths in custody
   NT5: Escapees
   NT5: Transportation
   NT5: Weekend detention
   NT4: Mandatory sentencing
NT3: Trials
NT3: Witnesses
NT2: Crime
   NT3: Arson
   NT3: Assault
   NT3: Child abuse
   NT3: Computer crime
   NT3: Crime prevention
      NT4: Security
         NT5: Biosecurity
         NT5: Data security
         NT5: Espionage
   NT3: Criminals
      NT4: Bushrangers
      NT4: Pirates
      NT4: Prisoners
         NT5: Convicts
            NT5: Prisoners of war
   NT3: Domestic violence
   NT3: Embezzlement
   NT3: Fraud
   NT3: Murder
      NT4: Assassinations
      NT4: Genocide
         NT5: Concentration camps
NT4: Massacres
NT3: Sex crime
NT3: Tax evasion
NT3: Terrorism
NT3: Theft
   NT4: Smuggling
NT3: Vandalism
   NT4: Graffiti
NT3: War crimes
NT2: Judiciary
NT3: Courts
NT3: Juries
NT3: Tribunals
   NT4: Administrative appeals tribunals
   NT4: Consumer claims tribunals
   NT4: Industrial tribunals
   NT4: Small claims tribunals
NT2: Jurisdiction
NT3: Administrative law
NT3: Civil law
   NT4: Building codes
   NT4: Commercial law
   NT5: Contracts
      NT6: Employment contracts
      NT6: Outsourcing
      NT6: Tenancy agreements
   NT5: Warranty
   NT4: Industrial law
   NT4: Liability
      NT5: Criminal liability
   NT4: Traffic laws
NT3: Common law
NT3: Constitutional law
   NT4: Constitutions
NT3: Criminal law
NT3: Customary law
   NT4: Aboriginal law
      NT5: Aboriginal land councils
      NT5: Councils of Elders
   NT4: Torres Strait Islander law
NT3: Family law
NT3: International law
   NT4: Maritime law
   NT4: Sovereignty
   NT4: Treaties
   NT5: Armistice
NT3: Juvenile justice system
NT3: Taxation law
NT2: Law enforcement
NT3: Forensic science
NT3: Missing persons
NT3: Police
NT2: Legal responsibility
NT3: Guilt
NT3: Innocence
NT2: Legal rights
NT3: Civil rights
   NT4: Emancipation
   NT4: Freedom of assembly
   NT4: Freedom of information
   NT4: Freedom of speech
   NT4: Freedom of the press
   NT4: Privacy
   NT4: Social justice
   NT4: Voting rights
NT3: Due process
NT3: Human rights
   NT4: Children's rights
      NT5: Child advocate groups
   NT4: Equality
      NT5: Discrimination
         NT6: Age discrimination
         NT6: Disability discrimination
         NT6: Religious discrimination
         NT6: Sex discrimination
            NT7: Sexual harassment
         NT6: Social discrimination
         NT6: Victimisation
      NT5: Equal opportunity
         NT6: Affirmative action
      NT5: Marginalisation
      NT5: Persecution
   NT4: Equity
      NT5: Fair play
      NT5: Gender equity
   NT4: Freedom
      NT5: Intellectual freedom
         NT6: Censorship
   NT4: Women's rights
NT3: Land rights
   NT4: Aboriginal land rights
      NT5: Native title
NT4: Ahi ka
NT4: Dispossession
NT2: Legislation
NT3: Parliaments
  NT4: Cabinet
  NT4: Lower house
  NT4: Opposition
    NT5: Leaders of the Opposition
  NT4: Parliamentarians
    NT5: Attorneys general
    NT5: Leaders of the Opposition
    NT5: Ministers (Parliament)
    NT5: Premiers
    NT5: Prime ministers
NT4: Parliamentary committees
  NT5: Royal commissions
NT4: Parliamentary procedures
  NT5: Acts of Parliament
    NT6: Appropriations (Legislation)
  NT5: Bills of Parliament
  NT5: Conscience votes
  NT5: Parliamentary debates
  NT5: Parliamentary privilege
  NT5: Political speeches
  NT5: Question time
NT4: Parliamentary structures
  NT5: Bicameral system
  NT5: Westminster system
NT4: Parliamentary terms
NT4: Upper house

NT1: Media
NT2: Broadcasting
  NT3: Radio
    NT4: Call signs
    NT4: Internet radio
    NT4: Radio programs
      NT5: Breakfast radio
      NT5: Drive radio
      NT5: Educational radio
      NT5: Radio drama
        NT6: Radio comedies
        NT5: Talkback radio
      NT3: Television
        NT4: Infotainment
        NT4: Internet television
        NT4: Pay TV
NT4: Television programs
NT5: Children's television
NT5: Educational television
NT5: Reality television
NT5: Sitcoms
NT5: Soap operas
NT5: Television drama
NT2: Media production
NT3: Autocues
NT3: Credits (Films)
NT3: Dramaturgy
NT3: Film making
NT4: Cinematography
NT4: Film directing
NT5: Auteur theory
NT4: Film editing
NT5: Jump cuts
NT3: Film sets
NT3: Journalism
NT4: Broadcast journalism
NT5: Current affairs
NT5: Hard news
NT5: Headlines
NT5: Vox pop
NT4: Editorials
NT4: Photojournalism
NT4: Presenting
NT4: Print journalism
NT3: Lighting
NT4: Light bulbs
NT4: Reflective lighting
NT4: Street lighting
NT4: Torches
NT3: Photography
NT4: Aerial photography
NT4: Architectural photography
NT4: Art photography
NT4: Astronomical photography
NT5: Lunar photography
NT4: Cinematography
NT4: Colour photography
NT4: Documentary photography
NT4: Holography
NT4: Indoor photography
NT4: Infrared photography
NT4: Microphotography
NT4: Nature photography
NT4: Photographic equipment
NT5: Cameras
  NT6: Cinematographic cameras
  NT6: Digital cameras
  NT6: Film cameras
  NT7: Steadicams
  NT6: Pinhole cameras
  NT6: SLR cameras
  NT6: Television cameras
  NT6: Video cameras
  NT7: Camcorders
  NT6: Viewfinders
NT5: Glass plate negatives
NT5: Light filters
NT5: Photographic film
NT4: Photographic processing
NT4: Photographic proofs
NT4: Photographic techniques
NT5: Camera shots
  NT6: Close up shots
  NT6: High angle shots
  NT6: Long shots
  NT6: Low angle shots
  NT6: Point of view shots
  NT6: Tracking shots
  NT6: Wide angle shots
NT5: Cropping
NT5: Dollying
NT5: Fading
NT5: Framing
NT5: Live action
NT5: Panning (Photography)
NT5: Tilting
NT5: Zooming
NT4: Photomicrography
NT4: Pinhole photography
NT4: Publicity stills
NT4: Stereoscopic photography
NT3: Recording (Media production)
NT4: Sound recording
  NT5: Cassettes
  NT5: CDs
  NT6: CD ROMs
  NT5: Dubbing
  NT5: Microphones
NT5: Mixing (Sound recording)
NT5: MP3s
NT5: Talking books
NT5: Vinyl records
NT4: Video recording
NT5: DVDs
NT3: Scriptwriting
NT4: Drama scripts
NT5: Stage directions
NT6: Blocking (Directing)
NT7: Stage business
NT6: Mise en scene
NT4: Film scripts
NT4: Radio scripts
NT4: Television scripts
NT3: Soundtracks
NT4: Theme music
NT3: Special effects
NT4: Slow motion
NT4: Sound effects
NT5: Foley
NT4: Visual effects
NT5: Animation
NT6: 2D animation
NT6: 3D animation
NT6: Animated cartoons
NT6: Anime
NT6: Cell animation
NT7: Zoetropes
NT6: Computer generated animation
NT7: Morphing
NT6: Pixilation
NT6: Puppet animation
NT7: Claymation
NT3: Stagecraft
NT4: Stage lighting
NT5: Diffuse lighting
NT5: Fill lighting
NT5: Floodlights
NT5: Footlights
NT5: Key lighting
NT5: Spotlighting
NT4: Stage props
NT5: Dance props
NT6: Poi
NT4: Stage rigging
NT4: Stage sets
NT5: Box sets
NT5: Curtain sets
NT5: Stage flats
NT5: Stage scenery
NT4: Theatrical costume
NT4: Theatrical make up
NT3: Storyboards
NT2: Multimedia
NT3: Interactive multimedia
NT4: Computer games
NT2: Publishing
NT3: Desktop publishing
NT3: Electronic publishing
NT4: E books
NT4: E journals
NT4: Ezines
NT4: Web publishing
NT3: Print media
NT4: Album covers
NT4: Books
NT4: Editorials
NT4: Magazines
NT4: Newspapers
NT5: Broadsheets
NT5: Newsletters
NT5: Tabloids
NT4: Posters
NT5: Film posters

**NT1: Philosophy**

NT2: Ethics
NT3: Bioethics
NT3: Business ethics
NT4: Conflict of interest
NT3: Morality
NT4: Evil
NT4: Good
NT3: Responsibility
NT4: Civic responsibility
NT4: Duty of care
NT4: Environmental stewardship
NT4: Global stewardship
NT4: Individual responsibility
NT4: Land custodianship
NT4: Legal responsibility
NT5: Guilt
NT5: Innocence
NT2: Knowledge
NT2: Logic
NT3: Fallacy
NT3: Truth
NT2: Philosophical movements
NT3: Aesthetics
   NT4: Avant garde
   NT4: Kitsch
   NT4: Modernism
NT3: Cynicism
NT3: Determinism
NT3: Empiricism
NT3: Existentialism
NT3: Humanism
NT3: Idealism
NT3: Metaphysics
   NT4: Dualism
   NT4: Existence
NT3: Monism
NT3: Naturalism
NT3: New Age
NT3: Pluralism
NT3: Positivism
NT3: Postmodernism
NT3: Poststructuralism
NT3: Rationalism
NT3: Realism
NT3: Relativism
NT3: Scepticism
NT3: Structuralism

NT1: Politics
NT2: Activism
   NT3: Conscientious objection
   NT3: Direct action
   NT3: Dissent
   NT3: Passive resistance
   NT3: Petitions
   NT3: Protests
   NT3: Resident action
NT2: Citizenship
   NT3: Active citizenship
   NT3: Civic responsibility
   NT3: Civil rights
   NT4: Emancipation
   NT4: Freedom of assembly
NT4: Freedom of information
NT4: Freedom of speech
NT4: Freedom of the press
NT4: Privacy
NT4: Social justice
NT4: Voting rights
NT3: Global citizenship
NT2: Elections
NT3: Election administration
NT4: Electoral rolls
NT3: Election campaigns
NT4: Political candidates
NT3: Electorates
NT3: Federal elections
NT3: Gerrymanders
NT3: Local elections
NT3: National elections
NT3: State elections
NT3: Voting
NT4: Preferential voting
NT4: Proportional voting
NT2: Government
NT3: Federation
NT3: Government role
NT4: National security
NT5: Armed forces
NT6: Air forces
NT6: Armies
NT6: Military equipment
NT7: Armour (Military)
NT7: Weapons
NT8: Artillery
NT8: Bombs
NT8: Catapults
NT8: Firearms
NT9: Handguns
NT9: Rifles
NT8: Missiles
NT8: Nuclear weapons
NT8: Swords
NT6: Military service
NT7: Conscription
NT7: Enlistment
NT7: Recruitment (Military service)
NT6: Navies
NT5: Intelligence organisations
NT5: Passports
NT4: Taxation
NT3: Intergovernmental relations
NT3: Local government
NT4: Mayors
NT3: National government
NT4: Federal government
NT3: Public administration
NT4: Policy
NT4: Public service
NT4: Statutory authority
NT3: State government
NT4: Legislative assemblies
NT2: Human rights
NT3: Children's rights
NT4: Child advocate groups
NT3: Equality
NT4: Discrimination
NT5: Age discrimination
NT5: Disability discrimination
NT5: Religious discrimination
NT5: Sex discrimination
NT6: Sexual harassment
NT5: Social discrimination
NT5: Victimisation
NT4: Equal opportunity
NT5: Affirmative action
NT4: Marginalisation
NT4: Persecution
NT3: Equity
NT4: Fair play
NT4: Gender equity
NT3: Freedom
NT4: Intellectual freedom
NT5: Censorship
NT3: Women's rights
NT2: Industrial relations
NT3: Collective bargaining
NT3: Employer associations
NT3: Industrial awards
NT3: Industrial conflict
NT4: Demarcation disputes
NT4: Strikes
NT3: Industry sector agreements
NT3: Unions
NT4: Education unions
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NT4: Maritime unions
NT4: Union membership
NT3: Wage determination
NT2: International relations
NT3: Cold War
NT3: Defence agreements
NT3: Treaties
NT4: Armistice
NT2: Political campaigns
NT3: Lobby groups
NT3: Propaganda
NT4: Agitprop
NT2: Political independence
NT3: Countries
NT4: City states
NT4: Provinces
NT4: States and territories
NT3: Self-determination
NT2: Political movements
NT3: Absolutism
NT3: Chartism
NT3: Environmentalism
NT3: Feminism
NT3: Khalifat movement
NT3: Liberalism
NT3: Luddism
NT3: Maoism
NT3: Marxism
NT3: National socialism
NT3: Pluralism
NT3: Republican movement
NT3: Separatism
NT3: Suffragettes
NT3: Syndicalism
NT3: Zionism
NT2: Political parties
NT3: Caucus
NT3: Coalitions
NT2: Political power
NT3: Balance of power
NT3: Executive power
NT4: Heads of state
NT5: Emperors
NT5: Empresses
NT5: Governors
NT5: Kings
NT5: Presidents
NT5: Princes
NT5: Princesses
NT5: Queens
NT3: Political corruption
NT3: Separation of power
NT3: Veto
NT2: Social and political systems
NT3: Anarchism
NT3: Apartheid
NT3: Caste system
NT3: Communism
NT3: Conservatism (Politics)
NT3: Democracy
   NT4: Democratic processes
   NT4: Referenda
NT3: Fascism
NT3: Federation
NT3: Feudalism
   NT4: Chivalry
NT3: Imperialism
   NT4: Colonies
      NT5: Decolonisation
      NT5: Free settlers
      NT5: Penal colonies
NT4: Colonisation
   NT4: Invasion
      NT5: Intrusion (Invasion)
      NT5: Occupation (Invasion)
NT3: Matriarchal societies
NT3: Meritocracy
NT3: Monarchy
   NT4: Constitutional monarchy
   NT4: Divine kingships
NT3: Nationalism
NT3: Oligarchy
NT3: Paternalism
NT3: Patriarchal societies
NT3: Principate
NT3: Regionalism
NT3: Republic
NT3: Socialism
   NT4: Fabianism
   NT4: Utopianism
NT3: Theocracy
NT3: Totalitarianism
NT3: Tyranny

**NT1: Population (Society)**

NT2: Censuses
NT2: Eugenics
NT2: Migration
NT3: Assisted migration
NT3: Deportation
NT3: Immigration
NT4: Migrants
NT5: Illegal immigrants
NT5: Refugees
NT3: Repatriation
NT3: Rural urban migration

**NT2: Population distribution (Demography)**

NT3: Cities
NT4: Ancient cities
NT4: Capital cities
NT4: Central business districts
NT3: Rural areas
NT3: Settlement patterns
NT4: Coastal settlement
NT4: Dispersed settlements
NT4: Pioneers
NT3: Suburbs
NT4: Inner suburbs
NT4: Outer suburbs
NT3: Towns
NT3: Urbanisation

**NT2: Population growth**

NT3: Birth rate
NT4: Abortion
NT4: Teenage pregnancy
NT3: Death rate
NT3: Zero population growth

**NT1: Psychology**

NT2: Cognition
NT3: Abstract thinking
NT3: Attention
NT4: Hyperactivity
NT3: Consciousness
NT3: Critical thinking
NT4: Media literacy
NT3: Decision making
NT4: Agenda setting
NT4: Apathy
NT4: Impartiality
NT4: Judgement
NT3: Eclecticism
NT3: Emotions
  NT4: Anger
  NT4: Catharsis
  NT4: Courage
  NT4: Embarrassment
  NT4: Empathy
  NT4: Fear
  NT4: Happiness
  NT4: Hate
  NT4: Jealousy
  NT4: Love
  NT4: Morale
  NT5: Despair
  NT5: Frustration
  NT5: Hope
  NT4: Sadness
  NT5: Grief
  NT4: Self-confidence
  NT5: Shyness
  NT4: Surprise
  NT4: Sympathy
  NT4: Tantrums
NT3: Ideation
  NT4: Concepts
  NT3: Imagination
  NT4: Daydreams
  NT4: Visualisation
  NT5: Optical illusions
NT3: Memory
  NT3: Perception
  NT4: Size perception
  NT4: Space perception
  NT5: Depth perception
NT3: Problem solving
  NT3: Reasoning
  NT4: Deductive thinking
  NT5: Mathematical induction
  NT5: Procedural thinking
  NT4: Inductive thinking
NT3: Thinking
  NT4: Creative thinking
  NT5: Innovation
  NT5: Lateral thinking
  NT5: Originality
NT2: Intelligence
NT3: Emotional intelligence
NT2: Motivation
NT3: Ambition
NT3: Competition (Human relations)
NT3: Curiosity
NT3: Free will
NT3: Hunger
NT2: Motor skills
NT3: Balancing
NT3: Lateral dominance
NT2: Personal development
NT3: Achievement
NT4: Academic achievement
NT5: Academic failure
NT5: Low achievement
NT3: Career development
NT4: Job seeking
NT5: Job applications
NT5: Resumes
NT4: Retirement
NT3: Cognitive development
NT4: Verbal development
NT5: Language acquisition
NT3: Emotional development
NT3: Life skills
NT4: Resilience
NT4: Self-management
NT4: Social skills
NT4: Survival
NT3: Moral development
NT4: Conscience
NT3: Nature versus nurture
NT3: Socialisation
NT4: Etiquette
NT4: Sex role
NT5: Femininity
NT5: Masculinity
NT4: Social influence
NT5: Media influence
NT6: Role of the press
NT5: Role models
NT2: Personality
NT3: Adaptability
NT3: Aggression
NT4: Cruelty
NT3: Antisocial behaviour
NT3: Assertiveness
NT3: Attitudes
NT3: Enterprise (Behaviour)
NT3: Individuality
NT3: Persistence
NT3: Personal identity
NT4: Aboriginality
NT4: Beliefs
    NT5: Agnosticism
    NT5: Atheism
    NT5: Political attitudes
    NT6: Patriotism
NT5: Secular belief systems
NT5: Theism
NT5: Values (Psychology)
NT4: Body image
NT4: Cultural identity
NT4: Ethnicity
NT4: Foreclosure (Identity)
NT4: Gender identity
    NT5: Men
    NT5: Transgender
    NT5: Women
NT4: Lifestyles
NT4: National identity
NT4: Personal names
NT4: Sexuality
    NT5: Bisexuality
    NT5: Heterosexuality
    NT5: Homosexuality
    NT5: Lesbianism
    NT4: Torres Strait Islander identity
NT3: Tenacity
NT3: Virtue

**NT1: Religion**
NT2: Afterlife
    NT3: Reincarnation
    NT3: Resurrection
NT2: Cults
NT2: Deities
    NT3: Goddesses
    NT3: Gods
NT2: Discipleship
NT2: Dreaming
NT2: Evangelism
NT3: Religious conversion
NT3: Tele-evangelists
NT2: Heresy
NT2: Interfaith dialogue
NT3: Ecumenism
NT2: Martyrdom
NT2: Penance
NT2: Pilgrimage
NT2: Prophecy
NT2: Religious faiths
NT3: Bahai Faith
NT3: Buddhism
NT3: Christianity
NT3: Confucianism
NT3: Hinduism
NT3: Islam
NT3: Judaism
NT3: Primal religions
  NT4: Animism
  NT4: Paganism
  NT5: Wicca
  NT4: Shamanism
  NT4: Totemism
NT3: Shintoism
NT3: Sikhism
NT3: Taoism
NT2: Religious fundamentalism
NT3: Puritanism
NT2: Religious leaders
NT3: Gurus
NT3: Holy people
NT3: Priests
NT3: Rabbis
NT2: Salvation
NT2: Sects
NT2: Worship
NT3: Blessing
NT3: Prayer
NT3: Sacred music
  NT4: Chants
  NT4: Gospel music
  NT4: Hymns
  NT4: Masses
  NT4: Psalms
  NT4: Requiems
NT3: Sacrifice
**NT1: Social services**
- NT2: Animal welfare
- NT3: Animal experimentation
- NT3: Animal rights
- NT2: Charities
- NT2: Child care
- NT3: After-school care
- NT3: Child care centres
- NT3: Orphanages
- NT2: Counselling services
- NT2: Crisis centres
- NT3: Women's refuges
- NT2: Employment agencies
- NT2: Health care
- NT3: Hospitals
- NT3: Quarantine
- NT2: Humanitarian aid
- NT3: International aid
  - NT4: Bilateral aid
  - NT4: Multilateral aid
- NT3: Missions
- NT2: Welfare services
- NT3: Concessions
  - NT4: Seniors Card
  - NT4: Student concessions
- NT3: Food parcels
- NT3: Food stamps
- NT3: Legal aid
- NT3: Welfare payments
  - NT4: Family allowances
  - NT4: Pensions
  - NT4: Unemployment benefits
- NT2: Youth groups

### 8.3 Health

**Health**

**NT1: Disabilities**
- NT2: Cognitive impairment
- NT2: Hearing impairment
- NT2: Physical impairment
- NT2: Visual impairment

**NT1: Diseases**
- NT2: Animal diseases
NT3: Bird flu
NT3: Equine influenza
NT3: Foot and mouth disease
NT2: Cancer
NT3: Breast cancer
NT3: Cervical cancer
NT3: Colon cancer
NT3: Leukaemia
NT3: Lung cancer
NT3: Ovarian cancer
NT3: Prostate cancer
NT3: Skin cancer
NT4: Melanomas
NT2: Cardiovascular disease
NT3: Strokes
NT3: Thrombosis
NT2: Disease transmission
NT3: Carriers of disease
NT3: Communicable diseases
NT4: Bacterial infections
NT5: Bacterial meningitis
NT5: Bacterial pneumonia
NT5: Chlamydia
NT5: Cholera
NT5: Diphtheria
NT5: Gonorrhoea
NT5: Syphilis
NT5: Tetanus
NT5: Tuberculosis
NT5: Typhoid
NT5: Whooping cough
NT4: Fungal infections
NT5: Tinea
NT4: Parasitic infections
NT5: Malaria
NT4: Viral infections
NT5: Colds (Disease)
NT5: Dengue fever
NT6: Flaviviridae
NT5: Ebola fever
NT5: HIV
NT5: Influenza
NT5: Poliomyelitis
NT5: Rabies
NT5: Rubella
NT5: SARS
NT6: Coronavirus
NT5: Smallpox
NT5: Viral conjunctivitis
NT5: Viral meningitis
NT5: Viral pneumonia
NT3: Congenital disorders
NT4: Cerebral palsy
NT3: Droplet contact
NT3: Epidemics
NT3: Oral transmission (Diseases)
NT3: Pathogens
NT3: Sexually transmitted disease
  NT4: Chlamydia
  NT4: Gonorrhoea
  NT4: HIV
  NT4: Syphilis
NT3: Water-borne diseases
NT3: Zoonoses
NT2: Drug addiction
NT2: Immune disorders
NT3: AIDS
NT3: Allergies
  NT4: Anaphylaxis
NT3: Diabetes (Type 1)
NT3: Juvenile idiopathic arthritis
NT3: Multiple sclerosis
NT3: Osteoporosis
NT3: Rheumatoid arthritis
NT2: Mental disorders
NT3: Alzheimer's disease
NT3: Anxiety disorder
NT3: Asperger's syndrome
NT3: Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
NT3: Autism
NT3: Bipolar disorder
NT3: Dementia
NT3: Depression (Illnesses)
  NT4: Postnatal depression
NT3: Huntington's disease
NT3: Mania
NT3: Motor neurone disease
NT3: Parkinson's disease
NT3: Schizophrenia
NT3: Specific learning disability
  NT4: Aphasia
  NT4: Mathematical disorders
NT4: Reading difficulties
NT2: Metabolic disorders
NT3: Diabetes (Type 2)
NT3: Eating disorders
   NT4: Anorexia nervosa
   NT4: Bulimia
NT3: Obesity
NT2: Organ-specific pathologies
   NT3: Arthritis
      NT4: Juvenile idiopathic arthritis
   NT3: Bone disorders
      NT4: Osteoporosis
   NT3: Ear disorders
      NT4: Deafness
      NT4: Middle ear infection
      NT4: Tinnitus
   NT3: Eye disorders
      NT4: Astigmatism
      NT4: Blindness
      NT4: Cataracts
      NT4: Colour blindness
      NT4: Conjunctivitis
      NT4: Diabetic retinopathy
      NT4: Glaucoma
      NT4: Hyperopia
      NT4: Macular degeneration
      NT4: Myopia
      NT4: Night blindness
      NT4: Presbyopia
      NT4: Trachoma
   NT3: Skin diseases
      NT4: Acne
      NT4: Albinism
      NT4: Calluses
   NT2: Paralysis
   NT2: Respiratory disease
      NT3: Asthma
      NT3: SARS
      NT4: Coronavirus
   NT2: SIDS

**NT1: Drugs**
   NT2: Anaesthetics
   NT2: Analgesic drugs
      NT3: Methadone
   NT3: Opiates
   NT2: Antibiotics
NT3: Penicillin
NT3: Sulfonamides
NT3: Tetracyclines
NT2: Psychiatric medication
NT2: Substance abuse
NT3: Alcohol abuse
   NT4: Binge drinking
NT3: Chroming
NT3: Glue sniffing
NT3: Petrol sniffing

NT1: Medicine
NT2: Alternative medicine
   NT3: Acupuncture
   NT3: Aromatherapy
   NT3: Homoeopathy
   NT3: Naturopathy
   NT3: Reflexology
NT2: Dentistry
NT2: Disease diagnosis
   NT3: Terminal illness
NT2: Drug therapy
   NT3: Chemotherapy
   NT3: Placebos
NT2: First aid
   NT3: CPR
   NT2: Immunisation
   NT3: Vaccination
NT2: Indigenous medicine
NT2: Medical equipment
   NT3: Bandages
   NT3: Defibrillators
   NT3: Dental equipment
   NT3: Endoscopes
      NT4: Arthroscopes
      NT4: Bronchoscopes
      NT4: Cystoscopes
      NT4: Gastroscopes
   NT3: Hearing aids
   NT3: Prostheses
   NT3: Stethoscopes
   NT3: Surgical instruments
   NT3: Syringes
   NT3: Ventilators
   NT3: Wheelchairs
NT2: Medical imaging
   NT3: CT scans
NT3: Radiography
NT3: Ultrasounds (Image)
NT2: Psychotherapy
NT3: Art therapy
NT3: Dance therapy
NT3: Hypnosis
NT3: Music therapy
NT3: Psychoanalysis
NT2: Rehabilitation (Medicine)
NT3: Occupational therapy
NT2: Sports medicine
NT3: Sports psychology
NT2: Surgery
NT3: Amputation
NT3: Excision
NT3: Organ transplants
NT3: Orthopaedics
NT3: Reconstructive surgery
NT2: Veterinary medicine

**NT1: Nutrition**
NT2: Carbohydrates
NT3: Fructose
NT3: Galactose
NT3: Glucose
NT3: Lactose
NT3: Maltose
NT3: Starch
NT3: Sugar
NT2: Diet
NT3: Vegetarianism
NT2: Fats
NT2: Fibre (Nutrition)
NT2: Food pyramid
NT2: Malnutrition
NT2: Minerals (Nutrition)
NT3: Trace elements
NT2: Vitamins

**NT1: Physical fitness**
NT2: Exercise
NT3: Aerobics
NT4: Aquarobics
NT4: Pump classes
NT4: Step classes
NT3: Breathing exercises
NT3: Cool down activities
NT3: Pilates
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NT3: Power walking
NT3: Resistance training
NT3: Stretching
NT3: Tai chi
NT3: Warm up activities
NT3: Yoga
NT2: Fitness assessment
NT2: Group fitness activities
  NT3: Aquarobics
  NT3: Pump classes
  NT3: Step classes
NT2: Human movement

**NT1: Safety**

NT2: Accidents
NT3: Aviation accidents
NT3: Fires
NT3: Injuries
  NT4: Bites
  NT4: Burns
    NT5: Sunburn
  NT4: Electrocution
  NT4: Fractures
  NT4: Head injuries
    NT5: Concussion
  NT4: Sprains
  NT4: Stings
    NT5: Bee stings
NT3: Nuclear disasters
NT3: Road accidents
NT3: Shipwrecks
NT2: Aviation safety
NT3: Preflight inspections
NT2: Disasters
NT2: Emergency services
NT3: Ambulance services
NT3: Cyclone warnings
NT3: Disaster relief
  NT4: Air raid shelters
  NT4: Emergency housing
  NT4: Evacuation
NT3: Firefighting
NT3: Life saving
NT3: Search and rescue
NT2: Fire prevention
NT3: Smoke detectors
NT2: Hazardous materials
NT3: Carcinogens
NT3: Poisons
NT2: Maritime safety
NT2: Protective clothing
   NT3: Goggles
   NT3: Hair nets
   NT3: Helmets
   NT3: Sun protection gear
      NT4: Sunglasses
      NT4: Sunscreens
   NT3: Survival jackets
   NT3: Wet weather gear
NT2: Road safety
   NT3: Airbags
   NT3: Seatbelts
NT2: Safety equipment
   NT3: Distress signals
   NT3: Head restraints
   NT3: Safety harnesses
NT2: School safety
NT2: Water safety

**NT1: Sanitation**
NT2: Cleaning
   NT3: Dish washing
   NT3: Dusting
   NT3: Laundry
   NT3: Polishing
   NT3: Sweeping
   NT3: Vacuum cleaning
NT2: Food handling
NT2: Hygiene
   NT3: Dental hygiene
      NT4: Flossing
      NT4: Toothbrushing
   NT3: Hand washing
NT2: Sewage disposal